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Foreword

Both the Congress of the dnitedStates aid the Legislature, of the'State of Hawaii
have,esta fished polices and laws calculated to create-and MaintaAn..conditions
unde- ich humans and nature can exist in prOduCtive harmony'and Oich wtll en-
sure fulfillment of the soclal, 'economic, and other needs of present andfutUre.
generations. This formal recognition of the environment and its relationship to
humat%beings has occurred relatively recently' because, suddenly and bather drama- .

tically, we havbeen made aware of the impact of technology on the environment
and,the limited carnying capacity of Earth.

^-.

. .

Educators for many-years have been helping students to gain kntwledge.about the
components of evariety of environments in which they fpnctioni Unt1 recently,
however, little or no attention was directed toward devefopfngan understanding,..

of human effect on environments or the litnits of-environments to sustaivlife=- .'

human or-otherwise. Prior t6 l9b9, Environmental Education wasgenenarly called,
outdoor educatict and consisted primarily of a study of plantsand non - human
animals, geological or geographical features, meteorological or, physical phenomena.
The need to recognize humans'aS. major components of all environments and thedetrj-
mental effects on those environments that humans are capable of producing without
.coscious consideration of their actions has led to the establishMent of new pro-
gramsiappropriately called Environmental Education.

In September of 19.77 the 6epartment of E
.

ducation, State of Hawaii: Oblished a
document called A Framework for Environmental Education in-the Pliblit,Uhools
of Hawaii.,cIhisIramework stated the rationale for Envit9nmental:k,ducation,
MEETTiRed the progr.amgoal with objectives leading to attainkent'of.that goal,
and"set forth a set of congepts and ,issues to be developed in thkK-12-,continuum.
:This. document set the base won which the Department's Znviyonmental EduCafion
,Program is being built.

upon
. ,

.

4. .

.
e 0 ':" '' :."

.. -

This curriculum guide is designed to extend the Framework to provide more.definite
guidelines to help teachers an4 adMinistrators implement Environmental Education .

in-the public schools of Hawaii.
,.

.

$

Charles C'Clirk, Superintendent

, 1.
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Chapter.l

INTRODUCTION

In the document A Framework'for Environmental Education in the Pu,lic Schools
of 4-Waii, the goals and objectives for the, Environmental Education Program as well
as the concepts and issues to be addresied by the program are set forth. While the'
Framework, presents a skeleton upon which the instructional program may be built, 'it

.must be fleshed out to fully implement the program. Thit guide is the'result of an
effort to.Pluilda complete Environmental Education Prdgram.

Organization'

The guide is organized into four chapters and 'an appepdi&, Chapter I contains

-i.ntroductory Material,'to give the reader a basic undbotanding of environmental
education. ,

.

. i. .. . \

Chapter'll of this guide contains, the Foundation Program,Objectives, Essential
Competencies, and program goal with the. ectives leading to attainment of that
goal, and performance expectations whic ate statements of learner outcomes based '.
on the program objectives; The' relationships between the foundation Program
Cbjecti-ves, Essential Competencies, and the oerformance_expeotations are displayed
in this chapter as well as descriptions of the-desired characteristics of environ-

-mental education activities And the personnel ,involved in implementing.those
activities. '.' , 4

. .

Chapter III contains the concepts and areas of environmental conFernawhich make

-up the content of the instructional program. *

Chapter IV contains 'a set of 'instructional goals and attendant objective's whiCh .

integrate the concepts and issues to provide a way of approaching the conceptt and

issues for, classroom use. ' A(ctiart displaying the performance expectations matched

with the instructional objectivit has also been included in this chapter.

In the appendix of the guide, additional information hasbeen included to provide
the reader a clearer picture of environmental education and resources to obtain
further information on environmental matters. "Fundamentals about the Environment
and Humans' Relation to the Environment" contains background information for
environmental education. A list of major environmental topics and definitions is
included in thesapPendix. This list should not be considered complete as emerging
environmental issues will sometimes necessitate new terms; however,'the list should
be a help in clarifying the current environmental picture. .A bibliography of books
used in the development of this guide may be found in the appendix as well as lists of

-environmentally Concerned groups and organizations and 'environmentally related periodic
publications.

A RATIONALE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
.

Since .the late 1960's there has been a 'heightened awareness of a host
of problems stemming from uncontrolled technological-impact on global ecology.
These problems can be. categorized into resource depletion, exploding human
populatibn, pollution of the global environment, inadequacy of environmental
knowledge and others. ColleCtively these have become known as environmental



problems. Unlike many other societal problems thateem subjedtto'solution,
environmental problems threaten to become perennial. Further, there are
already many aspects of-pesi'environmental problems whidh have become

. critical anetmany others which must at-least be characterized as oeessing.
In some cases environmental problems threaten the swrvivat.of entire species,
including ourown.. In others', they threaten to impair most of the, quality
Of planetary life.

_

The profundity of these problems has brought .about a national as well
as a local call for educational programs thatwill prepare our citizenry

. to cope rationally and effectively'with both Current problems and those
that, may loomin the future.

ENVIRONMENT

..

Operational Definitions.

Toe term environment js variously used in ecicational, popular, and
tech-real literature, Each use has particular Meaning to a specific group .

and understanding of such.oartctilarities'is a unctionof education. However,
there are some broad chatacteristics of environment that can be identified;
as common'to most uses. ,Theseare:

.

An ehvironment is 'a plate. It is a region; setting or context,
-real or imagined. It may be internal to an object or organism
or external telt. .It flay be microscopic, macroscopic. It may
be immediate surroundings or reteLvutside the ,reach of human beings.

An environment is the contents of,a These may be physical
or the 'products of imagination. They-may be biotic matter or
aoiotic matter, or energy and may or may not involve_humans and

- their artifacts.

. .,41) environment is the dynamic processes and interactions. These -

are. the reciprocal lnterworkings of the .contents of a place.
.

An environment is bounded.by time. This the period necessary
for processes and interaction to occur a 0 thi s period may be
in the past, future, or present.'

. An environment is a conceptual framework. It is a percep o 1 f a
reality shaped bylculture, personal understanding and to erament.

Ar . , .
..

. `An environment is a totality. It-is holiStictgeme bound- reality . . ,

including substance, energy, and processes of nteraction, be they
physical, biological, societal, or psvthological. .-

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
. .

. .

Environmental education consists f formal.and non-forlinal educatidnal

experiences and processes which enable humans to develop awareness 'arid
understanding of the environments within which they; interact,, ;kills in,

.coping with environmental problems and positive and value attitudes which
will help thbm to jive in harmony with the environment.

1 . .

°6

n.
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iEnvironment education is thematic in nature. It is interdisciplinary

utilizing such subject)areas as science, social studies, Mathematics,
language and fine arts, health, physical education, and practical and A

4industriol arts and such thematic areas as career and values education to
study environmental concepts and issues.

r.

Guiding Principles of Environmental Education

4
The following principles were developed and adopted by the World Inter-

governmental Conference on Environmental Education, Tbilui, USSR, October's
14-26, 1977 to provide guidance for environmental education ,programs

Environmental,education should:

1. "Consider the environment in -- natural and built,
'technological and social, economit;-014tical, moral, cultural
and historical, and aesthetic aspects;

2 . B e a .continuous life-long process; it should begin at the,
preschool level and continue through all formal and non-formal

stages;

3. Be interdjsciplinary in its approach, drawing
content of each discipline in making possible
balanced perspective;

on the specific
a holistic and

4. Emptasize active participation in preventing environmental
p4oblyms and working toward their'solution;

"S.11amine major environmental issues' from local,
. \\regiona, and inte national points of view, so

.receive insights into environmental conditions
eographical area;

:Focus-on glAr4entand potential environmental situations;
L.

7. Emphasize the complexity of environmental ,problems and thus the
need to develop critical thinking and' problem- solving. skills;

8. Utilize diverse learning environments and a broad array of
educational *roaches to teaching and :learning about and from'
the environment with due stress on practical activities and
first-hand experiences;

,

national,
that students
in other

9. Focus' on the student's own communittand relate topics being
discussed to state, regional, national and international issues '

and perspectives.

10. Relate environmental sensitivity, knowledge, problem-solving and
values clarification at every grade level, but with special
emphasis on environmental sensitivity to the student's own
community in early years;

11. Enable students to play a role in planning theirs learning
experiences and provide an opportunity for making decisions and
'accepting their consequences.

143
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Chapter II

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
.

Hawaii's system of public schoA exists to provide students with
educational "expetleptes which will,help them to develop the full extent of
their capabilities and to become useful and personally sucCessfUl mebbers
of society. Students, teachers, admirystrators, parents, the school board
and the community all have major roles.in providing these experiences: All

of these groups are involved in formulating and implementing the goals and
objectives of any edutational program.qqn the State of Hawaii, the
Foundation Program Objectives and their concomitant Performance Expectations
represenf:the goals rof'education for all public school students.

Goads and objleves may differ in the level of generality at which
they describe learn g outcomes. Because they differ in level of generality,
goals and objectives differ in the type Of planning for which they are suited.
Below is a description of the goals and objectives found in this guide:

1. System Goals:. The purpOses and goals of Hawaii's public
education system may be found in the Master Plan fot
Public Education in Hawaii and Student Performance
Expectations of the Foundation Program.

9

2. Program.Goals: The Environmental EducationProgram goal .

and objectives describe in general terms the desired end
product of the Environmental EducatiOn curriculum.

1

3. -Performance Expectationit The Environmental Education'
Perfoimance Expectations are statements-of learner .

outcomes for grades.3. 5. 8, 14; and 12. They relate
the pro ram goal and,objectives to the Foundation
Program "ectives. The Performance Expectations .

proyrde basis for developing instructional goals
and objet Ives.

4. Instructional Goals: Since environmental.educatto, is

thematic no course goals,hive been,developed; however,
a series f instructional goals and objectives has been
developed to give dV-ectibn4oplannfng activities at
bower elementary (K-3). upperelementary (44).
intermediate (74), and high school (10-12) levels...
These goals, and objectives are designed to specify
desire student behaviors relative to the environmental
education concepts and areas of concern integrated in
14.ght of the program goal, objectives, and performance
expectations. The objectives should not be considered .

an exhaustive list for any of:the goals. Endless
possibilities exist for measurement of desired student
behaviors, and teachers are encouraged generate or
modify these objectives to better meet the particular
needs of their students or the environmental situation.

,
B1

i4L



'Development and Relationship -of the Goals and Objectives*

diagramHbelow illustrates the development.and reTationihip-of the goals and
:("bbjectives'from the overall program goal to specific instructional objectives.

.

t.

Ontent of the
Instructional Program

..'Concepts,

Areas of Concern

4.

r,

f 0

Pr4 ogr\
Goal &

Objectives

Foundation
Program

Objectives

Performance.

Expectations

c

A

r

IhStruct
Goa

= Instructional
Objectives

*See page.E13'in the appendix for a _sample of this relationship.

-;i

,
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Foundation Program Objectives

The eight Foundation Program Objectives established by the Department of
Education serve as the basis for curriculum and instruction in the public
school, These eight objectives are:

1." Develop basic skills for learning
with others.

2. Develop positive self-concept
w

and effective communication

.1. Develop decision-miking and problem-solving skills.

4. Develop independence in learning.

5. Develop physical and emotional health.

6. Recognize and pursue career development an integral part,

of personal growth and development.

Develop a continually growing philosophy that reflects

ty to self as well 'as to others.'
N,

ileyelop creative potent al and ae etic sensitivity.

B3
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,Essential Competencies

1. Read and use printed materials from daily life. These include the
newspaper, telephone book, road maps, charts and'graphS commonly*
used in; public media, and household product instructions.

2. Complete coimonly used forms.. These include personal checki, jobs
applications, charge account apdlicationt and Other similar forms.

3. DemonstratemritinT.skills cOmmonly used in daily. 'life. These include
writing directionstelephone messages, letters of inquiry or complaint,
and personal correspondence. ,

4. Communicate orally in situations' common to evetyday life. These
include giving simple directions and answering questions-bout
directions or instructions, expressing personal opinions on a topic
and responding to questions about the topic, and describing an object.

..
.

5. Use computational skills in situations, common to everyday. life.
These include adding, subtracting, multiplying; and.d4viding whole
lumbers, adding and subtracting dollars andcents, and computtng
discount and simple interest..

b. Read,and use scales on standard measuri g devices. 'These 'include
rules; meauring cups and spoons,'the eters and weight scales.

.

7: 'Interpret common visual symbols. These include...traffic signs and
road markings, directions to public facilities, end:caution and
warning labels and signs. .

4/

-8. Reach reasoned solutionsto commonly eacountered'probleds: Reasoned
SOlutons are those that.incorporate the facts at hand, the constraints
on the soluton, the feasibility of carrying .out the solution,-and the
values of those,affected by the solution. Commonly encountered
problems include decisions-about family finance, career-plans, physical
health; and community issues.

9. Distinguish act from'opinion in-TV and-radio news broadcasts,
advertisin' newspaper and magatine articles, and public speeches.

10. Use reso ces for independent learning. (These resources include the
library informed persons, and public and private agencies.

.11. Identify the ffannful effects of smoking; drinking,' drug abuse, over-,.
eating, insufficient sleep, poor pereonal hyjiene, and poor nutrition.

.12. Identify the training, skill and background requirements of at least
one occupation in which the student is interested.

13. Demonstrate know ledge of the basic structure and functions of national,-
state and local governments.

c I
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14. Demonstrate knowledge of.the.citizen's opportunities to participate in-

. political processes. These include voting, running for office,
contacting elected representatives, and participating in election
campaigns.,

M. Demonstrate kndWledge of important citizen rightsand responsibilities.
This includes the rights guaranteed by the Constitution and knowledge .

of traffic laws and major criminal offenses.

"
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Program Goal

The goal of Environmental Education is to develbp an environmentally literate
and enlightened society which, through its ethical commitment to wise use of its
resources, creates and maintains optimum quality in both human-made and natural

k environments.

Objectives

\ To achieve the goal of Environmental Education in.Nawaii, it will be necessary
to attain certain objectives dpring theperiod of formal education. No list can be
assymed complete, for. the dynamics of the environment/suggest a need for constant
re-evaluation and refinement. For this beginning s ge, however, the following

envilforrte various school levels.
nmental education objectives can be stated a made to serve as focp1 points

Objectivei. Students should develop awa -ness of themselves in relation to
their environment and the need for wise se of the environment.

SubobieFtives:

. Develop awareness of the grandeur, delicasund beauty of the sorld in
in which- we live.

'2../,

ast and present, and the agents Of change. Develop awareness of change,
working within environments.

Develop awareness of the
environments.

Te played by humans and their artifdqts within

Develop awareness of t e capacities and limlts:of humans to control
environments..

.

Develop awareness f the effect of the Invirbnment On humans and humans'
effect on the env ronment. -

ss of the,role of social institutions ih regOlatiiig humanDevelop awaren
interaction So thin the environments.

. Develop awareness of the holistic interattion.of
and mechanical factors within the environments.

Deielop/awarenets of non-polluting, reekattonal
by environments.

biophysical, chemical,
I

opportunities afforded

. .

Objective 2. Students should develop knowledge of the various aspects of the
env ronment--land, water, sew, air, other eco-systems--and the inter-relatedness
"of human beings, environmental concerns and the social, political, cultural and
economic struttures.

Suboblectives:
1 I-1

Develop. understanding,of the academic djsciplinesthat study aspects of
.envirorkents.

B6
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. . > *". .
. . .. ! ..!:-:

Develop understanding of the technOlogies that:deal with the manipulaiOn -

of environments and,those that provide tools for regulation and.contiO1 ,..
of such manipulation. ,

.
.

, ,
4

,
.

-.

; - 7-
. Develop understanding of the natural principles that 41Iern the..interaction

. , _ .

of the biophysical, chemical; and mechanical entities o1 the envirbnments .
-I*

Develop understandingof the social principles of edorioniics; ,politics,
culture, law, and management which bear on environments. *.

.

Develop understanding of the literature and history,of hullo tinteraction
within environments.

. .,,,
Develop understanding of the aesthetic dime tons ofhuinan interaction's
within environments. , .

,f. ....
IS -1

".

Develop understanding .of the influence of -environments. on individuals arid
cultures;

Develop understanding of the CupatIonal opportukities associated With
.

W 4 t h

environments.- , ,.- . f ' , i ..;.....' ..

Develiip understanding of the vehicles -of pirticipation-in decisions.,. '''`-'..
pertaining to environments. , _

. . .

,/
Objective 3. Students, should develop skil

1

lit'in-coPn
(4.

with environitiental
pro51ems.

. ,
, .

Subobjectivest. - .4. i ..- 4 e 0

.0 I . . , I 1 \
Acquire skills iii- seeking knowledge \\abOutAnvironment's. ,

.

, ., .

Acquire skills in. ratilial Constderat on of alternatisves and making
,

judgments concerning issueS of envir mental consequence.
, ,-. 4 .4. . .0;

Acquire skills in. the wise and positbte, use of environments., -, - .

These stilobjectives involve a variety 4-51f.'speific. :siills ndludirig,the-
. .,.

...-
..,,

t 4, .
. ability.-tot . ..

.., ..... . ,
. .

- Find' and-use a variety ,o.sourcei f nfOrmaticn..
. -.

.
.- %Judge the validity of. inforthation ,

.,

i Evaluate information using apPro Hate criteria.
- .

Use data Collection and samPlin techniques.
4 t

Recor.d data accurately.

Interpret data.
,

,

*.e

.
- Mike inferences and predictions. -1 \ ...: =k-

Fonnulate dperational definit'46ni.. `i.', l'

4 .. t

. . : f
i .

% % ..
4

Interpret time and, spate r'elations;.accu*.elly.
.

4 .. ...., , -c --
, :...: g..._.

- uPleasure quantities accurately. : 1
-

.. II?..

t -

ab.

A

e a e
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4.

,Z

, . -. Make effective use b .the senses in obse-rvation.

1.

..1. . ..
, . .. . 4I A

Describe pheoomeda Accurately and succinctly. .-
, .. ., .

,
Use apprepriate languige 'and ortistiCtskil is in communication.

t

$

,
...

Formulate problems `

lc

Recognize,, the nteIrrelatednes&-'of 'varisius ifactors n- environmental problems.
, . ...

Construct models. ....
I .

.. ,

ti
.

o

M.

'Formulate hypotheses.'

-
- Perform scienti fic.'experiMents.

,

use appropriate social and cultural skills iv problem-solving situations.
,

4.

Perforni planning functions concerning environments.

".
Objective 4. St nts should develop- attitudes and 'values which
them to live in ny with the environment.

Subobjectiyes:

will help

c- ..,

: e- , 4. le.

$ - ..- ...^4 . ' . ,

. ,--Develop .confidence 'in the ability of humans' to 'solve environmental, problems.
.

Develop a positive ethical stance concerning wise human -use of 'envirOnments.
,

-.' .Developl'a concern for and commitment` to participation in actionli necessary
. .for wise use of environments. -- . *I

- ( 0 -
; , 4.,

,

'More specffiCally to'-develop these subobjective 4udenta must:.

. . . s. i ,.
- Enjoy interaction with various environmentsy

,. .
- Appreciate natural beauty..- ,

.-,

- . . .

MI FindsitiSfactibn in fivingin harojony with nature

- a -

Value Hiring and `'non- living things in the oatural.

Sense the need to imPrbve,humans' .relation -to the
.

...

i)vironment..

environment.

- .Be sensitive to matters of envirtonmentalarg' ncern.

Desire io,,achieve consttuctive solutions' to environmental problems.. -

t

0

,

-La



SC AND SEQ MoDEL

r . r ..
The emphasis on the various "components of the..iobjectives differs with ,

the age groups, developing ,from the simple to' the compjex. The loin. emphasis
. in learning for 'elementary school youngsters would be in developing awareness

of themselve,S anq -their relationships to theirenvironment and issues therein.
This base will help develop. appropriate behavior. An the intermediate and

. earlier high school levels, with the base of awareness ,'the emplhasis,woulthbe4..,
' .in greater knowledge, skills inddecision-making. and copingwith

- . issues. and problems related'to the.environfaent. Along with awareness
.,.4. skills aoeknowledge development, ,the students would be expected .

,
. to acquit* an ethical' stance which would predispose aperopriate beheiior in
- I ' t a e esoironmental. concerns. in the later high sthool years students

should acquit grellite skills "irPhaiidlisnw More complex problems, a ,broader
. , FT

.
4.

environmental ethierand dev e 1 o p a functional -commitment to posititife actiG0
th regard to their environment. # t .. ,.t.

..---,

`The scope and sequence model,o'r environmental education curriculum
is:diagrkmied below.. Tile target populations, to which the progiam is addressed
are plotted on" the vertical .axis. The objectives arelplottedron the horizontal
axis. Degrees of emphasiqiamongothe varying grade le,tels are denoted by
irpnsity of shading.

0

O

ut,

p,

.

goo

Grade

Levels

'16

areness Knowledge Skills Attitudes

and
Values

°MOTIVES

Key:. Minimum Emphasis 1771
4E

Maximum Emphasis

.44

to

. a

(
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Performance expectations- are statements of
several purposes. First, performance eXpectatio
the Environmental Education Prograrrto the Foun
(see-page 83). Second, perfdemance expectatio
instructional objectives and activities for th
Third, performanCe expectations 'provide a way
achieving the. goal and objectives 0c-the prog
tions provide 'a way of assessing student att
Objectives. ,

Use of Performance. Expects

.A

ions .

4

earner outcomes. They serve ..

s provide a means fo'r relating

ation Program Objectives .
provige a basis for developing

Environmental EdUcation Program. .

o measure students' progress in
am. ;Fourth; performance expecti-
nment of; he Foundation Program

3

t w is student

's

Performance expectations provide c$6 oints againshh 's

progress may be measured at grades 3, 6, 8 10, and 12.. For each grids, the
performance expectations are arranged in, usters. The level of difficulty in-

`creases downward within each cluster, Wh le-every student.,may not achieve every,
performance expectation in each cluster that grade level, every;student should*
achieve the first few performance expec tions in all clusteri anemore advanced
students should achieve -the mdse diffic t, performance expectatidris in each cluster.

Performance expectations are,link d to instructional objectives used in actual
classroom situations. As teachers develop and/or use instruCtional objectives in

, planning their instructional strategis, relationships between tfteseoblectives,
the Performance expectations, Essentill.Competencies and the Founidation Program'
Objectives should be considered. Below is an example of an instructional objective
selected from major instructional gal kof Chapter.IV-(page 1)2): he performance
expectation.to which.the instructio al objective is related has been stated and the

Essential Competency and Foundatio Prograii Objective towhiciv the performance
expectation is a contributor are 1 sted.

Instructional -Grades. 4 - 6 :Students will relate the increased prbduction of
Objective ' energy to pollution and resource depletion.

Performance O a

ade- 6 Cites examplesrof statewide; nationwide, or, world-
Expectation

Essential
Competency

wide environmental problems.

Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered
problems.

II.

Foundation . .
. Develop decision - making and problem-solving skills.

.
Program ,

Objective III
Wo

, .

The instructional objective above was selected at random. Other instructional

, objectives involving recognition of environmental problems will also contribute ttil-

the attainment of this-performance expectation. The instructional objective cited

above will also contribute tothe attainment4 other performance expectationssuCh

as: Describes the impact of various industrfes on the environment. Other Founda-

tion Program Objectives such as: Recognize and pursue careerAmplopment as an

integral part of personal growth and development can'be relat4ro the instructional
objective above and performance expectations.

B10
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, 1-
.

The above example is only a sample of the interrelationship ofthe insltruclional

objectives, performance expectations, Essential Competencies, and Fouka,ti6K Program
Objectives.. As teachers practice relating instructiona objectives to performance
expectation; and performance expectations to Essential Competencies and Fougdation
Program Objeetives, the process of implementing an instructional 4rograt wh4ch will
help students attain. the performance expectatiohs and hence_ the Essential Competencies

and Folindation Program Objectives will become clearer. Following'' performance s,

expectations in this chapter teathel's will find:three sections yelating4
1) performance Expectations -and Foundation Program Objectivei;,..2),_Performance
Expectations and Essential Competencies, and 3) Performance ExpecaltiqnAnd.
Instructional Objectives. .

, .

B.. - .. 6 ;;e0 ....,_ 4..
. .

As stated earlier, the performance expectations serve as oheckpoInts by which
a student's progress in attainment of the program goal and objective's can be mea- ,_

cured. Assessment techniques for measuring the performihce eApectons include a
variety of tasks which show mastery of the performance expectatiOns -Evaluation of

, n attaining instructional objectives relate4/a student's progress cf to eath,perfor-
Mance expectation 11,1 constitute one means of measuring the performance expectations
or perfotmance expectations may be used to generate assessment tatks-directly.
Measurement of -the performance expectations eitheNthrough instructional objecttves
or directly, may encompass more than one task and may be analogous to an gssignment.
Tasks may include.paper.and pencil tests, questionnaires (sW-report measures);
performance tests, and research papers. Subjectiveevaluati-ns of.#.stadent s pro-
gress by the teacher may include observations, interviews, a d reettrd,rayiews.

_, . : '----.6
,

. Since each-performance expectatiOn,is a contributor t one!or .F9unda-
tion Program Objective, measurement.of a student's progress in Ottatiotrperfor4. ",
mance expectation will automatically insure -a degree of measurement ethe qudent4s
progress in attaining tile associated Foundation Program ObjectIVq. '' :''

a 1 $, Iv. ....

One additional word should be mentioned about the use'cff pinforiariZe:expect4-
tions. Performince expectations not only provide. emearyk_of implementing
Department's Foundation Prcigram Objectives but insure developMent'W the--studRWs .

learning along. the K-12 continuum and reinforce program consistei4NAhroughitit the!
. I,man4 public schools in our State:'

O

.t r
'

4
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Grade 3

Performance Expectations

4

Cites examples of local environmental probleml.

Identifies causes of local environmental problems.

Cites examples of statewide, nationwide or worldwide environmental problems.

0 Identifies a variety of resources that may be used to gain information on
environmental matters.

Uses a variety.of resources td gain information on environmental matters.

Conducts simple investigations to gain first-hand information on
environmental-matters. /

Identifies recreation* opportuniti7s in both human-made and natural
environments:

O DesCribes the.environmintal factors which must be -considered to conduct
various recreational activities.

Names occupations in the community that are directly dependent on various
. natural resources.

Describes the.naturarqesources needed by various industries and relates.
the locations of those industries to available.resources.

Cites exampleiNof ocapatiOns that are primarily concerned with the study
. or control of specific environments.

States school or home rules designed to protect the enviroafent.

e DiscusseNhe effectivetiesi of school or home rules designed to protect
the environment. ,

e Explains the need for,rules to protect the environment.

e Communicates feelings evoke4 by various types of environments.

e Describes the need fo4' beauty in one's environment.

e Lists a number of enviconmenta) faCtors whiCh may affect the,emotional or
Physical health

,
of human beings.

,Discusses attiiDdes which contribute toward living in harmony with the
environment.

it

44,



Grade 6

o Identifies causes of local environmentaj problems.

p Cites examples of statewide; nationwide or worldwide environmental problems.

. Cites examples of-social,'political, or economic decisions which have
caused environmental Problems.

Identifies a variety of resources that may be used
environmental matters..

Uses a, variety of resources to gain information on

o Conducts simple investigations to gain first-hand i
environmental matters. .

Identlfies instruments or-oiethods that can be used
bout environments or.to change an environment for

.

o Identifies recreational opportunities in bo/th human-made and nat
'environments.

_

Describei the environmental factors 'which must be consider4d to conduct
various recreational activities.

. .

. .

4 4t.lArt Explains the effects ofenyironmental changes on recreational opportUnities:
- .

..v.: Explains the potential effects of changes in recreational activity on, the ,

'i. N.
environment. -: , , 1.

e./
- 4. - .

.

. .
.. i

.

t

to gain information on

1.
environmental matters.

nformation on

to.gein information
a-desired.result.

,

,66

#aoles industries that' are .directly dependent on natural relources.

fi :0 --Deliaribes the natural resources neededb,y various industries and 'relates
/
0..--thli locations of thoseinOustries to available resources.

*1Cfics examples of occupations that are primarily concerned with the tudy
:e mraiRtrol of specific enVironments.

r"..".Desschiles the impact of various industries- -on the environment.

1 .

.

, DitcusteS the effectiveness of school or home rules designed to protect
the ,environment. ,-

ExOlains.the need for rules to protect the environment.

Idintifies state and federal government agencies primarily concerned with
environmental management or, control.

o 'Identifies non -ooverAmental,groups primarily concerned with environmental

matters.

.-.:

o \Communicates feelingAvoked by various types of evironments.

O Desribes the need for beauty in one's envioonment.
4

Voluteers for school beautificatibn projects.

X , '

813
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Grade 6 (Cont'd)

Lists a number of environmental factors which may affect the emotional or

physical hialthlif-human beings. ,

. Discusses attitudes which contribute toward living iniharMony with the
environment.

Cites examples of negative and positive ways human beings can change the

environment. .

Identifies and describes environmental factors ich Influence the beliefs
of different cultures.

Identifies specific contributions one can make to help human beings live
in harmbny with the environment.

Describes the effects of environmental changes on the beautylf an
environment.

Explains how environmental factors suck as noise level or air twalitymay
affect the,emotional and physical health of human btings.

Accepts leadership role in school beautification projects.

Grade 8

Cites examples of statewide, nationwide or worldwide environmental.PrOblems.

Cites exiMples of social, political, or economic decisions .,which have
caused environmental' problems.-

,Describes the interrelationship of the social, political, and economic
structures and environments of different societies. .

,Selects an environmental problem, studies the various aspects of that
problem, and suggests a variety of solutions to that problem including an
explanation of the possible impact of each solution.

Predicts the effects social, political, and economic changes would have

on the environment.

Uses a variety of resources to gain information on environmental matters.

Conducts simple investigations to first-hand information on environ-.

'mental matters.

-Describes instruments or methods that can be used to gain information about
environments or change an environment for a desired result.

Integrates information gained from resources with information gained through ---

direct experiences-to develop understanding of environmental matters.. *

't

Describes the environmental factors which must be considered to conduct
various recreational activities.

Explains the effects of environmental changes on recreational opportunities.

Explains the potential effects 'olichinges in recreational activity on the

environment.

d14



Grade 8 (dont'd)

Suggesti ways the.environment' may be improved to provide more recreational .
. opportunities.

.

Describes .the natural resources needed by various industries and relates
the locations of those industries to available resources.

. Cites examples of occupations that are primarily concerned with- the study
'or control of specific,environments.,

Describes the impact or various industrivi on the environment.

7: . Describes 'th4 problems' of industries that have been deeply affectedJoy-:changei
in natural environments or social reactions to those industries' impact on
the environment. ,

r. 4
,,

,
:

identi f i es state and .federal govefnment.agencies primarily concerned vii th
, environmental management or control. - ,

,,.

, . . .. . -
I .

'f '' identifies awn- ip ve 1'n Oleot groups; primarily concerned with environmental
A 4matters. = ``

Descei ties responsibilities of state, and .federal agencies for environmental'

management or control. ) .

Deicrlbes the functions of non-governmental groups concerned with-lenviron-
mental matters.

Identifies state or federal laws designed to protect, people and the env4ron;
ment and discusses their,effectiveness.

o. Volinteers for school beautification projects.

Lists a number of environmental factors which may affect the emotional or .

.,
physical 'health of human beingf. . .

Discusses attitudes whiecontribute towards living in harmony with the
enViornment.

,

Cites examples Of negative and positive ways human beings can change the .

environment. 4(-

,

...

.

. , ,

identifies and describes envi roniental factors which influence the beliefs
.* of different cultures. ..

/

0- Identifies specific contributiot one can make to help human beings live
in harmony with the envtronment.

Describes the effects of environmental changes on the beauty of the environ-
meat.'

. .

Explains how 'environmental' fac.tors such as noise level-or air quality may .

affect the emotional and physical health of human beings.

'Predicts the effects of:.contnuing environmental changes on the beauty of
environment.

..,.

oi Compares the aesthetic va of maintaining natural environments with the '

1441
need. for housing, impro1 retransportation facilities, and increased 4
employment opportuni ti e .

4vN41,6
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;:
Grade 1 (Coat' d)

1

Investigates tommunfty or state beaytification projects and encourages
clOs pavticipation.

. .
% .

a, Suggests ways the environment may lie improved to promote better emotional
and physical health for human beings.

. ,

Accepts leadership.role in schO61 beautification projects.

Grade 10
.

.

.,., ,'Cites examples of social, political, or economic decisions which have
caused environmental problems.\

4- 'Describes the interreiationships of the:socialopolitical,-and economic/
structures'. and environments of different societies,.

..
r

..,--
1 4

.

Selects an environmental problem, studies the various aspects of that
problem, and suggests -a variety of solutions to that probyem including
an explanation cif the possible impact of each solution. -. . '.

4 ,Predicts the of is social, political, and economic changes would have.
on the environment. .

- Selects 'an,envirommental problem, investigates alternate solutions to that
.

prqblem, selects one alternative and defends that selection by identifying. the

benefits and cpnsequences of that decision to the environment and to society.

S.' '1 I

P,

.-:
.

.--

Describes instruments or methods -that can be used to an information about
environments or change an enOronment for a desired result:

Dies a:variety of instruments or methods to stutror change environments.

Synthesizes environmental knoWledge to suggest new instruments or methods
:-.. .

which may reasonably beveloped to 'study or change' an imyironment.,

. Integtlaies information gained from resources with information gained through
. ,

direct experiences-to develop understanding of environmental matters. ,

Demorittrates an interest in the environment by seeking Knowledge about the
environment through volqntary attendance at environmental lectures,. selecting
.elective classes imenvironmental studies, or by joining:organizations con-

,
' cerhed with environmental matters.

'4 Explains the effects of environmental changes on recreational opportunities.

4.',Explains the potentialeffects of changes inrecreational activity on the
,environment l

.

°. 1
1

P

4 Suggests ways the environment may be improved tq.provide more redreational°
opportunities.

..
, . , ,

, ,

Descrighthe impact of various industries con theInNiv ent.

Describes the problems of industries that hai(e lieen deeply affected bichanges
in natural environments or social ructions to th',Ose industries' impact on `

,.
the environment.. .

.
. ,- . A

1 { . .
' 816 !
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Grade 10' (Cont'd)

Describes the types of training necessary for various occupations dealing
with the environment.

Describes iesponsibilities of star and federal agencies for environmental
manageolent'or contra].

As Describes the function4 of non-governmental groups concerned with environ-
mental matters.

Identifies. federal or state laws designed to protect people and the environ-
:--- !- onent_and discusses their effectiveness.

o," Identifies ,worldwide organizationi concerned with environmental matters.-

s7 Cites examplies of negative and positive ways huminbeings can change the
environment.

IdeOfifies and describes environmental factiss which influence the beliefs
of different cultures%-

Identifies specific contributions one can make to help human beings live in
harmony with the bqvironment.

Describes the, effects_ of environmental changes on the beauty of an environ-
-ment..

'Explains-hog environmental factors such as'opise level or air quality
affect he emotional and physical health of human beings.

101Uicts the effects of continuing-environmenial thanges on the beauty of
the eniironmeht.

Compares the aesthetic value of maintaining natural environments with the
need for housing, improved transportation, and increased employment

, opportunities.-

Invesilgatei community or state beautification projects and encourages class
participation.

Describes- ways human-madienvironments can be designed to harmonize with, .

natural environments. -

SliggestS.wayi,that'ihe environpent many be improvedlto prdmote better emotional
and physical heal* foehumendbeings.

. Evaluates the effects of community orstate'beautification projects.

Makes ii0rovement in home, scoot, or comiuniti environments to promote
better .emotional and physical health. ,

.

47'

.

,

4,1,

Dride 12'

Selects on eiiiironmintal problem, studies the various aspects of that problem,
and suggestf a variety of solutions to that problem incilludihg an-explanation
of the possibleAmpact of each solution. \

,'Predicts the effects.sbcial,:poriticalg, #nd economic changei could have on
e.

.the envi ropment. .

4.

.... '
lir I

.. :... 817
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Grade 12 (Cont'd)'2N

Selects an environmental problem, investigates alternate solutions to that
' problem, selects'one alternative, and defends that selection by identifying

the,benefits of that decision to the environment and to society.

Demonstrates concern about the environment by attending lectures, taking
' classes outside of the regular .school program, writing articles for various

publitationson environmental matters or by joining an ecology group.

Oroaoizes a'special interest group to work towards solving an environmental
problem.

Uses a variety of instruments or methods to study or to change environments.

Synthesizes environmental knowledge to suggest new instruments or methods
which may reasonably be developed to study or change. an environment.

Integrates information gained frim resources with information gained through
direct experiences to develop understanding of environmental matters.

Demonstrates an interestin the environment by seeking knowledge about:the
environment through voluntary attendance of environmental lectures, selecting.:

47 elective classes in environmental studies or by joining organizations concern-
ed with environmental matters.

4

Suggeits ways the environment may be improved to provide more recreational
opportunities.

Describes the problems of industries that have been deeply affected :'-by changes
in natural.environments or social reactions .to those industries' impact on
thj environment.

Describes the types of training necessary for various occupations dealing
with the environment.'. a

Predicts occupations WIWI may be created or abolished due to emerging
environmental concerns.

o, Identifies federal or state laws designed to,protect people and the environ-
ment and discusses their effectiveness.

Identifies worldwide organizations concerned with environmental matters.

Describes the functions of worldwide organizations concerned with envir6
mental matters. ,

AnalyzAthe influences of various groups, individuals, and governmental
organizations in making decisions on environmental matters.

Predicts the effects of continuing environmental changes on the beauty of
the environment.`

.

" .

Compares the aesthetic value of maintaining natural environments with the
need for housing, improved transportation, and increased employment
opportunities.

A
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-Grade 12 (Cont'd).

?.3

Investigates community or state biautification projects and encourages'
class participation.

Describes ways human made environments can be designed to harmonize with
naturals environments.

Suggests ways the environment may be improved to promote'' better emotional
and physical health for human beings. . .

Evaluates the effects of community or state beautification projects.

Makes improvement in home, school, or community environments to promote
better emotional and physical health.

Participates in scho6I or community campaigns to provide an environment
which promotes better emotional and physical health.

to

A

$
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Performance ixpectations and Foundation Program Objectives

The Environmental Educttion Program.is a major contributortoward
student attainment of five of the eight Foundation Program ObjectivesIII,
V, VI, VII, and VIII.. On the following pages these five objectives have been
matched w4th the Environmentartducation Performance Expectations which are
most "ctosely related-to them.

In delineating certain Foundation Program Objectives for major emphasis
in Environmental Education the reader should be aware that this does' not
mean Ott Environmental Education makes no contribution toward student
attainment of the other objectives but that the program's major. contribution
are to the selected objectives.

a

g
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. Performance' .Expectati on - Foundation" ltrogram, Objective hatch
..

. , , 1

a . ' ' /
. N. ,,

V

Foundation Program-Objective III-
. _ $ A. ' . e: ,-

44 :S

Develop decision- making and problem-solving, skills,
. .,

Grade 3

Performance Expectations
t

'6V

. V 1
I

4. 6,..

.1, . . a ,*

.. o Cites examples of locel invironmentalizbbleits. :.,
o Identifies causes of local environmental problems.

,

o Cites examples of statewide, Aptionwitle.or worldwide environmental p 1 ems .

o' Identifies a variety of resources- that.may be' used to gairi informatio on

.environmental matters
o ,Uses a variety of resources' to gain inforination on envi ronmentir ma ters.,
o 'Conduct?, simple investigations to §ain first-hand information-:on t

environmental matters.

Grade 6 ,-.
ol -

.., ,-,
o Identifies causes ef / ocM environmental pioblems . . '1-

o Cites examples of statewide, nationwide or ivarldwide,enviebnme tal problems.
.0 Cites examples of soc1-41,-.political or'ecopomio decisions whi h h4ve

caused environmental problems. . .: i. ..
o .Identifiesa'vat4ietrof resources be used to on.

-. .
.

environmental matters.- s'.' 0 Uses a ariety of,.resp'uiTei to gain infoniation on environmental matters.
.

-..c i
""'! o Condu simple *litigations to gain first-hand information "on --.

.1 envi r nmental "matters . . . .

o 'Identifies instruments. or methOds that_cin be used,to gain information
about environments or to change'en environment foir.:4 sire4result. '''

'*'S'. .

G rade 8
,

o Cites examples of statewide, nationwide or, worislwide'environmental problems:,
o ,.Cites examples of social-, political, ot; ecoinomic decisions which baVd, ''

caused environmental probleins. , .
.

o Describes the interrelationshii;:of the social, pd1,1:0.cal, and economic
- structures and environMents of different sokteties'.' k *.

o Selects an environmental problem, studies the various aspects of that
problem, and suggests a variety of solutions ta that problem including an
explanation of th--epb-Wlble impaa of each :solution.

o Preditts the effects social,, poiltiCal; and economic changes would have
,_on the environment. , .

.

o Uses a variety of resources to gain inftrroation ,on environmental matters;
o Conducts simple investigations to gain ffrst-hanst information on environ-

mental patters. . .
v. ..

,

o Describes instruments or methods that Can:be used to}gain inforinatton about.
environments or change an environment hr a desired result.

o Integrates information gained' from resource i with information gained through'
direct experiences to develop understandinVotenVfrOnmental matters. :: .:

..i. --'. ....:
,

., ? ' _ -1-4,
._ ...,.1

1

0 -4 41.. , . .
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Grade 10'

;

I.

. .,.
. .v.

-6 Cites, examples of social , political, or- economic decisions which have
- caused environmental problems,. -

7-

o Deicri bet the in terrelationshi ps of the social poli ti cal , and economl c
!I rtigt tititsa n ct environments of different societies.

o 'Selects` an environmental problem, studies the various aspects of that
*prollem,"&oksuggests a variety of solutions to that problem including
an explanatiOnof thkposs)ble impact of each solution.

o Predicts- the effe.etesoci41, political, and economic changes would have
11. the. !Indent k

o Selects enVi ronmeritalgoblek,' investigates al ternate sol utiocis to that
= .peobles;1 'elects brit dteritalive and defends that selection by i,ndentifying9 p

1Q0 btnefi S and-9*egRehckl.of that decision to the environment anol to
1r .

t041Demotistratts'Lanlvtgreit*,601 environment 6y seeking knowledge about the/%
enviroildent kthrOutih voluntai4y4ittetid'ance at environmental lectures, selecting
elective 'classes. envf.rdntiental stpdies, or by joining organizations con-

)41 tivepv,fronmentil . f,
or.-"nieih, Otis :ttai..can be used to.gain information about

env.Vonmenti Or change an,.-esk,vironnien't:for a desired result.
Variety, of instruments otjnethOdOo study or change environments.

o .$,Itothesites.enyironmental knowledge tchsiiggest new instruments or methods
which`-thay reasonably- be developed ,to.- study or change an environment.

....0.,,,Inteorat..sdnformation gained fijali. resources with information gained throjogh
f Ittrett expeeei ces. to deVelop mdirstaii4itig of environmental matters.

;
..i ,

.

:Orade412,_. I "^. 'i ,.' I
7 ' T 2. '

o 1. Selectso_an 'environmental problem, itudie,S the various-aspects of that.problem,
and suggests a =variety of solutions to that problem including an explanation
of the possible impact of eactesolution.,.

o Predicts the effects social, paitti,01, and economic changes could have on
the 'environmen. _ -, 1

o Selects an enVironmental problem., Ovestigates alternate solutions to that
problem, selectS. one alternative, and defends that ,,selection by identifying
'the benefits-of, that decision to.the'environment and to-society.

:o -Demonstrates concern. about the environment by attending lectures, taking
classes Outside. of the regular school program, writing articles for various
publitations on,..enVtronmental matters or b joining an ecology group.

.0 -Organizes a specIAT interest group to wor towards solving an "environmental
-. 'problem. -,,.. .

,

v
.

, 1
_;..- , .

.Foundation Progr

DeVelopphysical-and eialOnal health.
r '
1

r

Objective V .



Performance E ectations

Grade 3

o Identifies recreational opportunities in both human-made and natural
environments.

o Describes the environmental factors which must be considered to conduct .

various recreational activities.
o Lists a number of environmental factors which may affect the emotional or

physical health .of human beingstio

/.1
Grade 6

k

o Identifies recreational opportunities in oth human-made and natural
environments. )

N

Describes Alp environmental factors which m be'considered to conduct
various rec6ational activities.

o Explains the effects of. environmental changei on recreational opportunities.
o Explains the potential effects o\changes in recreational activity on the

environment.

o Lists a number of environmental factors which may affect the emotional or
physical health of human beings.

. i

o Explain how environmental factors such as noise level or air quality
may affect'the emotional and physical health of human beings.

Grade 8

o Describes the environmental factors which must be considered to conduct
various recreational activities.

o Explains the effects of environmental aanges on recreational opportuntties.
o Expiaiiis the potential effects of changes in recreational activity on-'the

environment:
o Suggests ways the lenvironmenttmay be improved to provide more recreational

opportunities.
,O Lists a number of environmental factors which may affect the emotional

or physical health of human beings.
0 Explains how environmental. factors such as noise level or air quality

may affect the emotional and physical health of human beings.
o Suggests was the environment may be improved toprolnote better emotional

and physical hearth for human beings.

Grade 10

o Explains the effects pf environmental changes on recreational opportunities.
o Explains the potential effects of changes'in recreational activity on.the

environment.
o Suggests ways the environment mayesbe improved to provide more recreational
.opportunities.

o Explains how environmental flictors such as noise level or air quality may
affect the emotional and physical health of human beings.

o Suggests ways that the environment may be improved to promote'better emotional
and physical health for human beings. -

o Makes improvement in home, school or community environments to/promote better
emotional and physical. health.

023 3
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Grade l2'

. .
,

o Suggests ways the environment may be improvdd to provide, more recreational
opportunities .

o Suggeststways the environment may be improved to promote better emotional
and physical health for human beings. .

o Hake improvements in home, school, or comnuni ty environments to promote
better emotional and physical health. .

o Participates in school or comnunity campaigns toi provide an environment
which promotes better emotiorial and physical' health.

Foundation Program Objective VI

Recognize and pursue career development as an integral part of personal growth*
and development.

.
,

. Performance Expectations

Grade 3

...

o Names occupations ,,in the comnunity that aredirectly dependent on various
natural,resources. _ .

o Describes the natural" resources needed by various industrieSr'and r.ilsataY'
the locations of those industries to available. resources..

o Cites examples of occupationsthat are primarily concerned `with the study
. or control of specific environments.

.

Grade 6.
. -

, o Names industries that are directly dependent on natural resources.
o Describes the natural resources needed by various industries and relates

the locations a those' industries to available resources.
o Cites examples of occupations that are primarily concerned with the study

or control of specific environfients. .

o Describes the impact of variods industries' on the environment.

Grade 8

o Describes the natural resources needed by various industries and reites.
the locations of those industries to available resources.

o Cites examples of occupations that are primarily concerned with the study
,, or control of specific environments. ,

o Describes the impact of various industties on the environmet. ,-

o Describes the problems of industries that have been deeply affected by
. changes in natural environments or social reactions to those industries'

1 ct on the environment. ,

824
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Grade 10 . =

.

o Destribes the impact of .various industries oli the erotironment. .,
o 'Describes the pr6bleMs of industries that haiie been deeply affected by

'changes in natural envitoriments or social reactions to those industries'
impact par the envi renmfnt. -

,, , :
o' Describes the types of training necessary for various occupations desalting

with the environment. .

t ,

rlie 12

o .Describes .the problems of industries that
changes in natural, environments or social
impact on the environment,'

.p Describes the types of traininvnecessary
with the' en vi ronment.

o- Predicts occupations which- may` be created
environmental, concerns.

. t s

have been deeply affected ,by
reactions to, those industries,

for. vari ons.'. dealing

or abolished, due to emerging .

Foundation Program Objective VII
,

,Develop a continually growing'.philosophy. that, reflects responsiblity to self as
well as to others. -

rl-Ate3 4`

Performance

.

o States.schciat or Home .rules designed
o Discusses' the effectiveness of schoo

the eniironment.
o Explains the need for rules to,pro
o Discussei attitudes Which contrib

environment.

Grade 6 A

tio protect the environment
or home' rulei designed to protect

ct the environment.. . .'
-toward living ip hirmony with the :

:
' o Discusses the effettiveness

)
o school or home' rules designed to protect

= the environment. 1 , .
,o Explains the need' for rules` to protect the environment. i
.0 tdentAfies itatei_anefeder. , Overriment agencies primariltcOncerned with.

`environmental management xontrol.
o Identifies nori-governmen 1 *Ups primarily concerned with the

environmental matters. . . . - , D *'
6 Discioses attitudes whi contribute toward living in harmony with the i

environment, ! .._ . .

Live and positive ways- hunts') beings car.change -the

40.11=1,.

.

'o Cites example
environment.

o Identifies
of differen

of Reg

d desc
cultU

ibes environmental, fictOri which iniluenCe the beliefs
s. -.

let
,

. , o

t
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_

o Identifies 'specific contributions one can make to help human beings live
in harmony with the. envi ronment.

Grade.8' - ..,
.

,

o - Identifies state, and federal governthent agencies primarily:concerned with .
environmental management or unti-ol. ,

o Identifies non- government gr))ups primarily concerned with environmental
-matters. ..-

,.
o -Describes responisibilities of state and federal. agencies "for environmental

management or contrig: , '! ',-,. \--
o Describes the functions, or non-goVernuiental -groups concerned with
4 environmental matters. :.r0, Identifies state orfederal':laws de_signed.te'irotict people and the,

environment and discusSes their effectiveineis_
o Discusser attitudes which- contribute,towvdrliving in harmony with the

environment. ", _
..4.

...': .° environment. ..._. ,:.-.. ,- , ..--,.,..,

. ,. .

. ,
, ..

. ,o Cite* examples %of nigktive, and- positive w4s,, human beings can change the

,!,- ,.o' 'Identifies and desaribes'invironmental--factqrs whi-ch'inguence the beliefs
of different cUltures. 6.6

e ,, f

o Identifies.specific contributions one cananake,:tilishelp huntah beings li-ve
in barmony,with *the envJrpireht.fr ' N 4 '

. :.
i...,, ...,..1 ..... . 4..-

. '`., . , '
..g. . . 0.'4'.

_ Grade' 10 " , ... 4 -. 4.
s .:''11.

, .:
1.

,* -...... I./,14... #
'`

o Describes responsi hi 1 ttits of state 'and`federal agenciei'for environmental
.management or control. s'. ,t-

o .DescribeS, the functions of non-governniental, groups concerned with
envit'onmeetal matters. , _ ...

o ldentiffes federal or-state laws designed to protect people and the
.envitzonmental and discusses their effectiveness.

o Identifies worldwide organizations concerned with environmental matters.
o Cites examples of negative and positive ways human beings can change the

environment. . .

o Identifies 'gird describes environmental factors which influence the beliefs
of different cultures.

o Identifies specific contributions one can make to help human beings live in
harmony with the environment.. .

Grade 12

o Identifiestfederal or state laws designed to protect people and the
environment and discusses/their effectiveness. -

o Identifies worldwide organizations concerned with environmental matters.
o Describes the functions of worldwide organizations concertned with

envi r ers.
nces of various gr6ups, individuals, and governmental

organizations in making decisions on environmental matters.

B26



Foundation Program ,Objecti ye VIII

Develop creative potential and aesthetic' sensitivity.

Performance ExPectations.

°"o Communicat$s feelings evoked by various types of environments.
o Describes the need for beauty of one's environment.

o, Communicates feelings' evoked by various types of environments.
o Describes the need for beauty in one's environment.
o Volunteers for school beautification projects.
o Describes-the effects of environmental changes on thebeauty of an

environment.
o Accepts leadeiship role in school beautification projects.

Grade 8 /....4) Vo nteeps. rrschool beautiftcation projects. --N

o Desc -the effects of environmental changes on the beauty of an
environment. t

o' Predicts the effects of continuing environmental changes on the beauty of
the environment.

o Compares the aesthetic value of maintaining natural environments with the
need for housing; improved transportation, and increased employment
opportunities . -

o Investigates community or state beautification proje is and encourages
class participation.

1

-o Accepts leadership role in school beautification p cts.

o Describes the effects of environmental changes on the beauty of dFi

errvironment.

o Predicts the effects of continuing environmental changes on the beauty of
the environment.

o Compares the aesthetic value of maintaining natural environments with the
need for housi.72;151roved transportation, and increased employment
opportuni ties.

o Investigates community or state. beautification projects and encouragesyclass
participation.

o Describesways human-made environments can be designed to harmonize with
natural environments,

o Evaluates the effects of tonnunity or state beautification projects.



(

Grade 12 ., ,

o Predicts the effects of continuing environmental changes on the beauty of
. the environment.
o Compares the aesthetic value of maintaining natural environments with the

need for housing, improved transportation, and increased employment

opportunities. A .

o Investigates community or state beautification projects and encourages,
class participation.

o Describes ways,, human-made environments can be designed to harmonizemith
natural environments.

o Evaluates the effects of community or state beautification projects.
,

%

. 'a
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I
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1
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Performance Expectations and Essential Competencies

"Essential Competencies are those proficiencies considered tobq the minimum
requiredforbeconiingproductiveandcontributing members of society;:

. A )

. Environmental Education expertentes for students can make signifiCant
contributions toward student attainment pf all the Essential Comeetenctes.
For example, many Environmental education activities involve reading materials
on environments and environmental issues anlprelate to Essential Competency
'Number I "Read and use printed materials from daily life." There are,
however, certain Essential Competencies which are more directly addressed

within the program. On the following pages are listed those Essential
Competencies which are most closely, related It) Environmental Educatio0 as
reflected in the Environmental Edec4tion Performance Expectations.

b

A

4

4

40 829
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f -Reach tea4oned solutions to commonly encountered progems. Reasoned* mlytions

. are those that incorporate the facts at hand, -constraints on the solution,. the
feasibility of.crrying out .the solution; and the value of those affected by the
solution, ,Commonly'encountered problems include decisions about family finance,
career pl ans , physi cal health, 'and -cpmmuni ty issues

V

P,.
.. .

-Performance Expectation - Essential CompeteriCy Match, ,

...
. , 4

,
.

:-.

- I

Essential Competencv-huMber 0

r 0 4,

1.

'Grade 3 .

r-;
Performance Eicreqtationi

.

.

o Cites eexamplis of local environmental problenis:
or Identifies causes of local environmentaYproblesm

t

.

4

4 6
0 ' ei to examples of statewide, nationwide or worldwide environmerttal-prObiems.

o Idetittfies a variety of resources that may be used to gain information on
: .

environmentalronmenta 1 matters . e-- ,- , .

0, Uses 'a variety of resources to gain information on erilronmental. matters.
. .

.

o' Conducts simple investigatiOns to gain first -hand inforMation on.
. environmental matters, .

.
A r :

V

Grade 6 -.
,

, .

o Identifies causes, of local environmental problems 6 . .

o -Cites exaMples of, statewide, natienwide. or worldwide.environmental ,problems,

o Citl$ examples of social, ,poli Use% or economic decisions which have
caused environmental problenke' ,

, - 4

0 Identifies a Variety of resources that may be used to gain information on
. environmental matters. 'i I

o Uses a variety, of resources to ,gaitt information on environmental- matters

-o Conducts simple inyestrigationsl to gain 4iist-'hand information on

envirenmental matters. 4. s* - ,
.

be
ilif

o ,Identifies instranenti:or.methods that can be used to gain information.
-about environments or to changean environment for a desired result.

=

Grade_ 8 4

. % ..

le ..

o Cites examples of statewide, nationwide or worldwide environmental problpms.
o Cites examples of socidl; poll ti cal i.or economic decisions which haie -4

caused environmental problem.
.

.- ,
6

o Describes the interrelationship of the social, political, and economic .

strOures and environments of different societies._ , .'

o Selects an environmental problem,-stUdies the various avetts' cl't that

probilt;, and,suggests a variety' of solutionst to that problem including an

expla tion!olf the Possible 'mold of each sblution., ,

. o Peedicts the effects social; poll ticali and economic' .changes wpdld have

orithe environment.
.

,

$ '4 t
4
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.

o Uses a yariety of resources to.gain information on environmental matters.
o Conducts simple investigations to gain first-hand information on environ-

. i mental matters.' , , .`
cr. -Describes instruments or methpds--7that can be itse.dto gain information about

"environments pr change an for a desired result.
In-tegrates information gained from resoUnces.with information gained
*through "direq Operiences. to develop understanding of environmental matters,.

, .

Grade
;'11 e .

o .Cites examples of social, political, or economic dedisioni whic have
caused environmental pitblems.

o Describes the interrelationships of the social, political, and. conomic
structures and en v ronmentsN of di fferent societies.

- o Selects ari envirthunental.problem,..studies the various Aspects of that
problem, and suggests. a -variety of solutions to.that problem, including

ixplanation'of the possIble impact of each solution.
Predicts the effeCts social, political, and economic changes would have
on, the environment.

o Selects an envirOnmental problem, investigates alternate solutions to tha
problem, selects one al tdrhati ye. and defends that selection by identi fyi ng
the benefits' and constwences of that decision to, the envircinment and to
society.' rcs

0 Describes instruments or methods that can be used to gain information about
envirbnments or change an environment for a desired tresul t. 4 .

o Uses a variety of instruments or methods to study or chinge environments.
.0 )Synthesizes environmental knowledge to ,suggest new instruments or methods

which may reasonably be developed to study, or change an environment.
.45 -Integrates' infohnation gained Tromiresources with information gained

thtough direct experiences to, develop understanding of environmental matters.
o'k.DeixOnstratia am:interest 4n the environment by. seeking knowledge about the

"enyfronmegt through 'voluntary attendance vat environmental lectures, .seleaing
elective classes in environmental studies, -or, by joining organizations,

`, concerned *with environmental matters.%

12

o Selects an environmental prbblem, .s.tudies the vari ouf aspects of that.
pyablem, and suggests a variety of solutions to that problem includi-ng.an

Q4
_xplanation of.the ifossible impact Of4eact+solution,

, .

'4.

o_%. Predicti the,effects social,, political , and icpnomie :changes could have-on
the-environnient: ,

o Selects an environmental-problem investigates alternate solutions to that
. problemp'seleCts one arternativec andvidefends that sel ectiOn , by identifying

the Onefits of,kthat dicision to.the environment and to society. 1. 4

o Demoffstrates concern -about the environment 4 attending lectures, 'taking,
classes outside of the regular schdol prograpi, writing articles for various.
'pUbli.cationA .on environmental hatters: or by joining An ecology grtouP.
Organizes a specie) interest group to work towards solving an environmental
problem: ' :: . .,:- ,-

4,e
.. . - t

...... :: , .
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3

;, .& Uses a variety of instruments of imethods tO Study or to change environments.
o Synthesizes environmental knowledge to suggest new instruments or methods

which may reasonably be developed to study or change an environment.
o Integrates information gained from resources with information gained through

direct experiences to develop understanding of environmental matters.
o Demonstrates an interest in the environment by seeking knowledge about the

environment through voluntary attendance of environmental lectures,'
selecting elective classes in environmental studies or by joining
organizations concerned with environmental matter's.

Essential Competency Number 9

Distinguish fIct,from opinion in TV and radio news broadcasts, advertising
.newspaper and magazine'-artitles,,and publit speeches. /

Performance Expectations

Grade 3 . (
4

r
o Identifies a variety of resources that flay .be use4 .Wg414n infonmation On

.' .:. environmental matters' .

,+mr

O Uses a variety of resources to gain information on environmental matters.

, Grade 6
,

o Identifies a variety of resources that may be used to gain information.on
en4lronmentat matters. 1

o Uses ,a variety of resources to gain information on environmental matters

%:'Grade 8.

r

O Uses a variety of resources to gain information on environmental matters.
0 Integrates information gained from resources with informationAilned

3 ,
.through direct experiences to develop understanding of environmental
matters. .

Grade 10
, . ,.

% .
. , .

o Synthesizes environmental knowledge to suggest new, instruments or methods
t

which may reasonably be developed to study or change an environment.
o Integrates information gained from resources with information gained through

direct experiences to develop understanding of environmental matters.
-

GrOe 12

o Synthesizes environmental kawledge to suggest new instruments or methods
which may reasonably be developed to study 'or change an environment.

1)-, Integrates information gained 'from resources with information gained

through direct experiences_ tollevelop understanding of environmental mitters.

832 43
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Essential Competency Number.10

Use resources for independent learning. These resources include the library,
informed persons, and public and private agencies.

r
Grade 3 `'s,,..,..N

o -Identifies a variety of resources that may be used to gain information on .

environmental matters.
. 0; Uses 'a variety of resources to gain information On environmental matters.

'o Conducts si le investigations to gain first-hand information on
environmenta matte

t . 11

Performance Expectations.

Gqde'6

o 147,011es a variety of resources that may be used to gain information on
env, ronmental matters.

o Uses a variety, of resources of gain information On environmental matters.
o Conducts simple investigations to gain first-hand information on

environmental, matters.

o Idenlifies instrumentvoiniethodsrOlit can be used tojaiftinformation

. aboipt environments or to change an environment for a desiad result." ,

Grade 8
, ----,

o Uses a variety of resources to gain information on environmental matters.
o ducts simple investigations to gain ffrst-hand information on environ-

. men 1 matters.
.0ge ribes instruments or methods that can be used to gain inforiation .

iabout environments or change anLenvironment for a desired result.
o Integrates information gained:froin resources with information gained

through direct experiences to develop understanding of environmental
matters. ,

.- L ,f'

1
Grade 10

.

o Describes instruments or methods that can be used to gain information
about environments or change an environment for a desired result.

o Uses a variety of instruments or methods to study or change environments.
o Synthesizes environmental knowledge. to suggest new instruments or methods

which may reasonably be developed to-study or change an environment.
o Integrates information gained from resources with information gained

through direct experiences to develop understanding of environmental
matters.

L

t
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Grade 12

o Uses a variety of instruments or methods to study or to change environments.
o Synthesizes environmental knowledge to suggest new instruments or methods

which may reasonably be developed to study or change an environment.
o Integrates information.gained from resources with information gained

through direct experiences to develop understanding of environmental matters.

o Demonstrates an interest in the environment by seeking knowledge about the
environment through voluntary attendance of environmental lectures, selecting

4. elective classes in environmental studies or by joining organizations
concerned with environmental matters.

Essential Competency Number 11

Identify the harmful effects of smoking, drinking, drug abuse, overeating,
insufficient sleep, poor personal hygiene, and poor nutrition. )

Performance Expectations

Grade

o Lists a number of environmental' factors which may affect the emotional or
`physical health of human beings.

Grade 6

o Li sts a number of environmental factors which may affect the emotional or
physical health of human beings.

o Explains how environmental factors such as noise level or air quality may
affect the emotional and physical health of human beings.

Grade 8

o Lists,a number of environmental factors which ma? affect the emotional or
physical health of human beings.

o Explains how environmental factors such as noise level or air quality may
affect the emotional and physical health of human beings..

Grade 10

o .Explains how environmental .factors such as noise level or air quality may ,

affedt the emotional and physical health of human beings.

o Suggests ways that the environment may be improved to promote better
emotional and physical health for human beings.

o. Makes improvement in home, scOol, or community environments to promote
better emotional and physical health.

I
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Grade 12 ,--.
.,... . ' 'a.

..
4,41; ...

, l ... . , ,-
. 4.

o Suggests ways the environment may be tiorOvedlO on:WA-abitter emotional
and physical health for human beings. *- , :. 4

'ate Makes improvement in home, school, or cOmmunly environments": prOniote,:y
`better emotional and physicat health.- .. .

.

o Participates in school or community campaigns to provide an environment
which promotes better emotional and physical health.

,

Essential Competency Number, 12

Identify the training, skill and background requirements of at east one -_,
.occupation in which the student is-interested.

Grade 3

Performance Expectations

.

o Named occupations in the community'that are directly dependent on various
. .

natural resources.

o Describes the natural resources needed by various industries and relates
the locations of those ,industries to available.resourceS:

o Cites examples of'occupations that are primarily concerned with the study

or control of specific environments:

Grade 6

.

o Names industries that are directly dependent on natural resources,

o Describes the natural resources.needed by various industries and relates
the locations of,those industries to available resources:

o Cites examples. of occupations hat are primarily concerned with the study
or control of specific environments. .

o' Describes the impact' of various Industries on'theenyirdnment. /'

-

Grade-8

o. Describes the natural resources needed by various industries and relates ,

the locations of those industries to available resources,.

o Cites examples of occupations that are primarily concerned with the study
or control of specific environments.

o Describes the impact of various industries on the environment.
o Describes .the problems of industries that have been deeply affected by

changes in natural environments or social reactions to those industries'

impact op the environment.

Grade 10

o Describes the matt of various industries on the environment.
o Describes the problems of industries that have been deeply affected by

changes.in Natural environments or social reactions to those industries'

impact on the environment,
.

035 rt
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o Describes the/types of training necessary for various occupations deal

with the env tonment.

Grade 12

o Describes-the pVoblems 9f inddstriesthat
-changes inmatUrairinvironments or social
impact,on Arks:env:I iotimen t w

o DesCriieS_the.'tylies of:training necessary'

with'the-e6Vironment:
o Predicts-occupations whichrbiy"be created

environmental concerns.-

have been deeply affected b
reactions to those industries'

for various occupations dealing

'Or abolished due to emerging

Essential _Competency Number 13

, r
3'.

Demonstrate.knowl dge4of the basic structure:Ohd-functions of national;
state and local gbve fits:

, ,-

Grade 3

None

, .Grade t-.

0 Identliiis.7state an0 federal government ageilcies. primarily concerned with

environmentit.managementor control.

, :Performance Expectattons

.-

Grade 8

o Identifies sate and federal government agencies primarily concerned with
environmental management or control.

o Describes responsibilities of state and federal agencies for environmental
management or control.,

Grade 10

o Describes responsibilities of state and federal agencies for environmental
management or control.

Grade 12

None

w
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Essential Competency Number 15

Demonstrate knowledge of important citizen rights and responsibilities. This

includes-the rights guaranteed by the Constitution and knowledge of traffic laws'
110* and major tminal offenses.

Performance Expectations

Grade 3

O States school or home rules designed to protect the environment.
o Diicusses the effectiveness of school or home rules designed o protect

the environment.
o Explains the need for rules to protect the environment.
o Discusses attitudes which contribute toward living in harmony with the

environment. .

Grade t

o Discusses the effectiveness of school or home rules designed to protect

the environment.
o Explains the need for rules to protect the environment.
o Discusses attitudes Which contribute toward living in harmony with the

environment.
o Cites examples of negative and positive ways human beings can change

the sortfimment.
o Identifies specificontributions one can make to help human beings live

in harmony with the` environment.

r

Grade 8

O Identifies state or federal laws designed to protect people and the
environment and discusses their effectiveness".

O Discusses attitudes which contribute towards living in harmony with the
,

environment.
.

,

o Cites examples of negative and positive ways human beings can change

the environment,
o Identifies specific contributions one can make to help human beings,live

in harmony with the environment.

Grade 10 '

o Identifies federal or state laws designed to protect people and the ,

environment and discusses their effectiveness.
,0 Cites examples of negative and positive ways human beings can change

the environment.
o Identifies specific contributions one can make to help human beings live

in harmony with the environment.

grade 12

o Identifies federal or state laws designed to protect people and the
environment and discusses their effectiveness.

837
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Enyi ronmintal Cducation Activities .

To help' students achieve the goal and objectives of the Environmental
Education Program, teachers and astainistrators should provide students with
a wide variety of activities. The characteristics of these activities are
described below.

1. Activities should be interdisciplineryintegrating subject and thematic
areas to develop environmental education concepts and ssues.

2. Activities should aim'at increasing the learner's interest in, awareness of,
and sensititity toward the environment.

' r .

3. Activities should aim at developing the learner's understanding of human
effects on the environment and environmental effects on humans. .

4. Activities should aim at helping the learner to become knowledgeable about
both natural and human-made environments and associated problems--social,
economic, political. . -,

5. tivities should be student - centered, problem-oriented, process-oriented,
an ity-oriented.

6. Activities should aim at helping the learner to recognize and, clarify personal
values that relate to the environment and to act in a positive manner on
environmental litters.

7.-, Activities should utilize e .variety of resources.,

8. Activities should include many-.direct experiences with a variety of environments.

9. Activities should be aimed at.developing environmental concepts and issues in
the context of a gradually widening horizon beginning with the local enAri3n-
ment and expanding through statewide, nationwide and worldwide environments
to the extraterrestrial environment. .

0 p

* oe evelopment of skills and concepts from individual areas should not be ignored
or neglected but should also become a regular part of environmental education
activities. Consult the appropriate program or curriculum guide for further
information (See pages £41 - E46 in the -Appendix).

-
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Cecision ,Ang/Problem Solving Investigations'
.. .

4'

'Sin a major portion of environmental education is devoted to helping Kumans
make th necessary decisions and solve the problems related to maiQtendnce of,

enviro ntal quality, the decision-making and problem sotving process cannot be ,

mere hasized. Investigations which promote this process should represent &major .

. porti n ,of Environmental Education activities. The following is description of
.' such/ nvestigations.

.

. . .

1. /Interdisciplinary, encouraging,students to integrate learningfrom many
/ disciplines.in the resolution of problems;

A /

2/ Attivity and process- centered, requiring students-to practice and apply
/ processes such as:

a. Obierving, measuring, classifying,
/ b. Collecting, organizing, recording, interpreting data

c. Inferring, predicting, hypothesizing
d. Communicating

.e.\\Valuing
-.f. 'Seeking alternatives ..-- 4

g. Defining the problem
.,

,-c.
'"- b. Acknowledging constraints . ,-.. .on,

..,

. , ,e
t

,

. Soecision making/problem solving-investigations may be used t prOthote the acquisi-

tion of-knowledge and insight into such environmentally signific nt areas:

a. Human Populations
IN,- Resource Use and Depletion

,c. Pollution
d. Environmental Management and Control
e. Environmental Ethics
f. Public Concern

,g, Erolo§f AIntegrity : .

..
,

.h. Employment an4 Environmental 'Qualsity
' ,

N
1V... (

....Such inves'Nggtions permit 'reconciliation of,a.variety o0alue-baieepositions on
amtvironmental.alternatives through student interactions, exchange of ideas,, and,ex-
ploration4ind culminate in a:Consensus position Of the total group of students regard-
ing any issue, such as is required in real life. More important,. such investigations

allow students.to tackle problems that are meaningful to them, now, at their maturity
level, and allow them to practice and learn individual anTjTioup problem-solving skills
which can in turn be applied to other problems and concerns they meet now. and in, the
future.

:
.
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Clarification

Values clarification is an important,part of an effective environmental
education program. To comprehend the role of valuing in environmental education,
itais important to realize that areal understanding and ultimate resolution of

environmental, problems and issues demand more than the superficial efforts, or
symptomatic/ctivities found in some envirdnmental education progtams. In order
to solve environmental prOblems, it is essential to get at the underlying
causesindividual and group lifestyles. Picking up litter would be treating
the s tom. Developing the individual's or group's desire to change the behavioral
patte that-cause people to drop the litter would focus on the underlying cause
of the p blem. '

I eryday life, one encounters both visible and non-visible effects
produced by technolOgy in its effort to create and satisfy consumer demands.
Because it is easy to get caught up in consumer cycles stimulated through
advertising, each student needs to examine the individual's way, of living. Each
student needs to be guided through a valuing process where he or she explores

the consequences of one's individual action, and collective Aroup action, learn-
ing to generate ideas for alternative behaviors that would bring the individual
or group into a more harmonious way of living with the environment. 0'

A student begins. to develop a set of values when he or she starts to
:consider alternatives, the consequences of alternatives, and his or her personal

feelings toward each' alternative before he or she acts. The steps advocated in,

the values clarification process are:

1. Students are presented with a problei or issue.

.2. Students analyze the problem or issue.

3. Student genera" and examine alternative sobitions.

4. Student's consider the consequences of each alternative to the
environment and society.

5. Students express and analyze their feelings and thoughts about
each alternative.

6. Students make an intelligently examined, -socially responsible
free choice.

Valuis'clarification helps students become aware of personal and group
beliefs; attitudes, values, and behaviors which they prize and are committed to
bothin and'out of the classroom. This ,process assists students in cdnsidering
alternative solutions and the impliosUOns of each alternative. A critical
role of the teacher is to 'help each student to consider. whether the person's
stated beliefs, attitudes and values are congruent,with her or his actions.

Values clarification and analysis are of ina:Jor importanwin making
rational environmental decisions every day of a person's life, and must be a
basic part of everenvironmentaledUcation program. Knowing ou's values and
the values of the society in which one functions also helpan individual to

build a more positive self-concept.

.1
4..000.1
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Communication in Environmental Education

Environmental education provides many opportunities for students to
develop their communicative skills and knowledge. Environmental education
activities should be designed "to assist students to develop the highest
level of control possible over their use of language"*. Students will use
reading and listening to gain understanding of environments and environmental
matters and speak1A9 and writing_to provide information and to explore and
promote ideas related to envirofiments and environmental.matters.

*Goal--Language Arts Program Guide, K-12 Office of Instructional Services/
gleneral Education Branch Department of Education, State of Hawaii RS 79-7609

.s
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Environmental Education Team

Environmintil education consists of a wide variety of formal and non formal
educational experiences and processes which enable humans to develop awareness
and understanding of the environment, skills in dealing with environmental prob-_.
lems, and positive attitudes which will help them to live in harmony.with'the
envIrohment. No individual could possibly, provide students with the variety of
experiences necessary for them to achieve the goalsand objectives of the Environ-
mental Education Program; however, a .group consisting'of state, district, and
school personnel, community and governmental representatives, parents and students
could provide these educational experiences. In order to be effective in promoting
the program goal and oblectives, the group of people contributing to the program
must be a team in the truest sense of the word. Cooperation between team members
and a genuine belief In the program goal and objectives by each member must char-
acterize this group to provide the esprit de corps which will benefit the program.

the Teacher

The most important element'in the delivery of the Environmental Education
Program is the teacher. Success of the program depends upon the teacher's under-
standing of the nature of Environmental Education and his/her commitment to the

egoal and objectives of the Department's Environmental Edutation Prbgram. Every
teacher has the capacity and the opportunity to make a major'contribution to.the
program., 1 -

Since Environmental Education is an interdisciplinary area, elementary .

teachers who must teach many different subjects can utilize Environmental
.Education as a way of integrating the subjicts.to provide a more relevant
program for students. For secondary teachers who,wish to broaden their
students viewpoints of the subject matter in their specialized area and to help
them understand how the subject relates to the larger world, Environmental Educa-
tion provides an excellent means for promoting this enlarged viewpoint. Environ-

mental Education also provides a means for organizing team teaching activities:
This is especially true at the secondary level where a teeM of several teachee's
with various specialized backgrounds can plan activities which integrate these
specialties.into,a total picture of environmental matters for students. '

4ihether Environmental Education is presented by one teacher within a variety
of subjects or .by a team of teitheii6ftrom vartourspecialized subjects is rot the
important point. To present 0 e ive Environmental Education Program, the
elements from many subject areas Must be drawn together and integrated to present
A total Picture of the environment and humans' relation to the environment.

To be effective in program delivery, all teachers, should:
. 100

I. Understand the objectives of public education in the United States.
2j Know the.Hawaii's Educational Master Plan Purposes.and Foundation

Program Objettives and understand their apply ation to the -
Environmental Education Program.

3. Understand children and the learning .process..
4. Know and practice effective teachipg 'techniques.-
5. Have the ability to communicate clearly and precisely.
6: Be receptive to new ideas and opinions differenlifrom their own.
7. Understand the concept of environment, components of the environment,

interactions in the environment, and forces causing these interactions. 41
8. Underitand and believe in -the goal end objectives of the pr ram

9. Have the desire to instill the goal and objectives.intheif stud rs. .

oft 042



Chapter III .

CONTENT OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

Concepts

Environmental Education is a thematic program, therefore EnvirOnmental Educa-
tion concepts are .developed through the content and learning activities of the
rangepf.programs in the Department. Od the following pages is a description of
the concepts to be developed in the Environmental Education Program and a chart
identifying the concepts which each subject area helps to develop. ,

Concepts that are included land to endure and possess a high degree of
generalizability and universality.

rf .

. . The propelling need for environmental education results from the impact
of technology on our.ecol.ogy. Environmental Education is a human creation
and must be viewed from the human vantage point. Human beings transcend the
rest of the animal kingdom and may be legitimately considered as an organism
apart, because of the multitude of environments which they can enter either
directly or indirectly through,the ccintrof of artifacts or through the out-
reach of imagination. It is these environments that constitute the categories
from which the content of environmental education is drawn. There are five.
categories - -personal, social-intellectual, terrestrial, extraterrestrial, and
total human environment') Examples of concepts associated with the categories,
are listed below.

41.

se,-Personal Env4ronment. The personal environmentof humans encompasses
-both mindand'hoAy and the processes and interactions thereof. It is
studied in human physiology and psychology. It creates fmmediate
experience and expands to encompass personal knowledge, skills,And
the ,regulators of personal action, conscience and-ethical commitment.

1. I am a human and I am responsible for may:

' a.

b. pelsonal power.

ci consequence of actions.

d. knoilledgeskill, attitudes.

e. sense of personal worth.

2. I, am in a$tor and I am capable of:

*a. action or, inaction.

0

.ot *

b. changtng things over time.-
0

))9
c. enhancing personal.survival*probability.

d. consumingTesouices.

e. intentional or unintentional action:

is Cl
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.
f:: knowing. .

g. judging:quality: :

3

generating anowiesige.
h

3. 'I am a sod-if:Creature and have.an ethical respqnsibillty4or:

a. the quality of our common environment.

,

b. institu tional structure& which bear on the environment.
-

,

c. the artifacts that interact with he environment.

d. educating others about the environment.

t. my interdependente with others.
. 4 01

1

e Social- nteljectual _Environment. the'social-intellectual ehvironmint
encom sses the substance and structures of relationships, both physical ',

and tellectualv between hums s. it is studied in sociology, economics, ..

p tidal sciences, law, aesthetics, cultural studies, literature, 4
religion, etc. 'It is the set.of. institutions that bind human interaQtion .

/
and regulate human involvement with all other environments. ''.

, , !, 't,

. ;

..

I. Social and intellectual agenOes are human creations 'and as' .

.. -

such should:
.

..
1.

,
. i

, _
4 ?

b. promote human survival and increase the commomouality of life.
.

v .

c. provide for responsible management ot that part of the earth's .

environment within their control. .

a. be subject Za continuous're-evaluation.

2. Social and intellectual agencies should generatei.,
b.'

a. social, physical and biological knOwledge'that interprets
and contributes to the creation of optimum' resent and future
environments.

, -
. ,

I. Humans should continue to puriue the knowledge of social,
physical, and biological principles to insure greater
unfierstanding of environments.

2. Humans should continue to pursue knowledge.on how to
regulate their technology so that it operates to optimize
ecological quality.

e

3. Humans should educate their yourig in the history of their
struggle to improve their quality of life so that lessons
Of the pasNt are not lost.

4. Humans should attempt to apply their knowledge of social,'
physical,' biological principles ti enhance their chances
of survival aocito maximize the quality of life.

C2
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b. -41tideilor terpersonal action.

t

TheS guides shobld account for the fact that individuals
-make different demands of their environment in.accordance
with their perceptions..

2. These guides should account for the fact that individuals
, have the potential^.to deal successfplly with their environ-
aents according to the degree ,of in growth they

had' attained.
---

3. These guides "individuals freedom to et withiR
th- environment.

_

.r?

procedure to resolve conflicting demands .on the environment
/betweeninOividuals and groups.

cA.,'procedures foe Oinning the optimum use of the environment by
individuals and groups to improve,the common quality of life.

'e. inducements to she equitably the costs and4benefits.Of human
use of the. erOironMent. ( .. , .

It Terrestrial Environments. Terrestrial environments encompass the biotic
, .

-0. and abiotic compon pts including the atmosphere litrosphere, and hydro-
, 4 . sphere; biologt talponents of plants and a meals ; and artifacts which .

are the creation of - humans. There.ale taus and,effectlinteractions be-
tween all components .-:.:T40,se environments re studied in biology, chemis-

,try, physics, geology, meteorology, oce ography, ecology, engineering,
etc. This it the set ofentiron st often. identified with Brixiron-
mental Edudation. - ...,--,

1. There it a constant interaction b ween the biological and physics)''
entities of the earth's envi nme t,

a. The biological and physical resources of earth apt limited.

b. There are ecological limits to the logical carrying
capacity 'of the earth.

c. Renewable resources of the earth are primarily solar and
biological.

d. The matter of the earth can be transformed and recycled.
'

.

e. The earth's principal energy source is the sun which drives
mast of the interaction between biological and okysical entities.

f:' There are delicate balances /11 the character of the atmosphere,.
the earth's magnetic field, and other physicalleatures of the
earth that are essential to biological survival.

g. Biological survival d epends on quantitative and.civalitative

factors of the environment.

h. The earth's environments have been and continue to be in aw
constantprodess of ,change. -

---' 0 P
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2. Humans interact both directly and 'indirectly through artifacts
with biological and physical entities of their environment.

a. Humans are animals and are subject to the natural laws that
govern all animals.

p. Artifacts are only partially controllible by humans.

c.. Humans can managsome biological and physical entities but .

such management

d. Humans appear untOe in their ability to develop extensive
symbolic communication systems; to adapt to a vast variety
of ecological niches; AO produce artifacts which satisfy
practtcal and aesthetic needs; to plan and treate futures
and reconstruct the past; to create technological devices
and systems;. and to create engines of self-destruction.

e. Human survival-dependion quantitative and qualitative
factors of the environment.

f. The rate of =change withid the earth's environment is
accelerating through human activity.

g. Humans adapt to new environments, in part, through social 4111

Change; but to ensure survival, there needs to 'be a better
balance between social changsLind technology.

h. Solutions to problemi.may be achieved through social and/or
technological change, but some-combinations can create more
problems than they solve.

i. Humans through their technology are more rapacious consolers
of resources than any other organism. '

j. Humans *espond to the aesthetic qualities of environments as
well as to their utilization qualities. .

4
e. Extraterrestrial Environments. Extraterrestriarenvironments encoi$ass

ail that %outside the earth, including the void of.space,.the solids
and fluids heavenly objects, any possible biological entities, the
artifacts of human -- lenders, capsules, space traveling humans and others.
These are studied in chemistry, physics; geology, meteorology, astronomy,
biology; and engineering. These environments interact with all terres-
trial environments through partial bombardment and'the energies of the _

electromagnetic spectrum andsgravitation. These are frontier environ-
ments. .

1. There is an interaction between the biological and physical entities
of the.earth and the gravitAtional energy sources of the universe.,

j

2.. All the entities of the universe appear to interact in-parallel to
the wor ings of the microscopic, Earth; and on our solar system and
unive .

. 3. Of all:earth4s creatures, ont# s hivi the caOactty.to reach'
beyond the confines of the earth at their bwn .

i.

SP".
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Humans through their artifacts and personal venturing have the
potential for affecting parts of-the solar system and the -reaches
beyond.

b. The nature of..the extraterrestrial environments is unknown in
most of its dimensions and, therefore, a frontier to human
lriterest. I

. i

c. Space activities have given humans a new perception of their
place in the universe, -a sense of unity as earth beings and
the finiteness of global earth.

Total Human Environment. The total human environment encompasses
all the environments and their complete set of interactions. It is

studied in totality in Environmental Educption, as cosmology and
metaphysics and in part through all other disciplines.,

The totality of interactions of all environments constitute our
total human environment.

Below is a diagram summarizing the five categories, of environments,
the components that interact in those environments, and the interactions
between those components.

TOTAL HUN

TH4. FIVE CATEGORIES OF HUMAN ENVIRONMENTS

al

D , .

;TERRESTRIAL

.1110 -. M.
1 :e

I I I
I . I

.' I 1

'SOCIAL- -
PERSONAL I

,
I s'',

;INTELLECTUAL I I 1
..... . .........«..........p.:

I I .

1 -. . - 1Jir
I

. ,..
/ ... . ,/

, 1.7,),
I - -- EXTRATERRESTRIAL

01. .N me

4

4

Coavonents

Moan. Being

0 ., . , Arty

0 q Biota

0 ...: physttal

(1/4:5
-- Social - Intellectual
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Development of Concepts by Subject and Thematic Areas

Environments

it

Subject
' Areas

Personal
Social-

Intellectual Terrestrial TerrestrialTerrestrial
Total
Humaff

(M )
Math X X

A

X

Physical (PE)

Education X

...

x
X, .

(Sc)

Science
, X i X

X sx
'xi.

00.
Health

x . x ,
. X

Social
(SS)

Studies
X X X

-
X

Art
.

.

X

.

X

Music X X

Language Art(Ls, .
; X

Basic (BPA)
Practical Art!

'Asian,

-- y
.

X

rope
& Pactc al
Lanaua stAEPI

X x X.

(Ag)

Agriculture
X X

Industrial
Technical (IT)

... .
.

X

. -

X

Industrial
Arts (IA I

. X . X

Nome (HEc)

Economics '

X X . .

Bus

Business
X X X

Guidance ..--,
X X X

.
X

Career
- . X - X .

.

X

Values
X X

Student

iCIltliiesAct)
X

.
.

X

Library . . .

X

Nutrition
X .. X

HawaiianN
Studies

4( .#
X

.
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Environmental Areas of Concern

Below is a list of major environmental areas of concern. These areas are.
interrelated; none can stand alone as "a separate entity. It is from these
interrelated areas that commanding environmental issues and problems are
Constantly emerging. These issues and problems are normally immediate and
pressing and threatening to survival or quality of life.

,

1. Hugon Populations - particularly the impact on global
'resources and the qual ity of human interectiOns.

2. Resource Depletion - most important the consumption of
non-renewable resources.

111. .

3. ,Pollution - the toxic substances and noxious wastes, notse
and'thermal condifiolis that diminish environmental quality
and/or life expectark.

"0

4. Management and Control -...the problems of human governance
of global problems associated with degradation of the
environment.

.4.

6: Environmental Ethic - the development of global set of
principles and practices to guide optimum interaction.'

1. 'with the environment.
.

6. Public Concern - in most democratic societies there is. an
ever increasing need for citizen kviareness and participatibn'
in the processes of environmental management and decision
making.

. 7. Ecological Integrity - the preserving of the ecological
system of the world in a4 condition necessary to optimize
quality of global life.

8.. Employment and Environmental Quality - the maintenance of a
quality environment while providing full emildgment
dpportuni ties.

The issues and problems emerge from these areas of concern many, range
In scale from highly %ocalized (home, classroom, community) to statewide,
nationwide, global,eor even extraterrestrial. This variation in scale enablei
students to address environmental issues and problems within the grasps of their
abilities and.experiences and facilitates extension of students' experiences into
new realms of learning. .

In order for students to utilize the concepts to address the problems and
issues emerging, from the environmental areas of concern, a series of six
instructional goali, each with its own set orattendant instructional objectives,
have been develbped4(See Chaoter.10.



The list of instructional objectives for each' goal should not be
considered exhautive; numerous potsibilities exist for generation of ,

instructional objectives which lead,toostudent attainment of etch instructional
goal. School and district personnel may wish to revise or add instructional
objectives to better meet the particular needs to their students'

%41..

Instructional Goals

A. Students will support and practice wise utilization Of traditional sources
of.energy and also support research and developMent of alternate energy
sources.

B. When faced with decisions concerning the use of terrestrial and
extraterrestrial resources, students will select practices developed in
recogni'tidn of present and future environmental and human needs.

C. Students will, voluntarily participate in programs involving resource..
reclamation.

1
110

D. Students will demonstrate theikawareness and kndwledge of population
processes and dynamics.t

E. Students will demonstrate an appreciation for the interdependence of
living things in the closed earth system.

. . i

F. Students will examine optional courseof action and their .consequences
for improving the quality of life and 011 support those that'will/ provide optimum shor and long-term benefits for society and the-
environment. .

Cd
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Chapter IV

INSTRUCTIONAL GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

On the fopowing pages are a series of six instructional goals, each
with its-own set of attendant instructional objectives. These goals and
objectives integrate the concepts and areas of Concern in light of the prooram
vol and objectives, to provide a constructive way of approaching the concepts

.and,areas of concern in the classroom. For each instructional objective,
suggested grade levels where the instructional activities'are appropriate
have been provided, and subject and thematic areas under which those activities
fall are delineated.*

These goals and objectives should be considered as only one way of approach-
ing the concepts and areas of concern. School and district personnel may decide
to usthe instructional goals and objectives provided but may consider expanding
or adjusting the objectives to better meet the particular needs of their students.
Any approach used should be based on material in this guide and be measureable by
the Performance Expectations provided in this guide.

To use this set of Objectives, planning for development of instructional
objectives within the grade level blocks--K-3, 4-6v 7-9, 10-12,--and coordi-
nation between the subject and thematic areas listed for each objective must
occur. The planning and coordinating process not only All help to promote
student attainment of the Ehvironmental Education Prograarsgoal and objectives
but will also provide the additional spin-:off of increasing the relevancy of
student learning in all subject and thematic areas and grade levels by inter-
relating the various areas and %building a continuum along.Which student
development in all areas is i.ein rced.

Abbreviations used for subjeCt and thematic areas are as follows:

Mathematics

Physical Education PE

Sci ce N Sc

Health.

Social Studies SS

Language Arts LA
$

Basic Practical Arts PA

Asian, European, and Pacific Languages AEP
.

Agriculture (- Ag

Industrial Technicil IT
4 .e.

Industrial Arts IA-
i

Home EconOmics .
H Ec

,
, Business' Bus .

Student ACtivities Student Act

Di 612
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utrition

'Hawaiian Studies At

Career Education

Values Education

Library Skills

N

HS

C

V

LS

Note: * The area of Guidande has been deliberately omitted to avoid
confusion. Guidance is and should be an integral part of

instructional activities in this, section.
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INSTRUCTIONAL' GOAL A:

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development,of alternate
energy sources.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:
GRADE LEVEL Provided with the necessary

experiences, data and information,
students will:

SUGGESTED SUBJECT
AND-THEMATIC
AREAS

K-3 1. ident fy and/or name sources of energy which Sc, SS
are sed in daily life. .

K-3 2. ' trace items of clothing'and food back to their Sc, H, N
energy source.

ss

K-3 3. report to the clas1s examples of how energy is c LA
used in the community.

:

K-3 4. identify examples of energy: use in the school ' Sc, SS
or home.

4-6 S. portray their dependence on the sun through a Sc. to
dramatic presentation or through oral or written
report.

4-6 6. identify positiVe and negative effects result- Sc, Art,
ing from the production of electriCity from Music, V
chemical, thermonuclear, geothermalocean
thermal, bioconversion and solar energy
sources.

4-6

4-6

4=6

426 10. , compare life styles of societies having access Sc; SS, HS, C

to, different energy sources.

give examples of how the availability of
energy and economic growth are interrelated'.

8. relate the increased .production of energy to
pollution and retprte depletion: .

9:* propose options'to the internal combustion
.engine as a main squrce ,of power for public

transportation,

Sc, SS, C .

Sc, H, SS, Art, N

Sc, SS, M

7-9*

lb 74'

lib

1-1.. relate. the increased demand for enerifto , Sc,,1 SS, M, HS, N
. pdpul,aticin growth and changing We styles.

12. list changei.people can make in thetr own Sc, SS, H, PE.,

living habit's which would place less demand N, V
. on available energy sources.

7-9 i3. project the effect of a chanigiing world pop- Sc, SS, H, M,
. ulation on future energy supplies. 16' AEP

1



7-9 '14. . collect data on petroleum reserves and suggest -Sc, SS, M, LS
practices which would slow.the depletion of
these reserves.

7-9 15. list and describe ways the community can better Sc, SS, BPA, N
manage electrical energy consumption.

7-9 16. collect data on solid.fossiyIfuel reserves and Sc, SS, H, BPA,
discuss the environmental impact of utilizing M, LS
these reserves in various energy consumption
modes.

7-9 17. discuis the feasibility of converting the
electrical energy industry to a nuclear power
base and compare the merits of such a proposal
with other optional basic energy sources like

co ,,, solar power, or geotheiinal power.

7-9 18.. debate the resolution "The environment wil4
continue to sustain life in a quality manner
if population and harnessed energy continue

to expand.':

7-9 . 19. suggest programs which will promote concern
for avoiding exploitation of our.energy

resources.

7-9 20. lisi",convenience products (including pack-
aging items) which are used daily, describe
their impact on our eoergy reserves and
identify related habits that can be' developed
to conserve.energy.

7-9 21: plan and carry out activities to improve the
energy management of the school.

7-9 22. select a convenience product being advertised
In the media and project the energy consump-
tion which would result from mass utilization
of it.

7-9 23. discuss how changipg to battery, or electric

powered cars could simply be a shift from one.
- pollution problem to another.

7-9 24. compare the energy (calories) used in culti-
voting an acre of land with that produced by
the crops and discuss such "tradeoffs" in
terms of impact n:fossil fuel reserves.

dentify en .problems that could beserious .Sc,SS, LS
the ye 2000 if current practices are not

4 ch ed and suggest necessary changes.

7-9 26. disco' how economic development practices can Sc, SS, H, N
either nhande or disrupt the energy flow
throu:' chains.

Sc, SS, H, LA;

C /

Sc, SS, H, LA,

Art, Music

SS, H, LA, Art,
Music, V

'Sc, SS; H, BPA,

N, V

Sc, SS, Student
Act., M .

Sc, SS, M

Sc, SS, H, LA

Sc, SS, H, M

.
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7-9 27.

7-9 28:

7-9 29.

10-12. 30.

0

.

1111

use various media to demonstratetuman energy Sc, LA, Art,
dependence on the sun. Music, L$

use various media to demonstrate how human
desire for economic gains has affected energy
resources.

Sc, LA, SS, M, C

LS

use various media to present evidence for the 'Sc, LA, SS, M,
need to improve the management of our energy Art, V, Student
resources. Act, LS

write an essay which compares and contrasts
modern and ancient concepts of the sun.

10-'12 31.A. collect data on the current rate of energy
consumption and predict either the zero supply
dateor the steady-state date for two or more
purees of energy.

Sc, LA,-AEP, HS

Sc, SS, M, LS

project the environmentaT'impact of the utili- Sc s SS, H, Art,

n of various energy sources. This impact Music, IT, IA, C,

study should consider not only the effects of N

the waste products of the utilization process
itself but the environmental degradation that
results from securing, transporting and pro-
cessing the energy sources for utilization,
i.e., final consumption, and the energy
requirements forthese processes.

C. analyze human needs in terms of energy re- .0
quirements (both direct and indirect;) 'and
combine this information with that derived
from the iwo previous objectives to suggest
the best energy source to be utilized in pro-

, viding for each need.
4

D. analyze the American life style in comparison Sc, SS; H, Art,

with various other life styles to propose a Music, AEP,'

life style which would Provide a balance in HS, V, C, N
terms 'of energy poi)l and qualityeof life.

E. discuss the feasibility of dtscdvering and Sc, SS, IT, IA
developing new energy sources as others are
depleted, 00., undiscovered fossil fuel beds
or improveerechn ogy for harnessing current
resources.

Rs.

So, SS, H, EC t

N, V

F. propose mechanisms asedon the second lawOf Sc, SS, H, LA,

thermodynaiics for harnessing the enthalpy to Art
entropy energy flow of the earth system, the r-.

solar system and/or the universe. Also:

1. evaluate the feasibility of implementing

this proposal.
2.-"prepare a program to present the' need

for this proposal)to the class, the communiti
or other groups.

3t construct a working model of this
propoal.

D5 0a



10-12 32.

'10-12 33.

10-12 34.

10 -12 . 35.A.

40:

project how implementing an apparent solution c Sc; SS, H
to a pollution problem may increase the demand
on the earths energy resources.

construct the food web for two or more dietary Sc, H Ec, H,
systems of different human societies and the N, HS
corresponding food pyramids to compare the
effects of variou diets on the world's energy
pool.

project the total environmental cost of dif- Sc, SS,. H, M,

lerent modes of transportation that could be IT, IA, C 4

used for moving goods and/or.people and select
the one or the combination of modes which will
provide an optimum balance in terms of energy
conservation, environmental poisoning and
human convenience.

research passive and active solar heating
systems for homes and buildings._.,,//t

B. plan.a Hawaiian home which would minimize

- 1m- --

impact on energy resources.

1

4?y

Sc, IT, IA,

041, H Ec, LS

, Sc, IT, IA,
M, H Ec, HS,



INSTRUCT ONAL GOAL 8:

When faced with decisions concerning the use of terrestrial and extraterres-

trial resources, students will select practices developed :In recognition of
present and future environmental and human needs.

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: SUGGESTED
GRADE LEVEL Provided with the necessary SUBJECT

experignses, data and information, AREAS
students will: , ..

K -3 1.

K-3

K-3 3.

K-3 -4.

K-3 -5.

K-3, 6.

K-3 7.

K-3- 8..

1C-3 9.

, K-3 ' 10.

describe and dia ram their own community, -SSi H, S4, N
showing where water and food-is obtained and
wastes (solid and liquid) are disposed,

.list the observations made with the five SS, LA, Art
senses while walking through the neighborhood, Music, Sc, H

. a woods, or along the beach.
'

distinguish between the needs and luxuries of SS, LA, PE, N,'
a family by classifying pictures into. these V

groups.

indicate which foods are shipped into HawaWe SS, LA, H, N
by placing an I (Imported) and/or G .(Grown)
by pictures of the foods or their namesin .

a listing.

" construct a scrapbook or o. device which SS, LA, N .

illustrates the needs of human - clothing,
food, fuel, shelter and their lant, animal -

or mineral, source.

give examples of how needs and luxuries both SC, SS, N
use up natural resources and cause pollution.

claisifienvtronMental changes from before- , SS, Sc
after pictures sets as natural or human-caused.

libel rings on a stump or. log cross-section SS, M -
which came into being at the same time as
various events in their or their family's
lives.

,
- g

identify uses people make of trees or other SS,,Sc,PE,
plants (food, shade, lumber,'paper, bows, N,'HS
arrows, furniture, etc.) '

, .
. .

record 'by pictures cir stories the sppeare of LA, Art, Sc:
..e

a tree or bush at various times of the year and
, c

write a poem or story deseribin'g the changes
observed,

D7. V4
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K-3 11.

K-3 12.

K-3 13.

K-3 . 14.

=0F

present a program dramatizing why forest or
brush fires should be prevented and how to

prevent them.

record wildlife that has been seen during a
given time period noting the animal, date,
time and location.

LA, SS,

Student Act

locate safe and unsafe drinking water supplies
in the community.

describe .ways the Surroundings can be improved.

c15. recur for one day pleasant and unpleasant
sights that are observed.

16. name three pleasant and unpleasant odors and
identify their source. .

SS, Sc

Sc, SS, N

LA, N; SS, A t,
Music, PE, Sc

LA, H, Art; V

LA, Sc, H, Art,,
N

17. identify places where there is ailack of oxygen LA, H, Sc
(plastic bags, trunks, sand bankAL

18. . list words that tell about the'conditions of H

the air and write a poem or story using these
words.

19. list ways water is used in daily living.

20. construct a rain. gauge and recordiamOuntof
rainfall over a given period. of time

21. ,dacribe or illustrate the path of a' stream
that has been observed and discuss changes

LA, SS, H, N.

Sc, M

Sc, H, LA

.in its charapter along its path.

K-3 22. poi-tray human dependence on clean.wate,000&17-LA, H, Sc, N
a dramatic presentation or through an oral or
written report: '

23. describe 'or illustrate the changes in a section
pf the seashore that has been observed over a

4..-dperiod of time.

24. describe or illustrate changes in their school
-or community based on historical photographs

or recordi.

describe or illustrate how'land is used.in
this community.

identify areas wherkerosion:is in evidence.

carefully examine a cubic foot of earth, list
and report findings to the class.

28. Plant similar seeds in different kivids of soil Sc, M

and record the difference in their growth when
given similar amounts of water-and sunshine.

SS, LA, HS

N
Sc, SS, PE

Sc, SS

Sc, LA, M

08



K-3 29. plant and cultivate a'flomir or vegetable Sc, SS

.garden at home or school and identify ways the
environment was controlled to produce desired
ends.

4-6 30. 'rank modes of transports ion according to LA, SS, H,
their cost and impact on resources using modes M
such as wagon, airplane, .foot, oar,-and 'train.

4-6' 31. locate resources in the neighborhood, com- Sc, SS, H,
munity and.county whith are under-going HS, L. t

change.

4-6, *32. name resourcei-which are used,and classify Sc, $S, N, H
. those which are renewable andethose upon
which people are dependent for basic needs:

4-6 P. name and classifyiindividuals upon whom we Sc, SS, N, H
are dependent for basic needs.

4-6 34. identify problems involving soil, water, air Sc, SS, H, N
and plant life in, the communiti and suggest .

and defend. possible solutions to the problems.

4-6 35* illustrate that resources such as iron, coal,
water and minerals mud be conserved.

4-6 ;36. give examples which demonstrate how depletion
of one resource can increase demands for
another.

Sc, SS, Art

,Sc, SS

37. explain how e uneven dtstributionof natural SS, M, C"

resources affec the citizens of various
countries including the United'States.,

4,6 38. discuss the concept that the earth is a Sc, SS, H, $

. spaceship with limited resOufces and has a Nr

liMIted capacity for recycling.
. t...,

. 4-6 39. suggeit political, social and economic , Sc, SS, H,

4
reasons for proposing, laws about use of C

natural resources. , t

4-6 40. develop model to demonstrate how water Can Sc, SS, 11

. be recycled. t

4-6
r

write an' imaginative story. about a drop of .

water's journey through the water cycle..

Sc, LA., H

4-6 . 42. compute the volume of water falling on a - SctM
*specified.area during a oneinch rainfall.. .

-

4-6 '43: estimate the cost.of water one uses per year m:

if water costs 77t per 1,000 gallons.*

*Price data current as of November I, 1980. Contact
Bbard ofitater Supply for update intonation. See
index for telephor eumbers for all major islands.
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. 4-6 , explain hoy_Niwaii's climate is afffted by

e the SurfOlinding ocean and the mountains and

_discuss how climate affects huran behavior.

.Sc; SS, LA

HS

4-6 45, design a dramatic production to illusiwme the Sc, LA, N

dependence, of plants and animals upon water

as aas , r _ ...

. 0- I

4: 46. cite' examples illustrating how water manage- SS, Sc

menand con rvation practices have affected
lb..' theusefu ss of land.

4-6 47. identify and map a local watershed. Sc,'SS

4-6 40. identify individual and community practices Sc, SS, H r'
that affect quality of both fresh and marine

water resources. w
S a

.

4 -6 49 illustrate how delay increases the cost of SS,M
cleaning up water. ,, ,

f

4-6 50. defend or oppose the statement: "Environmental -Sc, SS,(1.1, LA
legislativrand enforcement are necessary to
preserve the quality of the oceans:"

lc

4-6 51. collect data to thhbrcentage of.the world's Sc, LS
oxygen supply provided brthe oceans and
identify the key organismi`in this cycle. ,

l

4-6 52. collect written data or photographic records Sc, H, Art, LS
which provide evidence of the sources of air
pollution.

4-6 53. give examples of naturally occuringair
pollution,

4-6- 54. collect e0denCe of air poll tion causing
deterioration of concrete, tal, rsther
`materials.

.

55. explain how air is a reusable resource by
indicating ways it is cleansedby nature,
and to a limited degree by humans.

4-6

Sc, H

Sc, H
.

Sc, H

.4-6 56. propose an experiment which dehonstrates air Sc, H
is an essential natural resource.i

-4-6. -- ----eval uate-peopli's-attempts to control oir *SS, H

pollution by legislation.

4-6 58. volunteer to research how people, plants and - LA, H, Sc,
machines use air and report this to class. LS

4-6. 59. .explain how heat and light reaching the euth-- LA, H, Sc
are affected by air quality and influence 'life.

4-6 60: describe the persotial and .financial commitments SS, H, V
a person must make inorder'to have clean.air,
to breathe.

010.
-4.
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4-6 61. design an audiovisual presentation which
depicts air quality as. "everyone's" respon-

i
sibility,

4-6 62. collect written data or audidtapes which pro-
vide evidence of the sources of noise pollution.

4-6 63.

4-6 64.

.4-6 65. evaluate peoples *attempts to control noise SS, H
pollution by lygislation.

110-6 66. design an audlovisUal presenletionwhich Sc, H, LA,. Art,

illustrates the effects of noise pollution. . 1Nusic, Student Act '

4-6 67. collect written data or photographic records', Sc, H, Art
of littering of-land or water.

research the detrimental effects,of fitter. Sc, Ho Art ,LS

Art, Music,
H,

'

Student Act, L5

Sc, H, Music, LS

irrerlbarch the detrimental effeirl'inise.
LS

Sc, H, Music, C,

describe ways noise'Pallution can' ii reduced. Sc, H, Music A

4-6 68.

4-6 69.

4-6 70.

4
4-6 71.

describe ways litter can be reduced. Sc, SS,614

evaluate people's attempts to control littering SS, H
by legislation;

design'an audiovisual, presentetionywhtch . Sc, SS, H, M,
depicts littering a "everyone's" problem.. Music, Art, 4S

k

44) 72. describe other forms of-viival Pollution
besides littering. -

Art

446. 73. evaluate people's effortito control forms SS, Art

'of visual pollution.

4-6 74. . suggeh'v4ys for reducing all.forms.of, visual SS, Art
pollution.

k

,

4-6 75. explain why trees are renewable resources. Sc, SS

4-6 76. identify and explain important functions of a Sc, N.
tree erNother plant.

.

, 44 77. use 14cal examples odescribe,or. demonstrate Sc, SS
hot trees and' other plants control soil erosioh.

. .

1.

oar

4-6 AP, collect and report data deMonstating thej Sc, SS, LA,:,
effects of imported plants and animals on HScsi-S-

. 416 79.

enitironment.

.
colleCt and report data demonstrating the
resulyts of overgrazinuingects, forest fires
and improper manageornt'on:fot;ests.

4-6 80. . develop a report which compares short-term
gains and long-range effectsof various forest
management programs.

D11.4_
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'4-6 : 81. "suggest alternatives open to society which Sc, SS,

will assure future supply Of forest products
(i.e., recycling paper,.-optional building,

materials, optional resources for cellulose,
tree fanning, etc,)

4-6 82. suggpst ways of increasing, the recreational

values of a forest.
SS, H, Sc, PE

4 -6 83. discuss how wildlife (animals a plants) is SS

a usable resource.
4

4 -6 84. debate the resolution: "People qn sur ve SS, Ljk, H,' V

. without cost forms of wIldlife:"

4-6 qp. relate human activities to.various plant and SS, Sc, 'H, LA

animal species which are becoming endangered HS, C
or extinct.

4-6 86. list and discuss legislation'affecting wild- Sc, SS , C

life management. :.°

4:6 87. select two coMmunities and compare natural
resource usage..

LA, SS, H;HS,
N, C

' 4-6 -138. trace three products b to their origin SS, Sc; N

to ill ustrate ,the rt dependence on soil .

4.6 89, write a story or drama...to depict the changes,. SS, Sc, H, LA, .

that occur in a community following the HS, N, C, V
damming, chinnel izing, er di yard ng of a
stream flowing through

4-6 . 90. give examples of how irrigation has broUght
unproductive land into useful production.

4-6 91.

92.

map location of, essential mineral reserves
throughout thdrwoftid. 16

construct a chart or graph showing how ad-
vances in technology will increase mineral
yse.

44 93. construe) charts .and graphs which compare the
Ise pf Minerals and .fuels from 1900 until

the present. ,

7-9 94. compute the land area of
kilometers and hectares.

, 7-0 95. calculate the area of the
patible- to human survival

the world in square

SC, SS

SS, LA, Art; Sc

S$, Sc, M

Sc, SS, M

earth which is com- ' SS,

7-9 96. estimate the amount'of sugar cane ( or other
f crook that could be grown on hectares covered/
by highways.

7-9 '97. explaill the economic and ecological advantages

'- using an organic garden, .

M, Sc, M .

BPA; 'M

.Sc, BPA, M4 N

/
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7-9 , 98. discuss the implications of the data provided
by charts and graphs which compare the use of
minerals and fuels Groin 1900 until the present.

99. debate the reshution: The mining industry
has an obligation to reclaim tht earth's sur-
face it disturbs."

7-9

a

7-9 6100:collect information about the changes of
wildlife distribution in this community -
during the past 10 to 20 years and develop
a public presentation on the topic.

7-9 101. write a theme or prepart a speech ,about
wildlife habitaVnanagedent.

4 7-9 - 102. . plain and implement projects to 'attract
ceptable forms of wildlife to the, school
ground.

7-9 103. design and utilize methods for observing and
recording wildlife habits without disturbing
its activities.

7-9 104. .prepare'a feasible community wtldlife''
improvement plan.

7-9 '105. discuss the need for preserviqg natural
areas, and related legislative needs.

-9 106. debate the 'resolution: "People do not need
the ,great blue heron, timber wolf, killer
or huppbetk'whale, Hawaiian goose or other

wildlife." ,-

-779 107. debate the advisability of pet ownership by-
city dwellers.

7-9 108. invest the protlaem of unwanted pets,

conta ing the Humane Society for information.

7-9 109. prepare a world wildlife summery- end present
findings to the class or other groups.

7-9 4110. use data concerning road; industrial and
hoising construction to estimate how Ions., -.

adequate wildlife habitat, watersheds,
recreation areaor good farmland will remain

",

7-9 111. discuss the use of hunting or, fishing seasons.
or periodic .closing of Celltain hunting and_ ,

fishing areas to manage wildlife.,

gather .data and.prepare'a presentation an
'endangered species. .

. I

take a stand on "clear- cutting" forests, and
provide evidence to convince classmates
and/or citizens of this position.,

qi

SS,-M, C

SS, Sc, LA,
C, V

Sc, HS,

Student Act, LS,

LA, Sc

BPA,.Sc, LA,
Student Act

Sc, SS

Sc;.SS
.'

LA, SS, Sc V

SS, %,,\H, LA,

SS, H, Sc

Sc, SS, LA, M,
Student Act

SS, Sc, M; 6

,SS, Sc."

55,'Sc, LA,-

Student Act, LS

SS, Sc,
StUdent Act, .V

: .

.
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7-9 14. investigate various commercial fishing Sc, 6S,
techniques and discuss their economic and
environmental impacts.

7-9 115. construct maps which illustrate worldwide SS,' Sc
annual rainfall and temperature.

7-9 116. illustrate the hydrologic cycle and how humans Sc, SS, Art

have affected .it.

7-9 117. demonstrate in a formal speech how population LA, SS, H, Sc
distribution patterns are influenced ine the -'

distribution of water supply.

7-9 16.A. identify ways, both public and private; for SS, H,
,

Sc, N,
reducing consumption of potable water. ' C

6. identify ways to increase Hawaii't potable
water supply.

. 7-9 119. identify ways to improve water management.in SS, H, SPA

school or Home.

c 7-9 120. list soil 'and `water use practices which SS, Sc

affect ther rate of soil erosion.

7-9 121. calculate the amount of water required to

, produce varieus products, both
'and natural, including food.

,

Ms Sc,%6k, N

7-9 122. evaluate the effects of forms of water quality LA, Sc,'SS
on human environment in' different periods of .

history after reading such writings as Long-

fellow's "Evangeline", Pitts II and III, and
Heyerdahl's Ra Expedition.

7-9 123: debate the proposition,: "Local water quality LA, Sc, H, V
is adequate.for the'local needs."

7-9 124. relate, in an imaginative story, what would LA, SS, H, Sc,

happen if a supply of clean water were no N

longer available.

7-9 125.. select a 'newspaper article, poem, story or
original writing'which emphasizes human or
animal needs for pure water.

.

7-9 126. explain why. the bottled water business is I SS, H, C, N
becoming a profitable enterprise in California,
France and other places.

7-9 127. explain how ocean pollution by, industrial
chemicals or radioactive matewials could
'affect life in Hawaii:-

SS, H, Sc

7-9. 128. collect data which.hows the effects of SS, Sc, H, M,

pesticides, insecticides, poiconous .chemicals, N, LS .

oil, untreated sewage, and fertilizers on
life.

. p
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7-9 129.

7-9 130.

fle
7-9. 131.

7,9" 132.

7-9 133.

7-9 134.

7-9 135.

7-9 136.

identify possible ahtapped water sources and

discuss the feasibility'of using each.

discuss' vailable water resourcesas a measure-
ment of carrying capacity of an area.

use various media to report on air quality in

this community.

distinguish fact from opinion about air
quality expressed in newspaper articles and
other media. .

use various media to present a plan for im-
proving the air quality of this community.

design materials to show how smog develOpsn
a major metropolitan area.

report on air quality in the 19th and 20th
centuries. (Read.Dickens' A COistmat
Carol, "Marleys Ghost.")

collect and analyze data on the history of air
quality near population centers and relate
findings to major changes in life styles such'
as.the industrial revolution.

137. evaluate Hawaii's effOrts to maintain air
;quality. /7

desig'line,

pa r, meat, milk, bottles, cans,
em;: rials showing the amount of gaso-e

automobiles, water or clothing used by

f
Amertans in a year.'

7-9 139. co are the environmental impact o native
rican or pioneer to the impact of a modern

/
;American.

140. / analyte common lifestylei ih'terms of basic
/ needs)and human convenience.

7-9 114( analye the ptesent styles of living in terms
of, the Earth's limited resources.

A

evaluate current advertising practices in
-terms of their potential environmental impact.

'7 -9 142.

7=9 143. project the Earth's resource depletion rate if
all people comsumed natural' resources ,at the
rate Americans do.

7-9 144. develop a pretentation describing the allon.
Americans must take to insure adequate re our-
ces for future generations.

-
015 kyr,-

4,)

SS; H, Sc

Sc, SS,

Sc, M,

Student Act

LA, Sc, H, LS

LA, H, Sc, SS,
iStudent Act, LS

'1
LA, Sc, Art, C

'LA, Sc, SS, LS

SS, Sc, M,

SS, H,'Sc, IS

LA, M, Art, W.

'.4

H, SS, Sc,

N, C

. LA, SS, SPA, V
N

SS, H, BPA,

V: C4 N

LA, H, Sc, SS,

C

SS, H, M, Sc,
N ,

SS, Sc, LA', V



4

EE

, s

7-9 145. identify four individuals who-have worked SS, LA, C
diligently to. imp/ove the environment and
express appreciation of their efforts by
writing or visiting them. :

7-9 146. develop a report on one or inore current con- LA; SS, Sc , LS

nervation efforts and prO4ect the possible
results and impact of these efforts.

.

.7-9 147., discuss the physical features . or the coastal SS, Sc, HS
zone ,areas of Hawaii.

:7-9 148. discuss the change in flOra and fauna from the Sc
seaward limit of the coastal zone to the land-
ward limit.

7-9 149. explain why algae ,and coral are renewable Sc, SS
resources and discuss the constraints on
this renewability.

7-9 150., identify and explain important functions of N

algae and corals.

7-9 151: discuss the economic value of coral in Htwaii.
.. ,t4

7-9 152. suggest wok of increasing the recreational,
values of a beach area and discuss the possible
impact on the environment of those ways.

SS, Sc, M, C

Sc, SS, H, PE

10 -12 153. discuss the responsibilities and functions of SS, Sc, AEP,
international, federal, state, and 'county gov- C

ernments in coastal zone management.

10-12' 154. suggest alternatives open to society which
will assure future supply of food from the sea
(aquaculture, limited fishing quotas, or other
methods) and discuss the possible impact of

. each alternative.

- 10 -12 1i5. describe in a report the 'role.of the U% S.

. . Forest Service, state government, industry
or individuals in managing forests.

JP

Sc, SS, N,

SS, Sc, LA, C ,

LS

10-12 156. identify several organizations responsible for' .SS, Sc, C
improving the environment and explain the role
each is..'playtng in solving environmental problems.

10-12 157. A. collect and evaluate supply anddemand data
v on local -, state-, national- or world-projected

demand of two or more non-renewable resources
and predict the zero supply date for each.

Sc, M, Bus, LS

- A

NI

B. propose ihethods for delaying the zero supply Sc, SS, Bus, H Ec
date of a non-renewable resource and analyze IA, IT; Ag,

the effects, of these proposVs on the environ-, V, C .

jment and life styles.

C select a plan ,to delay, zeal supply date4ond 'Sc, LA, SS, Bus,
desigd a program to communicate the. needifor 'H Ec, IA, IT, Ag,

ac ion. Student Act

,



O
D. analyze the environmental impact of utilizing Sc, M, Bus, IA, IT,

one or more natural or human made substitutes C

for a non-renewable resource, considering
supply, energy needed.to secure and process
it, and its potential as a pollutant.

10-12 "158. A. secure and evaluate data on the local, state, Sc, SS, Bus, M, LS
nAtional.ane,or world supply of renewable

.

'resources, their current depletion rate (in-
terms of both quantity and quality) apd the
,demands of society on the products of these
resources and determine.the various mechanisms
that affect the depletion of 'one or more of

0 thete resources. -

8.4eropose methOdcsi.for arresting and, if. Sc: SS, M, Bui,
possible, reversing the depletion rate of IT, IA, H Ec,
a renewable resource to provide an optimal .V, C

steady state supply of the resource and analyze
the effects of the proposals on the environment
and, life styles.

C. design -a program for communicating the need
for action to arrest' and /or reverse the.

depletion rate of a renewable earth resource.

10-12 f59. define the role which science and technology
can and should play in *developing and imple-
menting solutions to an earth resource problem.

Sce LA, SS, IT,
IA, Bus,

Student Act

.Sc, Bus, SS,

JT, IA, C, V

10-12 160. describe ways our streams, lakes, or ocean ' SS, H, Sc, V
resources are being misused and propose a
plan which would alleviate each problem..

10-12 161. locate areas on a-Hawaii map havi,pg primary, SS
secondary and tertiary sewagt treatmentplants,
and destribe the.environmental impacts of
Zhese plants.

I)

defend or oppose a plan to construct another
highrise building, major highway, or other
construction.

Bus, SS, H, Art.,

C, V

predict the' future of game fish in the ocean Sc, H, Bus,
surrounding Hawaii and describe the human and C, HS

) environmental impict of that prediction.

1 construct a world'map showing major water SS, H, Sc: C

Oollution centers (rivers, lakes, oceans) and
sources and discuss their probable permanence.

10-12 163.

0-12 .164.

10-12 165.

N. N.

determine and compare per capita consumption - SS, H, M, Bus,
of "various resources such as minerals, water, IT, HS,-N,C
food, or oil by different societies. A

N.

. . 7
D17:'

7g9



10-12

10-12

10-12

sif

10-12

10-12

. 10-12

10-12

1042

I. k10 -12

'10-12

4

10-12

4

166. conduct research to determine far-reaching
.effects of pollutants dumped into nearby
streams, lakes or ocean areas .and report
this information to class and community.

4

167. present views concerning the economic and
ecological implications of using algae from
the ocean as food supplement.

. 168. research and'report the economic and ecological
feasibility of using desalted ocean water for
.ptirposes of irrigation and human.comsumption.

169. determine the percentage of'naturally recycled

oxygen resulting from the ocean, identify the
organisms involved, desthbe the,effect of
pollution on these,organisms and propose a model
regulatory systeR for coping with these problems.

170.i. plan. and conduct e mass media present4tion
.

dealing with water and/or air quality'. ile

171. design'aL/or participate in a school site '°

management plan.

172.

173.

174.

SS, H, Sc,

Student Act, LS

H Ec, Sc, M,

N, C

Sc, Bus,,SS,
H, IT,

14, N, C, IS

Sc, SS, H, ht.

IA, Sc, SS, H,

AEP, Student Act

IT, SS, Bus,
Sc, Ag,

Student Act
.

develop a farm land use and"management plan
that will maximize the land's potential
service to present and future generations.,

iden6gy and explain problems resulting from
intensified food production:

review how books like Steinbeck's Grapes of
Wrath the"effectof human manipulation
of the land.

175. discuss the effectsofilater wildlife manage-'
men; using 4 examplet the brown_pelican,
Hawiian goose, swordfish, killer whale, or
other- animals.

176. prepare a report on annual activities dealing
withwildlife management tn'which individuals
and the, school couadvarticipate.

.
10-.12 177. ,invesAgaie and eport on possible environ-

mentaVcareers.

10-12 178. become ;etive4y-involved in a civic enOrcin-

. mental rablem that is immediate and relevant
and make periodic reports on progress to the
class.

c...---/- .

10112 179. t analyze the impact.he news media has on
public views of environmental issue sr.

fry ,..1.j ,

. .
oe

. ,

018 r, . , .
,

*
-

4

Ag, .SS, Sc, C

Ag, H, Sc, N, C

'LA, SS, Sc, C

SS, Sc , C

IS

LA, ,

Student .Act, C

Sc, H, SS, C;

LS

LA, SS,

IA, SS, Bus, Sc

4



10-12 180. debate the resolution: "The United States
cannot afford to build smaller cars, Ooduce
less clothing, construct fewer highways, or
use other less energy intensive strategies."

10-12 181. \ investigate and reAt on the progress'of
aquaculture in Hawaii.

40

4

150
D19

A

L

I

PP

.00

Bus, SS, LA,
M, C

Sc, LA; Bu! , SS,

IT, Ag, C, M, LS

S.
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INSTRUCTIONAL GOAL C;

Students willivoluntarily participa in programs involving resource
reclamatidh."

_

SUGGESTED INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES: . SUGGESTED
GRADE LEVEL .Provided with the necessary SUBJECT .

experiences, data and information, AREAS"

.students will: ',,
.

.

is
_..---

K-3 1. identify and give'examples-4r items.Which SS;. Sc

should be used more than once. --

K-3 2. identify areas In the communit)ilihere wastes 7 SS, Sc
are treated, handled or dumped.

,

.

K3 3: compare space taken by two Ampiled cans when Sc, LA, A
one is flattenedand one is not and discuss the

effects of flattening cans on transportation
alp storage of household trash.

o
.

K-3' 4. .prbpose a)etter use fi* cans than throwing Sc, SS, C
them in.the garbage. %.

t

K-3 5. tells how'families recycle wastes. ,,. Sc, H, SS, N

K-1 .6. . Collect all the litter found on the school M, Sc

grounds in a day and estimate the amount of ..%

liAter produced per student in the school.

K -3 7. organize a program to encourage others to .Sc, SS, LA, PE,

. . . help orevent-the 'school grounds from be- Student Act, _V
coming littered. .

. . .

. K-3 8. plan and pAtticipate in collection campaign; Sc, SS, H, Student

which-Will help in the recycling of waste Act.

. materials.

01, , t
..

-3 O. Oak )itter'collected around the school Sc
.

(or in the neighborhood) into various groups
like natural or human-made, plastic or non- .

plastic, or container or non container.

4-6 10. identify Items.used which may be recycled. Sc, SS

4 -6 At. identify some specific nearby locations in Sc, SS,'H

(

this community where recYctablematerials may
be taken for processing. ,

k

KM 4

026.
8,1

I

.
A



, I4-6 12. suggest possible methods of recycling for this Sc,
community which would be bothpractical and
suitable for maintaining a high quality of life.

H

4-6 13. prepare a presentation about the amouNt of -1:A, Art,

waste materials produced in thcschool Or Student Act LS II

cOmmunity.
/

4-6 14. defend the recycling of pa r, metals, p 1 as

or other material using data garding the
pion of that particular resource of raw-ma
and energy costs of recycling.

/((/

4-6 15., a1sk five families if they would be willing to
recycle their olid wastes and report findings
of survey tociass.

.4-6 16.
.

cs SS, Sc, M
eple-
rials

$

LA, SS

ir

identify materials used daily and trace them /Zo.Sc, N
to minerals Ihed in making the product.

.

.

4-6 ,I7. use various Media to depict how waste disposal Sc, SS, H, LA,
is related to. environmental qual ty Art, StUdent Act, LS

4".

. .

4-6 18.. predict the effects of paper recycling. programs ',S4 'S C, C
, . . *

'..on forests. .. .

. .,
. )

-6 19. . pan a presentation encouraging solut, ons to ,LA, H, SS,''Sc,.;

pollution problems. V, LS .

7-9 20. giVe three exan;iWat how' humans waste mip als SS, Sc, BPA
in daily living habits' and prepose a better u

plan for each.
I

7-9 21, predi theeffects of not recyclingilminerals
.4,

M,, BPA, .

41.. .,. .

-
in t of future costs and availability: ' c. Clk

. 7-9 22. calculate..the tons of recycl biematerials SS, M,'BPA

.4. prOadoeg in theUnited Stat s in alear..
,

. ,- . t . .
I . . ,

. .

'7-9 23. use current data on my of minerals to. project, St, 4, BPA .

. future reserves and examine how mass rddiblingr .

would change this projection. ,....,.
k

-,

.
. 4

L.-../

\- j 4 ,

.1 7-9- 24. debate the resolution: "Each meridah f ily ' SS, Sc, LA,
.should be restricted to one ear.' 11,

. 7-9' 5. 'debate the resolution: "Non - returnable bottles SS, Sc:0; ETA,
. and aluminuin cans sbould 'not be allowed in V <.

,

school buildings." -, .

. .

7 -9 26. identify materials which can be recycled and SS, Sc, tat_ -----

propose ,plan to acconOlish maxi recycling C 1
in the community.

N aet

\ 4.021 si.)
k



7 -9 27.

79

7 -9 29. evaluate existing recycling programs in the .

Aoninunity.

plan and publicize a recycling project.

28. list practices-in the home which waste
resources and propose better practices.

7-9 30. . analyze the Ma of various waste disposal

systems on the environment and state the
conditions which would make each system ad-

. visable.,

7-9 31. debate the resolution: "Business and industry
are .Currently fulfilling their responsibility
in the management of non-renewable resources."

7 -9 '32. discuss the adequacy of existing slid waste
°laws

p

7 -9, develop a state non - renewable resource

. 7-9 34.

'7-9 : 35.

management podel.

discuss the adequaci.of 'federal Ind state
budgeting fqr the development of solid waste
recycling.

discuss,the-eelatiop,between a nation's was
burAen and its leicel of Civilization.

10-12 36. A. coimiile enoughinformation to claisify h n, Sc,S§o, Bus, IT,
industrial and business,wastes into one o
more of the following categories: returnab e
and reusable in form, a reclaimable by-pro uct,
recyclable by technology (i.e, would req r
small energy input), recyclable with great

,

LA, BPA, SS, Sc,
Student\ Act.

SS, Sc, BPA, H,
N

SS, Sc, H, BPA

Sc, H, SS; BPA

'SS, LA, Sc., H,
AEJS, C, V

SS, Sc, V

SS, Se, M

SS, Sc, M

SS; LA, HS

N."

'energy consumption or practicall)Loon-recycla

B. classify non-recyclable:and 'eXpensiv'ely re-
cyclable wastes as estential.by=products of
human life or by products of human .convenience..

C. assess the environmental impact of the accumula-
tion of wastes not easily recyclable, but
essential by-productspt. human life, on the
continuing evolutionary processes of the earth

4and propose optimal methodsjor the management
of these. wastes .

0. use ilita to propose viable programs.for.minital-
zing the accumulation of hilman7generated 'wastes
in the air, water and soillain'a analYie the °.

effects of such programs on. styles.
?yaw e

E: design ix, proOlni to effecively' coarnunicate
the need frtd feaAibility of recommended attion
fbr an acceptable waste management program.,.

. ,

.Pk 2
,

Sc, ,SS, Bus,
H Ec, V

SS, Sc,

Sc, SS, Bus,
H Ec,
V,

C

.
isl,k , SS, Sc, H,
Bus, rT

.



10-12 37.

:\ 1,042 38.

1042 39.

A.

B.

C.

D.

6 E.

10-1-2 40.

collect the needed information on two or more
current or proposed methods of waste disposal'
and ampere their potential' environmental impact
in terms of harboring pests and disease and/or
poisoning, various life forms (e landfills vs.
open dump, septiliank.vs, secondary treatment).

illustrate how changing "life styles" may-.
prevent a %rid catastrophe.

evaluate the following waste management
proposals:

"shi soliwaste to abandoned mines to be
stoc piled for future use.,"

tcompress past', into building kricks.:

"mulch $91 td waste' for use as fertilizer:"

"sinipl ify arid/or reduce packaging of sol
products. ". .

"use reusable Rackagifig for all 1f aid

products. tl

document the extentof open dumping in the
4coilniunity and discuss its impact on corinunity r
.pride,

41l collect data ocean.dtimping and its potential
hazard to the, lents, animals and humans.

Sc, SS, H,.
LS

SS, Bus, Sc, LA,
V, C, N

10-12 42.
,

re/Jew current federal, state or, local legis-
lation dealing with solid waste Clisposal and,
examine its strengths and inadequacies.

10-12 43, plan a community recycltni project of as many
items as the class determines to be ,practical. ,V -

A . ..,

10-12 44. ° plan an organic gardeking project for hoine, .

, -.

school or camin,pity which demqnst,ratei the
val ue or recycl ing aganic wastes . : .- ,

eohs,truct. a model .bf a typical septic system. fir, Sc
describe iheiunction .of each part and/or
discusi itstadequa) as a treatment syttem.

..
-

9
,

SS, KR EE, LA,
Sc, Ag, IT, Bus,
C

SS, LA, 'Sc, V

SS, Sc,, 14, .N,
LS ,

H, SS, Sc,
CfM

SS,,H, LA, Sc,

10-1( 45.

'1042 46.

SS, H
Sc, iV

investigate :the -possibility Of installing a
"Lagoon System" in th'e community and,report .

findings to the school and community.

10-12 47.4 calculate the cost per Mill" of various types .
of sewageltreatanent systems .and compare triei
effectiveness. ,

. .

48. demoidtrate bthi effect of. thevinal poll utjon .c1; .

algal 'growth and-its effect on other.life in

the water.

H.1, Sc., SS, LA,
Student Act, M

H, M, Se, -Bus

Sc, N

;
.

.

r ,40



I

14.

10-1t 49. determine ,technivtei'for locating sources of
water pollution:

10- 12..50. identify pollutel- of water in the area and
describe steps thatta: priyate citizen can take
in an attempt to,co*rect each problem.

r
10-12 51: identify diseases If ay result from the H, Sc

drinkthg of pollute .water.

10-12 52. develop a Zrkable.plan for recycling water
Which,would be appropriate for tire community.,

H, Sc, Bus, Art

H, SS, Sc, Bus

H, Sc, SS-

I

<

r.

4t.

.

/MO

ft

4

I

{

1

0

4 \
V

; ,



INSTRUCiIONAL '60A1. 6:-
f

Students will demonitrate their awareness and nowledge of population
procestes and dynamics.

SUGGESTED,
GRADE' LEVEL

s
INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES:

,.Provided withthe necessary
experApnces, data and information,
itudents t211.14 90

K-3\ 2.

K-3 , 3.

ire-3

41/1

SUGGESTED
SUBJECT
AREAS.

explain feelings about overcrowded conditions Sc, V
after two classes have shared ,a classtoom for
a period of. time.

list places to play and compare, them to Places 'SS, PE, V
they would like to play.

Make observations of a clotedter'rariurn or Sc, Art
aquartum and record j4..pictures the changes
in population which": occur throughour the year.

.tu4. observe and record changes in the outdoor
populations which occuffes the se4ons change.

Sc,psfig

K-3 S. compare e timber pf people who Tive44A.Ard: . SS, N.
sin ilding in the city -with people.,p0.1
building i d the Ountry (after a trip -to the

K -3

K-3

4-6

;Or
6.1

7..

. 8.

'9.

.
4-6 .10.

g

country or city),

compare-the play_ of- third
urban setting.with th lay
iri,a rural Sitting (
country'.')

I.
compare the sizes
classrbom.
.. .

mpare avail
the space th

compare
wants a
environ

dinti
rate

.

n-whe ltVe in an PE-
Of childreniwhadivg
trip to the 4ity or

AV
A

f all families in the

space per poison today AwitA SS,',s
svailable in the yiar,11900.

e ease with which virious,human SS, if, _LA,'

'lords cart be metin urbatr,anti rural V

ritS -

some effects-that food; disease, birth SS.0,11, Sc, .14.-
1 and' use ,haue upon 1 life, expetancy.

; ; *a . . . .

4-6 611.. . ..'re the roa b long AV with Modern day r-St, LA,

roads, howlin in use -,due totpopulation :,i
_geowth \and bia es1 klife styles.

t O. .. 1

%
a

a i
1! Ste definiiiloh_fie;topu:tatflon IducatioN on Page 8r.

.
. ... .

* 141
1 , * 1'

'if ..'. 025 166
. .

. ..



'a

"

a

.anstruct a food web for an ecoconinunity'
that has' been observed.

establish a balanced aquarium either. at
tchool or, athome.

g. illentify population variables which, if
manipulate, would have an effect on the

. , aCivaritan-entironment..

4

C.- saggest 'lives whiciikuld occur 'in the
< aquarium: for each of the-variables liSted

, 4bOve , ..r. .

. ...
D. test the effect of each variable on the

,aquarium environment- oil record observable
changes. ".

E. re late-he changes that occurred in the
aquarium to their .causes.:,

4-6 describe "tome aspect of life in Hawaii that
has Changed:1n the last two-,hundred years and
relate thii. change to poPulation change's.

25. illustrate how a population conCentrafion-can
affect'the pleasures coming 'from 1e4 re -time
activities .like -camping, hiking; -sports or.
natyie study.

4-6

'

4-6 16. -illUs ate how theipoOulatioh of either:plants,
'awl or humans itith--a .given.ar.ta'apffect_thE
q'alit oflffe of .each organism..

,
4-6 17. investigate fiSh sizes .4n_various-lakesi:aqua-

Hums, ponds., or tidepooli and relate to
population concentrations..

.

.:
4-6 18.: debate the ,issue: Deer, goat, or wild pig hunt-

ing ii necessary to maintain a balance. in , :
4-6

41.

wildlife areas.

+.7

c, SS, N

Sc, .SS

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc, LA

SS, LA, HS, C

SS, LA, H, PE,/
Sc

SSLA, Sc,
V

LA, -H, Sc, M

SS, LA, Sc,
V; C

19., list ways overcrowded clalsrooms affect, learn= SS, 'LA, 1-1,..Sc
ing (pootir,noise", rooffiforwalking,.etci) .

and sugge how such problems might be overcome.

4-6 .20. discuss ways that' noi se pollution is affected., 'Sc,-.11
by increasing population concirtration.

. 4-6 . 21. construct a model. %SO ch 'demonttratel. In, ' SS,- Sc
ecological balance among plants and ahimais,. .--, . ._

7-9 22. 'A. use media to show envIrOniental chages -- SS, 'LA,
. resulting from overpoptilationt 0' ..:iirt, PE

. , , . Student
....,

f ., .

defend
: - .

B. enii issOmpti;ons used myra .presentation 'on* SS LA, N,.Ss
. overpopulation: 1

' ...: , '
12s : 8 7.

00,"

Sc, ---

Act .t.S
,*AEP,

, e t

". ,

ham

.



,

/-9 r 23.. relate population growth 'vd human use of -
. energif and resources to sane of today's more

serious environmental. problems.

,7-9 24. " gather andinterpret data demonstrating the SS, M, Sc, LA, LS.
geudietric increase of population and the.'arithi-
-meticAncrease of food.,production and discuss
implications.

relate oiercrowdig to heatlx. probl ems.
o. . ''

use rational argument to debate the topic..:-
Populatcon controls should be set by the
%%ferment: - .
debate the propoiltion: "The. government should
compensate- married couples for each/ fi ve yea,
they remain childless between ages 14 -49 ;"

kr

%,

SS, H, SC, LA

7-9 26.

27.

r

SS, H, -SA, LA, Pf,
REP, N

H, Sc, LA

1-9. .28. _predict the changes that would -tall. place in
one's family life if one's mother gave birth
to triplets.. .*

list and describe'four practices cities shoug. 'SS, H, Sc, C
fol to cote with crowding problems:.

LA

32:r
.k:

7-9 1' '33. infer from graphed dgtif on world populatton ..6S,11,-M, Sc.,
growth for the past 24 centuries, tome resu)_ting C, y/ social an4 economic problems.

'

- ,

compare the merits of higintse_tapartments:wiih 'SS; H,,Sc,
those of single-family _dwellings in.-terms of V

(panty of life'and 'environmental. *pact.

4( discuss the,rosychological and physical effects
resulting from crowding in large- cities -and

,identify what can be done to soive some of
these probleins..

. 7.

. demonstrate, using written or oral cannunica:
tfon, how population size affects ttve accuracy
of Information transfer., 'i -

.e
.

SS, it, Sc,-
;Art,. V

r

ter..

"

. 34. graph thl change in population concentrations -SS, 41, Sc. !P;
per Square male or kilometre for Hawaii during Art, H, HS. .

the past 200 years. Relate this change to the
goal ity of. life and discuss the implications if

.. these trends 'continue.

, .

e A
35. A. graph The popuiat n'F earth at the -*

beginning of each century; zero. A.D. to the
'present. aft

SS, Sc, firot

t,-, s.
rs s ,

B. -extrapctlate few cliertnt world population SS, M, Sc, ;
growth data the expected worldlpopulations for, yi
'the year 21300cand" 2500 and uo this information
to predict the future needs for food water. add'
energy and mi.neila resolces. . r



e.

C. prepare a report which evaluates present
firming-methods and.project changel necessary
to meet the needs of various predicted world
populations.

0: defend land-use planning in term' of meeting
future needs for all aspects of human
existence.

E. role .play different na
predicted food probl

7.9 X37., A.

B.

J.

7-9'

SS, H, LA, Sc
C, LS

SS, Sc; H, LA,
PE, Art

onal 1 aders solving SS, H, Sc,
N

calcu ate the hectare ,removed from food pry. t SS, M, N

ducti -by urbanize n.

use da a 'to compire population growthrptes
of under'- developed, developing and developed

countries.

list and discuss, societal, :cu'l'tural and family

valuei'which may account for differences
observed above..

Conalyze presidres upon government agencies
in each of the'national categories above when
attempts are made ;tomanage population growth.

.
D. predict' fuidri'ittion countries mai,have to

Itka to-feed, clothe, and hope-their people.

SS;t1

40

SS, LA; H,
V

SS, LA, V

.41

: .., .
.

-38. predtet.the effects that a 2 percent increase -SS, M, S5 M

in wbrld gopulation would hPiave on resources .

tod ecosystems., . .

e )#4, , .... , #

39. , analyze the effect of an increasing population SS, Sc
on wildlife.. g

, . /
7-9 :

40 . use various media.to
.

Opmonstrate changes
pope-

.,

' which wouldloccut in nature if Amerimb'spopu-
., . letion were doubled.,

7-9r
, try

ft,

0
)1.

10-142

41. debate the topic: "Resolved that.popuigion
growth make solution of othefrenviroKmental

.,tbblems futile."

42: discuss the.featibitity of s lvingthe earths.s
pOpulation.problems by space migration.

, ,indicate how eXperiencesrin the studs of
. pOulation cavoffectattitudes.'

44; 'debate the followpg StateMerits:

A, wiesetved-othatin order to-control OopulatiOn.
welfare, recipients, should not receive\allow-

finces for child .support."
P -

11,^"ResOvedthemoney spent on war and-space '=

exploration could be bettei spent on solvipg
pOftelation and.pellotiOn'Oroblems."

o.

'421)

Sc, Art,

Student Act, Llk

6

SS, H, Sc,-1.43

V

SS, R, Sc, M

SS, , v



C. "Resolved that oceenic.space,, food and mineral
resources can be used to support a doubled
world population."

D, -"Resolved ,that increasing the industrial cape-
bility of a community will improve the quality
of life of its citizens."

E. "Resolved that the tax structure thould be altered
to penalize large famili "

"*. 1.01 1 2 45: A. evaluate thellollowing proposals : SS, H, Sc, LA,

"Families must 1 irift themselves to two
children.' t

B. ."The United tattn should insist on population_7
, control measures as alpreiequisite for food aid

to. foreign. countries."

ft.

45.

10-12

C -"The federal government sho'uld fund research
'ors' birth control."

-

D."".T.he United' Nations.sho d develop programs
to meet the needs of the. °rid's, current' ,
.popul /On growth.'

"F4iPyifplatirii/fg..cenievti slfauld be deie loped.n al ./ 4-.1

. . , .
iiiyisfilatii5optilatioh/growth tin. the coneninity SS, 14,

".:;by :cfillectifg :ent cp.mputi 'Ira and death

,....,. . . t
.

10-12 7,-A partfciprge in a iiiiict:`trialin.whiilfrone-or

I

more-.0e* as' is &cased' of violating ro
. , POpulation GfotIth(211),requtremignts i to

tut* * . :
a- 4_'

B. stage a future 'mocic, United Nations hearing. in
( which one or more' n tions has been called

. , into question fof:failing. to'implenent Zero
*Population Growth. °

. ' .'. - .

-10-12;,

t.'debate the position: "Controlled birth and:
deith:is.the only way to control population:"

. ,

predict; based° n p6pulation'for the years
1W-to the pre out, when. this planet will

(-likely have mo people than resources
can feed,. clot "suid,shilter,:/: - _

_ "';- _`° _

';andievittote' oath ( both:" hi s tors cal
'*- .:anddurren 1; On pop.ltation trends, of the, cora-

.°.p:Koty;- Vate;: natioii a nilfor

6_, oeitim.artira;p4-4,111 :data On the jimSeCt--Of
":"V '

Gip tihkce.64etratifory

r.

. `:

AEP, V, N

Sc

LA , SS v" * .

.
SS, Sc AE1',

SS, LA, H Ect V

SS, 1:1, M, N
-q

U, LS

S c, SS, PE,- H Ect.
'Art, V, C, LS h

t



I

4

I . . '

r
C. use the data analyzed above to develop and

defend a position on the need to.regulatte
populat,.

D. calculate hdw long 'it will take to' establish ,

ZPG and what this stabilized ,Populitionewill.
be if iprogram,to limit women to two children
is inmediately"implemeoted.,

E. evaluate various mechanismsin terms of effec-
tiveness, usability and moral acceptability.

at;

F. 'dismiss the impact of a" forced ZPG on' life
ibtyle and-value system.

10-12 50.

1,0-12 51. identify at least six-environmental problIms
related to overpopulation and explain these
relationships:

fip develop a plan to communicate these findings
V and conclusiods to various groups., .

H. project the effect that an increasing world- .
wide life expectancy of,10 years would have
on a sized population level if poqulatign
control niec anisms were to remain'statis.

discuss )vhe advanaments in medical science
have been-a blessing tb,liumansk

1042 52. compare the effects of-incr sling Populatio.n
.and 'changing life style on source use. 1

O

10-12 53. A. 'use ,various media to depict the confrontations
that would take place on a'lohg-term spaceship
voyage if the passengers did not observe ZPG
policies .

p

B. relate.thelps rojected confron
futureof the Spaceship Earth.

. . .

relate revolutionary activity' and politicalt
unrest to trciwding.and validate inferred t

1 telationships by reviewing the: history of
armed conflict. k S.

ilissOme a future world. population of 7 ,billioo
In-the4diir 2000..and depitt thAeffect of this

. population on the _pal i ty *f life -

the,

56.
.. ,

.. .

-5 .erfiapolate population and foOd production.
"-- -dita to,thi-.point wtierelhe demand for -food

I fnth:is 4041"trY 4ntlidiE world *ill equal...the
\-Aupp-sy

. -'. .. .. - .-: ,:s
''.. .,.. . . . ." .

--57. A. research _.the reasons wily the rate ,..of popul.a- SS, H, 14,
.- , :lion grcwtfi'in Hawaii is twice thei:tate of H Ec, -HS ;

.. the mainland-. ,.

- i
..

.tz e . . .... .. .t.9.1'
V, '.
. . '.. . ,=1,2:I. .4"PV-';:''-`..M?..

lb.

'.2 . , -.........-mm.. -....
_MI.

V

`SS, Sc, 3.A, V

Sc, M

1S44:55, V

HOS, LA, *Bus,
H Ec, V

LA, SS, Student
Act.

M, Sc.,. SS.

,

SS, A, H, Sc,
V

Sc, LA,
C

LA, Sc,

SS, LA, Sc

SS, 14

,._ ..

LS
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10-12 58. list and explain ways in which the United
. States population and life style affects..r,

g. identify and explain economic, social, and
environmental problems in Hawaii related to
increasing population.

.C. prepare a report on the problems' caused by
population'explosion in other countries.

D. propose feasible solutions for dealing with
rapidly increasing populations in Hawaii ors,

4 'in other states or countries.

resources of 'other' countries.

SS, H,Sc, Agv

C, ys

SS, H, Sc, LA,
Agri, C, ts

ss, H, Sc. An,
C, N, V

SS, 11,.Sc, H Ec,
AEP, N, C

. 10-12 ,59. use various media to illustrate how individual LA, Sc, SS,'LS°-
atts, duplicated or coMpanded, produte
significant,e6vironmental'alterations.

60. . evaluate the possibility -of -mass migration
,_ to another planet *Pease the Earth's .load
\- by calculating the energy requirements for

such'migrations based on two or more rates of
populatibn

.
growth.

"? . ...

investigate the.family planniZrteing consid-
,

erdd by at leas ft46.youngmarried couples
.in the communit

,

10-12

10-12 61.

,

62., sUggeiythanges in the (School program which
would allow twice the.number of students to

< AP* accommodated without increasing school
:1 facilities. .

.

* WHAT IS POULATION EDUCATION?

Sc

SS,H

H

.,"

Population educatigp is defined as the process by which the student

. investigates 'and explores the nature and meaning of population processes,
population charatteriitics, thauses of population change and, most
important, the consequences of these processes, Characteristics and changes
for oneself, onei,famtlyEones society, and the world.. .

r .

`'The goal of population education is
t

to assist students 'teconteptualize .

. the relevante of population for ihemdelvee, to assist them' thereby to make

, rational and responsble,indiviaual and collective decisions about poftlation.
}matters., utilizing appropriate information and 'analytic skills. For the

:11roly, the goal.can be stated as responsible fertility behavior; for the

calrunity, as rational and responsible decisions on popula0on and public

w, /
.

1,

1polio-.

POpulation edutation is meant to educate, notlo propagandize or in-

doctrinate. Populatton.4dOcation views' population not as a "problem" to

III -be'solved, but as a 'tp6enomenion" to be understood. Thegoal.of understanditv

is to provide the inteIlectual.underOinnin or responsible action. Population

. education programs must.also :Involve students in an nxploratibn of their own

. values .and attitudes.

031- 9e-3

S.

.1
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44.
1

o

ANSTRUCTIONAL GOAL

MN-

Students will demonstrate an apprqciation for the interdependence of
,living things in the closed earth. system.

, .

SUGGESTED
/,.GRADE*LEVEL

.INTIRUCTLDNAL^0831cTIVES:
Provided with the AecessarY
experiences, data and information,
tudents will:

i

SUGGESTED.
SUBJECT
AREA

L

K-3 1.

("3

N.4

describe how people in the community are'
dependent Upon other communities for food,'
clothing and shelter., log., graisland
unities,.oceanside coMmunities, forest
communities, or other communities.

Sc,.SS, H,
N, C

,

2,-- describe ways in which human presence in this. Sc, SS, H,
community has produced changes from its ori-' HS Ift

ginal natural state (construetion of roads,
bridges, houses, businesses, factories, etc.).

K-3 3. compare.air and/or soil temperatures recorded Sc

at the same time for classroom%, playgrounds,
lawn flower beds, wood lotsaed explain why
these temperatures are not the same.

K-3 correctly identify local plants .that may be 'Sc, H
harmful' to people likq oleander,castor bean,
jimsonweed, or others.

41
K-3 5. , identify, common plants foundon the school Sc

playground and develop a key to classify and
identify them.

6. ' identify several animals ''on tight orfrijil Se,-

pictures.
K-

K-3 deduct from a set of animal tracks (pr picture Sc

Hof them) what the animal was, where it came
from and what it might have done.

8. construct a terrarium.

K73 "; 9. .rppOrt'on the needs of an animal or bird.

K-3 10. develop and present an imaginative story
telling:what happened to them as'a frog or .

other animal when they went out to dinner.

K-3 \

Sc

LA, Sc, N

LA, Sb
.

)

11: " identify a number qf birds or o her small Sc, LA, N`
animals found in the area and describe their

A
food and noting requirements. .

".

4-'

\I



K-3

I

12. "cdvelop and execute a plan to improve,bird
habitats such as b'bilding nesting boxes or
establishing ground cover.

,
1

II'
K-3 . 13 pretend to be.a gecko and explain where you LA, Sc

/ would look forafood, shelter and protection
from enemies.

Sc, M

K-3
.

1

discuss the effects that burning Weedy fields Sc )

and fence rows have on the nesting grounds of
birds, and small animals.

4 -

15. , express in a Creative play.feelings about LA, Sc, PE
.people destroying the habitats of anfmals. r

K -3 16. compare some food chains that have been Sc, SS

, observed.
.

/
K-3 17. generate a story or play which would depict' LA, SS

what life would-be like if pigs ant cows
became 'extinct.

I

K-3 . 18. carry out a stuctyto determine how homeless' Sc, SS, H, M
* cats and dogs may be a problem in the community. ,.

19. idinilfy the necessities fo; life on a space- Sc, LA, SS,
ship by drawing or cutting out pictures of Art. PE, N

the needed supplies.

K-3;

20. identify some endangered species of animals Sc, SS; Hi,'

or plants andescribe factors leading to
their extinction.

4-6- 21. depict in a class play a family living in LA, SS$*;PE,
harmony with_the environment. N

22. classify ecological processelloccuring locally SS, H, Sc .

as beneficial or detrimental:
4-6

4-6- 23. identify major categories of human needs for
'supportand maintenance of life..

4-6 24. A. record obselylitions
in the.neighborhobd

year.

.44

.4

Sc, .SS,

made about wildlife found, Sc, LA .1
during each season of thp

-
z

...
)

_ . .
1.

prepare a report 'which contains observations
.and conclusions formed as a resin cif the-

stucty.°
.4

25. give -examples of simple predator-prey relation- Sc, SS,1
ships. .

26. suggest possible.results of disruption in ,Sc, SS

,predator-prey .

1

Sc, LA

D33
.

r

$.

S



4-6 27.A. construct a food chain of a given animaT ind Sc, LA,-SS,

describe the effecpf thii chain were to be 'N

broken.

B. describe the interrelationships in the food
web ofa chosen community.

Sc, LA, SS, N

,

detcribe'the interrelationship between the Sc,
eleients 6ti human cdmmunity rbluch as
churches, service stations, grairy stores,
banks, schools, etc.

, D. describe.the interrelationships between' the
7 .uomutic ipstruments of an orchestral- web.

Music, Sc

28. name three wild animals commonly found in 4 Sc, SS,, HS
. 1 .

Hawaii and list the major elements of a
suitable habitat fqr each. ..

k
----,

4-6 ., °

.

29. , demonstrate, two ways Ming things are inter- Sc, SS:, H

0'
.depentlent. 1

, .
. .

4-6 730, predict the resifts of the addition of a new

. ,c species to t balanced ecological system.
.

r
. , =

. 0 ' . 4v

476 31. g ve examples of organisms which canebe Sc;; H,

harmful to humans but are helpful in maintain-,

, i ing a balance between living thing., ,
qk ,. ,

4-6. 32. constructa chart showing green plants as the Sc, SS, Art;

basic source of human,supplies fop' food, .. N

ciothing, shelter and energy. N

Sc,, SS

,

e

4-6 33, discuss why pesticijes are often used even SS, H, Sc, N
though'they maybe detttimental to many species
of life.

.,
: 0

. . . .

4-6 34. develop an, imaginative story of one day in the LA, Sc
4b,

fife of a plant or'animal that has been ollser- .

% .

tved. ''''`....-

. 1

4. , A.

. 4-6 16.. give examples of people preserving or destroy Sc, H, SS

ing the earth's life support systems.

. .( 1

4-6
*

36, describe type's of naturS1 organic decompdsitfon St, SI
and identify ways tOst-human actions beim dis-
ruptedrooted these natural cycles. A,

). 'ti

4-6 7. construct food chains,with'human beihgs as the Sc, SS, N
terminal consumer; . .

38. demonstrate how people are a part of the eco- Sc, SS, H
system and mist live within it.

4-6 39. formulate a model to illustrate the finite Sc, SS, H 1,1

-nature of the earth system.

4.



1.

7-9 48. support with data why the earth's res rtes, SS,Sc, H, N-
even with optimum recycling systems, ca
suppotionly a limited population.

-7-9 44. . discuss why'people.must abandon
*

their "use .$S, Sc, H
it

andiboVe on" practices.

7-9. 42. A. give examples of how survival of an organism Sc,

dipends,on fts ability to adjust to its en- *r
ronment. 0

B. expfain how people makt the most of their

. .

adaptations throughthe useof their in-
telligence.

-

7 -9 .43. construct foOd webs which contain various , Sc, SS,1.1

specified,inimals suchlas mongoose, toad,
tuna, shark, cow, sparrow or human

.

o4
ings.

Sc,"'SS, H, 14.1

sk,

7-9 44'. tthe journey of a particle of matter ScSS
thro h a living organism from dust to dust.

. .

develop and deicribe an ex rimpnt to test % Sc, SS

a hypothesis to reduce pope tion in thp
country.

48. collect evidence showing how the "balance of Sc, SS .

nature",has become upset with the removal (or
addition) of a species froM (or to) an

eco-community.
..-

.

. '

.

7-9 47. AllustratellOw the carrying capacity Oven Sc, $S
e area is determined by certain ecological *

factors. .

7-9

,

7-9 48. 7 construct variousinicrohabitats. and test t' Sc, SS
their carrying capacity in terms of a given

4
*

/- species. .Jr , -.,

7-9 49. ev*te the truth of the position: the in- Sc, SS,
-..

terdependence of animals and plants pliovides
a balance between living things on ElFth and

,.

does' not allow overpdpulation.

Zb-.9. ... 50. I diagram the interrelationships of animal's' .' Sc, S$, H.
and plants in the community, and report.how

: daily activities affect this interdependency.
. .

7-9 51. explain the complexities of an 'ecological Sc,,SS, H, LA
problem withirl a given ecosyiteM. '

,_.

, . -a .

7 -9. : 52.
t

identify arilecologiTal problem in the COW ,., . SS, Sc, H..

munity ancrdesigra program to correct it.
i,..4 1. $ 44 4 ,

A '

1-9
.

.53. report on an overload system that they. LA, St' H 4i

have observed. .,' e
. .

. I . -
1 t

0 $ f
1 0 4

N . 035 .
.

. 9..6 14 4.

.,

.,
., e . . \



54.

7-9 55.

7-9 56:

7-9 57.

74 , 58.

7-9 59.

. 7-9' 60.

4

7-9. 61.

7-g 62.

7-9 63.

7-9 64:

7-9 65..

:4-.

formulate a hypothesis'Ibout how ctlanged
envIronmental practices may affect the
ecOlogical balance:

-discuss how the manipulation. of one, environ SS, Sc, 'H

mentalipment affects all elements.

identify hoW the CO2-02 (carbon dioxide- .. H, C*,
oxygen),,cycle is affected by the actions of
businesses and industries, and citizens in
the community and ailkuss what one can do to
improve the CO2-0,

L
cycle.

SS, Sc, H

suggest ways to guard against detrimental 5c,,H, LA, $S,
environmental njnipula1ions of ,ecosystems. V

,
explain an environmental impact state- .., SS,' Sc

ment is and how it is used. ..

identify industrial practicestwhich minimize SS, Sc,'H,.BPA,
detrimental' impicts on the environment C.

i .

gather, interpret and disseminate information Sc, LA, H, LS,

concerning the effects of chemicals (pesticides,,

phosphates, or others) on functioning ecosystems.

design an experiment to investigate the effect. Sc; H

of detergents on ,fish: '

collect data to illustrate the change '41 algae Sc; H, SS
species that.resultdfrom .increased detergent.
use.

hypothesize about ecological problems result- Sc, 5S,.1.1*

ing from the destruction of a marsh..

brainstorm and contribute to a fist of ideas LA, SS, Sc,
on the question: How can people live in har-, N

mony with nature in the 20th and/or 21st
.century? ,

construct a model of a watershed which shows S9, Sc, LA, H,
how living organism interact with each other Art
and their environment.

66. develop a satirical television presentatidn
highlighting the concept that an area can
support only a limited number of organisms.

.

Sc, LA, SS, H,

4

7-9

7 -9.

67.

3
66:

0

, observe and describe the natural and ecolo-
.gical beauty of a pond and discuss life
styles needed to.preserve its delicate balance.

portray through media the natural and ecO16.
gical beauty of a river and discuss life styles
needed to preserve its ecological function.

LA, SS, Sc,
Art, V

LA, SS, Sc, Art,
V, Student Act

:C



'construct an dperational definition of . Sc, H, '55, LA
cTosedsystem after gathering, data concerning
the needs atid limitations imposed on a Space-
ship crew during a trip to Mai* .

'.c*

. write and produce a drama which-. depicts an
extende,d voyage thrdugh space ina doied
spaceship system..- ' t:e

'LA, Sc, SS, Pi,
, S tudent. Act

.,
. .- dtspribe plant-anistal ,interdependence within Sc, SS; LA, H

a spaioshtriztring a flight to a kearsstar, 4.' , %
. , ..:. r

7
= , .4 ti s or our Islandif70. describe Oahu available,' Sc,R;, SS,,HS...`

0'.

water supply and_discuss the. Island's, carryling ,
capacity bated' On a va i 1 ab 1 e wa ter, resburces

,

10-12 7l. develop a documentary, media presentatio ..Sc, q:A,Art, SS:,
showing the dependence of all living things; , Stpdent,fiet, LS. ,

Jon pure water.

10-12

4' 4
4ft

72. oeserve and report on the., natural steps which Sc, H,
.

occUr in lakes, rivers, etc., to decompose Ag =

,waste.

10;12; 73. provide ecological reasons,whysome species of St, H, fig., HS;.

animals odcellin Hawaii's lakes and, streams
are no longer there.

4-12 74. collect' data ancharfchanges of a local
pond, lake or riiiir.over an extended period
of time.

10-12 75.A. evaluate the environmental 'impacts that have
resulted,from the draining of marshes in

B.

10-12 76.

10=12 77.

)
1042 78,

10-12 79

evaluate the enVironmental impacts that
have resulted from channel-leo', streams
in Hawaii. ..

. .

defend reasons for advocating certain social
and/or governmental controls which limit the
people's freedom in determining. thei row': :
life style., ,

describe. one cause and effect relatiOnthip
which occurs as a result of human attempts
to exterminate' predators.

debate the validity of the p ilie: "The
history of people Is the this ry of their
growing mastqry over nature. , t

5c; SS; M

I /
Sc; SS, /Bus ,
Ag,HS

Sc, S, H,.AgIc
V.

Sc, SS,' V

se, LA

V

J.

,

I

LA, SS, AO,
V

discuss the hyPothesit:"The biosp ` Sc
it occurrOn earth, is a l'single, macro-orginikin, ".

16; 037'

L

-

4,

re



4

'draw, or describe, a food chain 41-rich shois
howanimals collect insecticides, peiticides,
or dther.chemi,cal residues in their bodies. .

10-12 81: A cleyelop a compost pile:

B. observe"and repbrt on the natural processes
°tarring in a compost pile ,

.

I

C; relate composting to maintaining an environ-
mental quality. .

1O-11 82. ptOpose action to remove harmful insecticides
andpestioides from the market.

:* report on research being done to prevent
future product's from being marketed until
adequate testing data proves.them safe.

84.' offer alternatives to.,the use of insecticides .
for insect control.

85.
. '

predict the future of humid beings if we
continue to Pollute the environment with
pesticides. .

select an article frpM a popular periodical
neWspafkr) dealing with environmental

.problems,4nd analyze' cause and effect
relationships stated in it: as to whether these
relationships are 'observations, substantiated
;concyusionSi based on observations,. supportable
hypotheses or4perely inferences ilf,the author.

isten toa radio or television program deal-
.

.* 87..
'Mg with'the en,-ironient antranalyze cause

;71 / and effect yela ionships prssented in it as,to
whithetihese relationships are observations,4:,

r substantiated toriclusioriVbaseri on observations,-;
-. guliportablOyOothesis or merely inferences'of

-e. the author.
1 e , . .... A f

10-12 .. 88: '-suect.a. plant' or an imal that
,

has been intro
- ..

*-1. el . duped into'Hawaii (an exotic) and describe
..,, ,. ts' effect on. the ecolog cal balance.. ,."

1 I-12 89.A. select'an isolated biol cal community and
i 0 : 1. analyze it in perns ofl ntifying all

possible. ecological relationships betivien .4

- ..4 individual organisms and species with.% it :1
.S . J.,

.. i ,., -
$r :

,B: analyze .the,abOve biological ,community in :
*z '. terms of any -natural ecologi cal succession

,.. . . that- is occurring0 thin it. I
; f (.- .

,

).

,.

."'

Sc.,- 'Ag

°$c,.Ag -

Sc'

Sc



A

C.-further investigate this biological community Sc
to identify .any -imports and exports (including

Tnigration) of energy and matter occurring., ..
. --. .

D. 4impose a hypothetical change upon' this blo- tc,.S5D.
,logical community (such as' a sudden charge i n.

.

.
the population or habitg of one native species,'
temterature, rainfall or the introduction of ,

foreign `matter or species) and trace the eco-
Aogical:disturbances that would occur in .the.

--,' community.

* t.

7

E. use the model developed. in ,the four objectives .-41,.'SS
'*.: 'aboie to formulate a model for the closed

,earth.ystem. \
F. analyze and project the-impact of various S G., S

human activities upon the model earth system.

G. use varipus comnunicative techniques and art LA, Art, SS Sc, I
forms to present ecological problems that have' Student.k
been investigated in the -six above objectives.

...
. )Q-12 90. A. select a specific natural resource,available -SS; Se;

. . . ,..)to 'another country (uranium ore in Mainland .C.1 '
'',Chin.a., oil inqthe Middlelast, caviar in Russia, .

.., , ! sugar 'in ;CubCor other'natural resource ) and , , ...
.. ,. discus's the various, impacts of this supply on

-4

i t...

r l our-ii yes. , . I. . .,
.,.

. ,

8, dis-cuss. the political, economical, historical SS, Bus, LA, Sc.
and-cultural ,implications of the 'world disi. C

'tribution of various natural resources.:

10-12 91.A. select a proposed local construction project
and carry out the environmental impact study.

.° B. secure a copy of an environmental impact
statement that has been submitted to the
Environmental Protection Agincy or the Offic
of Enviribnmental Qtiality Control and evatuat
its adequacy

t

4

D391

i ;
S PE

.
SS, Sc'
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INSTRUCTIONAL

StUdents will
for improving
optimumi.short-

SUGGESTED
GRADE ,LEVEL

'GOAL F:

examine optional courses of action and.their consequences
the.quality of lifeand will support those that will provide

longterm benefits for society and the environment.

IN§TRUCTIONAL 'OBJECTIVES: SUGGESTED
Provided with the necessary SUBJECT
'experiences; data and informatibn, AREAS
,studeilts will:

K-3 demonstrate by: g'roup and individual action
that clastmates' rights must be respected.

K-3 2. ...show by behavior that private ownership is
respected.

3.
3

explain why they
.

feel the basic needs of life
should also include truth, beauty, justice,
love and faith. (Give examples of how each
person may contribute to each of the. above.)

give exatnpfes4of situations in,the home or

community which_ provide comfort for variojJs
members. 'of the, fain i ly .

SS, PE, V
t

SS, vi\,,

SS, Sc, Art,
Mutic, V

SS, Sc

K-3 5. '"differentiate between housing in the com- St, Sc
munity which seems to be adequate and ,

,housing which is not.
r'N

K-3 6. develop individual dais or ebninunity "action" 'SS, Sc, LA,
projects that will 'improve the community environs Student Act.
ment.. Some suggestions, include: Anti-litter

K-3

K -3'

7.

4,

8.

K-3 9.

K-3 10.

4

K-3 11.

Alves, using both sides of a piece of paper, a
classrodm flower garden, picking Up" trash in the

school yard or around themeighborhood.
.

"Nan" a Commun
work, food, wat

usino'a sand t

ek . .

i y whick,provides for homes,' '. Sc, SS,
, waste 'tkisposal, and recreation

le, 'diagram, or a bulletin'board..
. , .

''sbbw,-fhrough dramaitiation. by puppets, the
results of c reless 'planning of a'dlassroom,
school or c unity. .

,N

'LA, SS.k.M, Art,

Music, N.,

differenti to between good and bad land use LA SS, PE

from pict res or experiences.

suggest
icommuni

ays to better care for land, in the.

Y. -

sugge t reasons wildflowers should be pre- -44SS, .So,'Art, V
ser d for others to'enjoy.

't

*SS, Sc:.11, PE

I

, .D40

1



.
14!

4-6 5., .

f-

I
, ,'}ist.and, discuss sounds which -the-Student
'likes pr dislikes. -'- I .

..,..
.1 . .. , .. ,t

, .

observe -peogge in irowdeci situations and
report'how their' behavior' cha es.

: ..:,
suggest-iways peOpiew may be .influenced to
aoite, completely adprecJ_ate "arid protect their
environment. ..:-

/
, l

/
- .

,. . .

.

.plan"and promote ways to. deyelop individual
"and .community spirit' in h..i?,hly polluted areas..,t .

,

do!nblistratii the dif-fefen.cobetween people's ,,J15.i; H ; LA, SS)
needs and wants that.ne. t,essential ..V, )4. .:!

7 -
.,

,,Sc, H.; Music., V.-
,

f ,,
'

2 SS Sc,

ASS, Sc, PE, Ar
Music, u .

.'.

,

SS, H, Art, Musics
V, Student Act .

,r

. by 'dragnet, za ti on , .role 'playing, or other
methods. . . , -

. t.w

4-6 , ?ft obserVe' and identify` -tykes of. pollution that- Sc, SS, H, Art;
.

affect the Quality tf - .N,
; ve 0 a

,..

44 18.., .group sounds frO seyeril location?As -: ., -'Sc,' 'H, Music' . .
.7

ia ' ; , turAT or -bur!' madCpleasant "or unpleasant. . .,

/
-

ti 4-6' 19;. -. tify:npiie pollution souP.ces. ini.fie.--- 4 '' SS, H, Sc, Music

,-` ..---- l community. . '-,_ .

4.,_,,. - : i

.

4.-6 '21."

.44: "I-
t, . "I.

bt...
... e

a

v

o.

make `A Inusical-presentation representing A :, Musi4%-

.Particylar type, Of en,,vironment`gy ft component .4. ,.

of an environment.' . ! ,' ,.

/ ,
7 _ e - 1.

'..identihr coalponents of a familiar environment iftsit
va, ,..,.. . from ;thei r- cheracteristic ;sounds .': -

.1 ' *.%

4 . ". i
4-6 , 22: disciiss, the -tIsults noise polluti nma'y have . '' SS, 11, Music,5c-, ,

on people if it is not controlled
. -si kk . v

C.:
It

SS , H4-6 -. . 21*.. demiiisfrate :ways noise interferes with .' S
._

. ,
. learning abilit. .." ... -.

a I

'' . .
..'' :

11

,.,
4ca a *4 '. .0 . , Pb

4-6. 24., design auir5demoostrate. A ,system, tor measior- . i Sc; H, Music j..-

.i...::: . : `4.:
ip i" "ing the. 4fftensiy of s-o(ina. , 1:' '`

. . .- . ., - .i t , , .
V

V '
ilt-s, ,26.. "ProPOSe /lets ibi e solutions t p ;Ise p O J lutiesii So, A , SS

.... (Problems i4kthd conanunity.` 4-', ',J.,' z. .-,i, ..*;_, .. 1.s, . , :: -
'16. ob$erve ifid,describe the stet hat ars ;Dec- ,:.- se,,, SS,

V 11

,essav to: produce pOtable.wa r at' the faucet
1

.
*=,... in t ehome.. "-.

, -
16, 'al- §lue examplei of -how .technolo mi." pcopqs

. management hive ritstored land . ..---
.., ,..:1- ..,

, .. , ' -44' ..; 28: conimend thote responsible .ftry.. alp/ .ro11-14 / `1 LA._ "
P . ?..-- en irrionmental ',quail tp. . 4 Teo iques :;'poetry,.. V'

:'-;,"i- letters, -son,gt,:ilfrfes; fndf idol. acti,ont.),.. ..I IF, I . 1

.. ,

r /: 1
S e SS , e ,

f

.
0

.I .e.

04T" t- %
, .
. -

.7

o,
Art, MusiC,

& Y '

I



29.-

,

Ates04be how hways affect thft-4;se 6f land
aid dfscuss.i

ighbe

aesthetic; gconomic and other
.effects of such changes. ?

IP
,de'velop a ifthiportation'41antfo'r the COMMI11.-
ity to alleviate many.of ts pollution and ,.A .. safety probrems.

,

4'31. identify recreation, areas 1n the coinnun-fty
marsoon beunusabre:becatise of iM-

-- proper 'use, development, siz,or conamina-s$,t _ion. .
-

.

4 -6 32.
- : ,

identify local practfces -which 'affect the
beauty; of the comMuniti.

4-6 f. 33 , -explaitn why beauty-and ,recreation are in,-
. portant in human- leisure time activities.

; .

4-6 34. develop a photographic es-say to show how
-peciple have.capitaltze.d on-,naturd's beauty.- -.. .

4-6

1-6

.

LA, -SS, Sc, Art ;
=.'

C
.

S4,-SS,, PE

,

H, Art,
HS

SS;
Art; PE,

. .
LA, PE, Art ,
StudentAct

"35. give' examples of-steps which migHt be..taC
- /to prevent or minjmize pollution by Some of C; -V. the following: se11, family, neighborhood,

' industry, fowns,,cities,.counties, ttates,:*;-, .
federal government, te nat bps
of theworfth ,

.1 i r
, / . .... . : ,

as:, list the-=uses- and 'abuses Of
,
natdral,resources LA, HoSe.,,SS',

ebserve'd .durinf a-brecen t field trjb. :4 4, .
,

,C .
'4 , mr.AA! r, .

37:,: turvey,the,C,om,munity, 0' detirmine aftlitUdes . ** SS, H; -5c,
.
. of individuals,' farmers, businessmen, or .. .- -C,'At '.

i . others lbout.,pol.1 ist ion control, : ;= r.
- . - , e ' .4 r.

r 1 ?.: , -
4-6 3P...'' di Seus s r asons: why 'taws hive .been' est,..b1 ithe d ;11 ;, Sc.,, V

: toreduc pollution, protect OUIJA; pi etect :. 1
plants; protect :the en in some way.- ,, r-

, .. . ...
.

. f
Is

,
4-6'

,

-
>

r

39: 11 discuss / whether new laws, a 'conce'rned. titizenry.- H, SS, Sc,- V ,

ancl ne
tain a..

7-9
.

,of.

tech nolpgy, will, enabl e." h won't to -main- -;

livable enifirOnmerite. ,* . . P/ i ...F

- write a diarobeor -'iay to illustrate how .cul'-, ILA, SS, V1 AS ,.
ture affects'yalues ,and attitude's about the -" ,- . ,./
tnvirOnment;using-examp es I like f rpr 1 ti e rsnien., ,.' ..:,
-In dfans , fahnpi, 'city dwel lers r' (*.Hata- liens'. ,- f". . .

befisre' and 4ftef..,1778. -- .7' - - --. 4 .
.

oberve and repbrt on 'person .who ptomote : -, SS, le,AEP, V . :
lo4e., comfort; "unilertanding- and a posi time
sOf-concept. '' ,d1,- . ', .,

A

42..

'" _

' 1

..iiivestigatefactOrs influen,cing hUirklOSe atti=4
tulles; toward. the environmat and explain
how *people. express' these `abti tides through -.. . .

Many forms of. communication. (Consider
verbal and nOnxer,bil.);° '-

. : Iti .
': i -

1 at;
. .,

,

4 , LA, Music,.'
AEI) ,PE, V

.1

,D42-
.t Ir?

A

-

0

.
,"4-



.,-

:7-9.'

isl
,A7

{

r. ..

0.
, .. el

V ,. A
,.. , .:,,

43/ observe and repot -ort.ways in which peoplett,; LA, SS, Sc, PE;
sw '' actionshave affectedtor .violated the Tights '*AEP, C - . ,

. of. others " .
'

,e9Auate local conmunitj, zoning regulations. SS4,-.H,

-,. Agi" terms of their effects on the Oualitr.of ,.-
. I fe ,. ". 4 e : Is' - I/ ,

react to the foflowing ,s ituation:,, A Pers On ..t, - '-.Sc , ..

,with a' smell f#rrn on the edgeof town cannot... ,
. .riisepenough ilbod to teed cows ,andcanncrtk . s

.bity, moretland. What should be done .and Ay? o'

.

S

.

fa

discuss e rbnmental cond(tioni. width en'e"
coirage ople to. improve theirr iti.
peedict,fouttire living problem's inlArie
:6ities if long-rangv planning doesnot.pro-;"
yrde:adeodetely for ,the "h4inanistfCr needs of ."
all people/ .- 0-

,

"SS,1'11, Art,
PE, V, C

"5-S, H, Sc, LA,
PE., Art, usic,
C --

r

4?.:_f\ propoie ,a* flexple* p lank for community dakre1-...
.\ }rent which. prrpvidesfor human .needs..*:".

7-9, .49. write and preserit.;:a program'illuttratfn9

affect -the qual 14. ofTlfe.
.

scribe the adequacy 'of emission controls *.
inclice fumes., sblids, liquids) at one cop-

affinity. industrial sitebased on'data obtained.
btsysteMatic observation , -

4.

%

,-.-.7-9 . , 50.
-*, .; . .

I

' 4 continuance of. prt,seht.7.humah life styles tv" 11

% A
' .

7 -9 -. present data .On how industrialization ma', SS

IpOsitiOely and 41egat..1 vely affetit areas. ,

-'SS, H, Sc,'PE,
,Art,'

4 .0
SS; t; Sc, LA,
PE,. V, C, 141.

";

c,
. '; .

. . ,../. -. -
.

7,9 '. 58. ip-ventorY, compHunity recreational activities J" SS,
,

.
. and predict the future of- each,based upon

! .. ,curren% environmental practices:. "(Example:.
;';'.- _polluted. laket; misused parks, local popUla-'. '.."

tfon trends)::,, .
, ,

_

. t , -'." : . ' ,' 4 '''''.

H,;Sc,C

t
4+seuss whether science, 1 aNi, Xectrolorafhd Sc, M

4 money will be,able-to solve enyjr.onmen .r, .problems wit4;autalio changing ppolilert , -

.. x#,lues4.and'attitudei. t : , .' . ,.4 .1 , "
., 7-9 't, 54: mpote and,)ftifilemenYa system far-recOgniziog LW,','SS, V-.C,

, - .Sipesses )vhith efaplOy good environmental r

piactices. ., .. , ;
I

.

.7 -9 . cOCulate and -water iohsumptioil
foi;the:tountY and relate this to' projected 4,l water needs,

7-9 -..56:.' compere thi qualit/O'flOcal :surfaCettletei, . with -rein water.: , . ,..

... .
4 - . , , ,, .._

Student4Act

S.

if, Sc; SS,

Sc

?e9 3,7 stu =xarlbus types of flood plain usage . SS, H, !Sc
' itifferentiatepetween good:andpoor k ses;

104. t

0a s

AP

.

'

V

.



.%

P

7-9

.
`iri

late land drainage practices to water
ly, wildlife needg and CO2-02 balance in

th tmosphere.

St, H

7-9 59. ident y,factors which cause lake eutrophica- SS, St, H, C
tion'an suggest practices which will slow
the.proc ss.

7-9 ". 00. compare the organisms living in fresh bodies
of water with those 'in water undergoing

7-9, 62: research environmental implications of using
colored paper ,products.

7-9 el. .evaluate the adequacy of the local sewage
, treatment faci 1 ity.

- ,, ,
61. 'conduct a stuc& to determine the environmental SS, H, Sc, C

. impact of power &oats, jet skis, hydrofoils,
or"bovercraft on abody of water.

eutrophiCation.

Sc, H

0.

7:9 64..7 .calculate the cost, (per user) of adding
tertiary sepiage *treatment for a. nearby city
and debate a resolutioh for such installation... w.

M 4. ' discuss current federal, state,and local laws
..

. which affect the community's method of sewage, .

. . treatmerlt., , -

:7-4.- a. discuss economic and ecological reasons for
. : . future utilization of sea water.. ..

Sc

SS, So, H,

H, Sc

Sc, SS, H

SS, Sc, H,

' analyie the merits of various modes: ef'trans- SS, Sc, C
portation-that .nright-be used in an urban area

. ...., . - , and propose a transportation plan fdr the
; community: g. 6 k 4.

'. :" . V..I

t 4 . :.
...-, ... 119 08. debate the. resolutioni "Billboard idigns.sbould LA, SS, V

ss

...
6. be bafined in all states.

.
. 7-9 .69'. evaluate 11,environmentaliste demand for anti...

.

... . -_,Y, . .. po11ution 'devices in automobiles,
.,.

-: -
-.,-

";.i. ,.. 7i9 70. test &plant' ability to grow in polluted -1'
. . air.such as near a factory or traffic con,

. , gested area. .,,: ;. .., "
4 ,,,

'c-9 71: gather data about respiratory illnesses, - H, So, C N ,
. c. .; . cancers, or birth defects among people '' . - LS

liltrig than area or. jn a particular
:. .occupationend develop a hypothesis about;I the cause oftheie problems. , - .

, . . . .
- ..

SS, H, Sc

Sc

'

0.

4. .

4
4

.

. OG

044%

r 4



7-9 72. design a land use plan for the town or com-
munity which will maximize the quality 0.1ife.

7-9 73, choose an occupation of interest and write a
brief report explaining this choice and its

.
. potential relation to the quality of life.

7-9 74, express opinions, using various media, on how
increased leisure time has influenced change
in land use in the community, county or state.

7-9 75. evaluate five new products seen advertised
recently on television in' terms. of' their

potential impact on the environment and
human life.

.. 7-9 76. describe problems which may occur i
munity of 3,000 were to .grow rapidly to
50,000 withoit land use planning.

list and evaluate four government activities
aimed at improving health.

.

7-9 77.

74 78.'

7-9 79.

7-9 go.

7-9 81.

7-9 82.

10-12 $3-

10-12 84. A.

10-12

4

describe various industries which seem to be
ecologically sound and evaluate the possibit-
ities of these industries .existing in Hawaii.

describe life Jititles which they feel are
ecologically 'sound,.

$

evaluate the merits. of the statement: ?Bigger
is not necessarily better, slower tail' be
faster, and less can,be more. "'

identify animals which.have adapted and pro
liferated as a result of urbanization.

, .
. ,

use.an art foim to depict leisure time activi
ties which contribute to environniental ress

\S.; PE, Art, H,,

c, Music -, V

LA: C, LS

LA SS, Sc,
H, PE

LA, Sc, N

LA, SS,
, rt; M, N

Sc, H,

C

S St, H,
N

prepare a. presentation depicting the life of

young people anctadults from another segment
of 'society. ,

.
. ... :.

report on psychological' and sociological,
stresses in urban areas, 'Ar, 1.

.. ..

B. Teport On the advantages of living i*
metropol itan tenters, ..,

C.' prepare a report, suggesting ways to Jinprole

the (pal ity' of life tn ,urban areas e

85, evaluate various feshionland modes-Of dress'
. An% terms of their environment

re4 cling of Materials; vier us6d in ;gib- f
duction, beating and ventiiat f of buildin#,

writg a dresstode 'for%schoo) which is"
practical, eco4ogi ciI" age' implemeiltabiei

,

SS, c, LA, V

SS, CA:, .11

,

-
4

.

Sc, SS..'

SS, PE, Art,
s. Music, LA

LA, SS, HS,.

LS

, LS, N

Sc,

SS; Sc, H;

PE,. Art,- C, LS,

H Ec, SS, H, ,Sc;.

4.,

t



.1*

c--
10-12 86. .evaluate various recreational activities

in terms of) their environmental impact.on
air, water, soil, plants, and animals.

10-12 87, identify and explain the cpnditions in the
community which have affected its prOduc-
tivitY And/or livability.

10 -12' , gather data which shows that the availability
of natural resourcesigreatlY affects the
quality of life.r '

10-12 .69. develop a'presentation desdribing what the
community would be like with the removal
of one resource.

.

10-12 90,. prepare an editorial about a community
* problem.

10-12 91. research. and prepare a movie or videotape. r
which-explains.a local ecological problem.

-10-12 42, develop a display or other presentation which
depicts life style changes in the community
during this century.

10 -12 93. suggest where the centers of American culture,
industries, and agriculture would be if the
United States had been settled from West to
Ea-st.

10-12 94. analyze and report on societal factors .which
affect.attitudes and valuei.

10'-12 95.

10-12 96%*

design a' program to correct a local envir(01,7

mental problem.

assess zgning regulations in terms of en-
vironmental -considerations .

10112 develop an inventory and construct a map of
a downtown area showing streams, parks, wild-
life areas, aesthetic areas, trees and other
interbsting natural features.

98. A. survey the community to determine; usage of
local parks..

.

suggest a. plad-fOr improving thequality of

'10-12

- 10-12 99.

10-12 100.

f.

B.
park,utilization.

cplleCt data on'human behavior rele4ant to
the solution' of a city's traffic problems.

design a. restoration plan forla city based on

humanist4c considerations.,

4

D46

PE, Sc

4

H, SS, Sc, Bus,
PE, Art, C

H,tSS.-C,
,LS

... LA, Fr, SS, 5C),' t4N

LA, SS, H , J

LA, Sc, H, Art,
Student Adt, LS

LA, SS, ArtIZ.

SS, LA, C

LA, SS, V, C ,,N

SS,'H, Sc, LA,

V

SS, H, B, Agri

CA, SS, Art

H, PE, SS, .LA

SS; LA ,

SS, H, Sc, V

SS, LA, H,
PE, Art; V



4

1a-12 101.: prepare a traffic plan for the city which ,

provides for the reduction of problems of

traffic 'congestion, noise, and parking.

'
w
10-12, 102. suggest ways shopping center paking lots. . SS, Bus, Art, M

can be constructed to better utilize .the
natutal ehvironment:

10-12 103. A..plah an audiovisual %xperience depicting
various (visuAl) aesthetic characteristics
of the community. it

B. sd4gest a plan for improving or maintaining
the aesthetics of the community..

M"

10.12 104. * develop.iocumentary on the necessity of
including environmental impact considerations
in making all public and/or private decisions.

10 -12 105. react objectively to: "A country must con-
Stantly increase its Gross National. Product

to prosper."'

SS, LA, Art,
V

LA, SS, Sc,
Art, Music, V

SS, H, LA, Sc,
C, V, tS

Bus, SS, LA,

C, M

10-12 106. A. identify a business or industty which employs $S, H, Buss, Sc,

a large number of people but whose operations. C

causes considerable damage to the local and/or
- downWeam, downwind, or coastal -enyironMent.

B. prepare a reportiputlibing the economic, SS, H, Bus, LA,
political and eth4cal: considerations which the C, V,.LS
board of direttors of the aboye organization
must-evaluate in-arriving at a decision to _

either cTos the plant orlmassively invest in
additional ollution control, devices.

10-12 107. debate the issue: "An industrial company
should voluntarily install pollution control

"t

devices in the absence'of industry-wide'reg-

IR. ulations, or aqreements on emilsion

10-12 108. A. formjilate a plan for the location and con- .SS, H, Bus, Sc,.

struction of needed major industries, utilities C

or public installations -in tht community.

8, develop an.environmentat impact statement' for SS, H, Bus,- Sc,

Bus, Sc, H, SS,
LA, C

one of the installations:.:, LA

10-12 109. secure a copy of an environmentel_impact state-I SS.,*Sc

. ment that bas.been submitted to the- Environmental
Protection Agency or Office of En4iironmental

Quality Control and evaluate its completeness.

10-12 110. assess the environmental impact practices of SS, H, Sc

local, state and federal highway agencies.*
b.

4,

D471:43

..

I



10-12 M. select anearby construction project (a high-
'way, houses. a school) and determine whether
the contractor and/or developer is adequately

i

providing for the maintenance of the environ-
ment during the period of construction.

$S, Bus, Sc,

C

10712. 112. identify roles which governments, institutions, SS, H, Bus,

and organizations' can logically assume in C -

repairing environmental damages. .

,

10-12 113. debate the issue: "The solution of environ- Bus, LA,.SS, .se
,
. mental problems is the sole responsibility

of science and technology." . ,

10-12' 114, project the effect of proposed nuclear power H, SS, Sc, M
. : plants on water quality and Usage if con-

. struction plans do not include thermal and
'.pollution control devices. t

10-12 315. explain the illpomie, health and ecological SS, Sc, ,:
AmOlications o -such city practices like street
flushing, salting, or cleaning. . -

,
.

10-12 116. A. identify.problems resulting from chemical, - H, SS, Sc, Ag.
. insect and weed control.

,

B. suggest workable altergk ves to chemical
controls which will probe for an adequate
food supply. gvAlb,o,

10-12. 111. identify problems resulting from intensified Ag, H, Sc, N
. iagricultural production 00 as feed lots and

)enriched fertAlizer.

/3o -1g 118. -map and explain why the development and SS, H, Bus, C,
location of America's largest cities depend
Wan adequate supply orusable water.

H, Sc; Bqs,

'Ag

'10-12 119. prediEt the future of all forms of life if . H; SS, Sc
the nation's waters are increasingly polluted
by an increasing population and water treat-
ment does not keep pace with the population's
detiand for water.

10-12 120. compare dollars needed for cleaning upiwater- SS, H, Sc, M
ways to the current local, state and federal
appropriatibns and assess which components
of these funds need to be increased.

10-12 121. list effects Of polluted 'air on life. SS, H, Bus, Sc

10 -12 122. relate the "Green House"effect to weather Sc, H -

change.

. 10-12 123, doctimeni that air pollution is a direct effect Bus, H, SS, Sc,
of industrialization in developing societies. 4 C

048
00

.



'.,10 -12 124. construct the conditionil situation which
would encourage industries .and utilities to
improve their air quality.

10-12 125. acquire and study current air'pollutioh
legislation. .

10-12 ,126. monitor air quality in various areas and Map Sc, SS, M, H
areas of high pollution.

10-12 127. analyze and report'on the enyironmental trade- Sc,H, SS, H
off. involved in the nitrogen `cycle s," e.g. , Ag, ,N..
consider providing adequate protein diets vs.
water nitrification.

10-12 .12'8. secure and test foods for insecticide-911.
pesticide.'contamination.

;

SS,'Kus, C, V, M

S$, H, Sc, Bus

129.

Amt. 136.

2042 131;

, .

contrast an ear)), Colonist's.or
value system with that of ou-s today- in
tells of land and resource use. . .

investigate rel gi our and non- religious.
historical figures to discover the effects

` of religion on human attittidis and' values
toward. the ,environtnent.:

interpret perional feelings toward humans
and the environment by means of a collage;
poem co kit. " %.

Sc; H,' H Ec,
Ag, N

SSBus, Ag
NSIV, N*

SS, LA, AEP,
V, LS

Ec,

LA, Sc;. $9, 7'
Art, Music ;.AEP,

10-12 132. Iwr t paper' describing relationships bete LA, 5S, Bus,AEP
en human Cultural*, sOcial or economiC ° c

experiences and-their attitudes aha values
toward the environment.
. - \

10-12 113. give examplet of_short-term gains that may SS,
rong-term fosses. .

,
. C

- _ SS, Bus,

well become
..

write a paper or give a speech illustrating
the environment ramifications of !ones
statement: "We have met the enemy and. he is
us.". -., . . - -...,- ..
evaluate various life styles and value systems'
existing in the community, nation and the world
in tiros ofiiroliiding optimum short-,term and
long-term benefits .foy self, society a`nd the
environment. -t :

16-12 134.

10-12 '135,

.

,14.7

RIP)

SS 'LA H; Sc

Sc, SS, H Ec, Bus,
Are, Music, PE,
LA, AEP, V, M, N



.

'Performance Ex ectatio s -- Instructional Goals and Db'ectives Match
The numbers in the coluMns under instructional goals refer to

instructional objectives .in grades K-3

- Grade 3
Performance Expectations'

-Cites examples of local environmental
problems.

-.Identifies causes crflocal environ-
4aLpmkjim. _.

Cites examples of Statewide, nation- .

wide or worldwide environmental
problems.

Identifies a variety of resources that. may be used to gain information on
environmental matters.*

.Uses a variety ol-resources to
'gain information on environmental
matters. ,

Condtrcts 'simple investigations to gain
first-hand information on environ-at mental matters.

Identifies recreational opportunities
in both human-madeand natural-
environments.

Describes the environmental factors
which must be considered to conduct

' various recreational activities.

A B C

1,3,4 4,5,25,26 f

Instructional Goals

D E F

2 7,11 1,2,3,5

6,13

!

24,30,

8,12,20,21,23,
27,28,29

6,19

,

3,6,9
._

9,10,11,13,14, 9
17,20 .

3;4,5,7 3,5,6,7,8,11,
12,13,14,16,

2,6 , 4

14 9 .

. 'Nimes occupations in the coMmunity
, that are directly'dependent on

various natural resources-
'Describes the natural resources -needed

by various. industries and' relates
. the locations of those industries to

available resources.

. ..,

fi

-I,

3 9,25

-Cites examples of occupations that are
primarily concerned with the "study or
'control of specific environments.

.4.

4

Most, if not all, instructional objecti es:demand the
instructional objectives has been dele d.

...1..

..;

se of various

050

, .

..;
,

resources; therefore, the list ng of "individ4a1 '%

,.

1

I



The numbers in the columns under instructional goals refer to
instructional objectives in grades K-3

Grade. 3
Performance Expectations A B

`,-State 'school or halite rules designed to
pro ct the environment..

Disc ses the effectiveness of school
, or home rules designed to,prbtect the

Instructional Goals

Exp ains'the need for rules to protect,
e environment.

-Co icates feelings evoke by various
of environments.

sc bes the need for beau tn one's
environment.

E
. 1,2

1,2

2,10,15 15 . 12
I.

11,

sts a number of environmeqpil.fattors
which may affect the emotional or
)physical health of human beings.

Discusses attitudes which, contribute
toward living in harmony with the ,

environment.

I

1,3,4,5,1417,
18,19,22,25

2 4,17,19 3,4,5,7,8

14

D51

1,4,7,8

4.

0

S

,

12,15 3;4,6,00

1

Pt-

,

1

11



1

The msaliersin the columns under instruotional goals 'refer to
instructional objectives ir, grades 4-6

erformance Expectations
, Grade 6

A B

. 1

'Instructional Goals,.

. .

1:

t, 1

YC

lden flies causes 'of -local environ- . -- t, 31,34,61,77,78
_

22 ,17,36
ntal problem. . .- 87:89 .,., . .

Ci s examples of statewide, nationwide ,6,8,- 30,53,62, 72, 1 7
nVironmental problemi. 87. .._ . .

C tes examples of social; political, or/ 7,8 . 79,80,83
.,

16,29
`economic decisions which have caused , . ,. . ,.
enivironmintat problems. _ r.

Identifies a variety of .resources that . 67 11 .--t,
.

may be used to gain information on '" ....1

environmental matters. ;;
'Uses a variety of resources to.gain 38,41,44,67, 14,16 8,11,14,16,18 25,26,27,28,

:

18,21 ,.-
inforMation on environmental matters. 75,76,83,93 .

. 29,30,31,33, ,
. .134

'Conducts simple investigations to gain '42,43,47,51, ii,13,17,21 24 . 24,21/1:'
`, first-hand information on environ- 52,54,56 ."-'" 1 .

mental matters.. . , .
6, -

Identifies instruments or methods that 9 47,51,55,58,67, 21 24,27,29,32, 24,27,39
can be ul4d to gain formation about 93

.
39

,
$.,

., environ*nts of
. 4

to cha e an environ- .,
milt for a desired resu .

.., Identifies retreaticinal op rtunities A 46 15 31,33 '.I.,
in both humtn-made and tural . ,. .,

,.
- ,environments._ . ......

-Describes the enviionvre llactors 46,48,82 15 . . 31
.

'ii
which must conside d to oviduct ...---') .4'

r .,i . 4

Explains the effects of environmental 46,82 15
doilies on recreitional opportunities

,

.
Explafns the potential effects of t . 4P9 , 31

changes in recreational activity On
. - the environment. ; 1 .

I r,1,-,'..)
,

.

.
I ,

NI , .
.

..

.

' ,.. -
. .

D5

)4

. ;a1Va r

4.?

4' '4

4.
4

r



- p

r . . .4

The.:ritragers 'in ,t1)e" col Inns under instructional
t' instructional obfectives "in grades

',r WO 67,
rerfo 'nee EXpecta Cons

, . e

tit

flames Ind trfes -that'rare: dirrtyetly `- 7 ,
deoen t on a' natural resit tes. , ...0escr the mititilat resources needed 7

- 4iyidus tries Iild .vfla tgs
. the ootions Of thee. Th011stries

0., 'to .
.

0 -Ctte . exam hi- of. oc4upa tiOns 'that are
p mar4,1, concirned. with' Like tStin:ky

I

V

goals refer to
4-6

Inttructional Gaa1s

8 C

30 ,35,36,37,7
i )6.n .92
1 35,36,37,38,76

.191,92

0 .

ti

D E F,

i
, , 4. .60.N) igf sw ine nnvtronnients . -,

. ' ' I $e cObe,s' the. impact of,._tarious 'Indus- .,64 8
. '..-': ;. ttl es' con%the' env fonlaen

4.. V ,, cusses the. efftcti vgness o 30001 '-: '. , i
.. o rE. tibia cures Niles'i gne,d-ti fliiitect ., , .. .3. -...

* 1 . 1bpiwironeent. i :.
,. .

. .- V t
1 h e

p i a i n t t h e .negd . f o n . r u l e s to, pe
-

otect. P ..1
.. t& .1' .0 . environment. ___*

. ,.. . . .

1 - : Identillet s Lite 'and fider'al. toverament
,:.

. ..,
-.. I. agencies. priimielly,, concetved wtth . 'v 1 .

.. ,, . 'envj riiiimen1.31 management r control,
t

.
.1: *. .1:Iden]pl'As ncel.tove mental gre,ypst .7, r ,t.' ,,, T'',.

i <. ; vtimptili pnvicernetkwithi-, '' .2. '' "_ . : X,'
" 0 :. A :t. ..etirtriinmental. masters. e *

'. 505,licates.fee ings evd by.vrtous ,
.

'. ° p tO S of enuirlonmetos. -

.. . /*Describes tie need' for *au ty *ones
: .

..ti envtormaiit 4 l' A. ... ..
;
.

.4. 1 Voltanteers or schowbea4tific.irtair .

* dt.... projects. '._*, , .:
-',1 ° fists& nunbero& ? envtrconmenta4 faders

,. whic\ganis affect UV amertionti or N'-:
r physi health ofehumili.j3ei nes

owatdIeriilig 4st lortgrny mi a #10'
$ attitudes-which Contribute

otfronment.
®. % 'Cite?, examples of nos% tile and positiVe 6.

'' *says, hula' beinq ,can. change' the,' .
.. ,;.. env i t..., . . -. 4 .4

4 ).4 T % .e. " s 4
' t Ot 4# .;, . , 41 '. ' ' 1. '

..s.x z .
4 - .

:
S'

33,46,79,80

36,38,78,92

39,50,57,64,
70,73,86

39,50,57,64,
70.73,86
46,50,57,64,
70,73,86,
73

41,12,84

35,38,39

35 .

i: 19,20

I---- ----r--:19,20iisz 03 ,_1._
1 15 ..
4

22,23,33,37, i 13,16422
38 " 4

21
4
i 14,15,37°,39

. .1',

68,72,84

s
..`

32.,33,44,45,56, 17 .

59,6 3,66,6 8,84,
.

88
40 -10,15,18,19

31,40,46 t48,49,
55,61,69,71,74,
81,85,87,89,0

053

9,10,16,19

12,13,14,14,18
4. *;

.,

35,36 ,30,35,

4



It

The webers in the columns, under instructional goals refer to
thstruttional objectivesin grades 4-6

r: Grade 6
Performance Expectations c

-identifies and describes envirgnmental
factors which influence the beliefs
of different cultures.

Identifies specific contributions one
can make to help human beings live
in hanronywith the 'environment.

Describes the effects of environmental
changes on the boauty. of an
environiaent.

A B1

10

-Explains how environmentaT factors such
asnoisq level or air quality may-
affect the emotional and.physical
health of human beings.

'Accepts leadership role in school beau-
tification projects.

3s4171
69,71,74

63,68

Instructional Goals

F

14,17,40

21

34,44,45,63,
b6,68 ,88,89

17

10,16,19,20

-

1

14,19

22,33,38

14,15,25,28,
30,35

34. -"
1 6,17,22, r
23\ 4 5- -

5 r

15,25,28

I2

t

.4

1'

-
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The numbers in the columns under instructional goals refer to
instructional objectives in grades 7-9

1
Instructional Goals

Gride 8
_ PerfOrnance Expectations

Cites examples ofstatewi8e, nationwide 23,25
or worldwide environmental problems.

Cites examp les' of socil, political, 23,26. 175736
'or economic decisions which have
caused environmentall'oVobleft.

135

Describes the interrelationship of the
social, political, and economic .

stkucturei end environments of
different sobieties.

tlects an environmental problem,
.,studies the varjous aspects of that
,'problem, and suggests a variety of
solutions to that problem including
On explanation of the possible impact
of each solution:

Predicts the effects social, political,
and economic changes would have on
the environment.

Uses a variety of-resources to gain
information on,environmental matters.

Con ucts s ThiTins to ga n
first -hand information on enyiton- .

mental matters.

4.1

C1-

139,140,141,
142,143

23.

23

f.

E

53,60

105 113 30 5

13 44,146 22,34,35, 37,
38

1647,2-8

Describes instruments or methods that
can be.used to gain information.
about environments or thangean
environment for a desired result.

...Integrates information gained-Iron
resources with infornatiori gained
through direct experiences to'develop
understanding of environmental
matters.,

'12
41,

A

88,108,109,11g

112,115,125,
132.136
103,1114

101,103

24 40,46,50,54,

62,65,66

45,48,61

7

, 71

50
i 71

55 56
.

70

.

1416,17,18,21494,95,96,99,
22,24,26,27,24100,101,106,
29 107,108,109,

110,112,113,
114,115,116,

117,120,121,
123,124,129,
130,134,137,
139,144;147,
148,149,150

D55

27,28

-22,23,24,25,29,,26,27,28,32,34,
33,35,38 35,36,41,42

Are.

45

L
'1,42,43,44,

47,49,50,51,
53,54,55,58,
63,69,70

53,5'7,58,59,

60,63,64,66,
67,69,75,81

4
t.,

22



go

The numbers in the columns under instructional Agoals refer to
instructional objectives in grades 7-9

I-Describes the environmental factors
Which must be considered to conduct
various recreational actitivites.

Explains.the effects of environmental
chasms on recreational opportunities,

Explains the potential effects of
changes in recreational activity on
the environment. .

'Suggests ways the environment may be
improved to providemore recrea-
tlonal opportunities.

Detcrlbei the natural resources needed
by various industries and relates
the'locations of thoie industries to

_. available resources. .

-.Cites examples of occupations that -are

primarily concerned with the.study,
or' control of specific environments.

Grade 8
'A B

!101,111,152-6

Performance Expectations

Instructional Goals

D E F

52,82

101,146,152 22

101,111,146,-
152

52

52,61,74,76,

82

152

126,151 . 21 59 78

1

54,73 .

-:

Describes the impact of moious
industries on the envilthment.

Describes the problems of induttries
that have been deeply affected by
changes in natural environients or
spcial reactions to those feduitries.

__impact on the environment.

Identifigs state and federal government
agencies primarily concerned with
.environmental management or control.

. Identifies non-government groups
primarily concerned-with environments'
matters.

1rrJr"

127,136, 149 31

127,136,151 21

33,14 26

50,51,54,61,

62,69,73,75,
in

59 I 51,69,73,75,

78 -

56,59

57 73,77

D56
-

57

4

73



The numbers in the columns under instructional goals refer to
instructional objectives in grades 7-9

Instructional Goals

Grade 8
Performance Expectations

N
A 8 C . 0 F

.

I
33,34

.

26
..

57 73,770escribes respoosibiliiies of state
and federal agencies for environ-

_ mental management or control.
Describes the functions of non-govern-

mental groups* concerned with envrion-
mental mutters.

I

57
.

,

.....
73

,

" Identifies state or federal laws design..
ed to protect people and the environ-
ment and discusses their effective-
ness. .

:105
,

32 26

,

57 65

Volunteers for school beautification
. projects. .

102 .

. .

.

-
Lists a number of environmental factors

'which may affect the emotional or-
health of hymen being.

i
*"

25,122,127 25,31 71

41,42,43,79,-
'80

.

.physica3

liScussesattitudes which contribute
towards living in hared4rwith the
environment.

19,20

. .

99,104,118,11%
144,145,146

27,28 ,

._

43 _64,88

'Cites examples of negative and positiV
ways human beings can change the
environment.

15,20

.

97,101,104,11427,20
118,119,146

.

.'

29,39 52,5647,60,

.
64;68

1,43,46,49;
69,79,80

.

!dentifies and describes environmental
factors which influence the beliefs
of different cultural_

.

122
-

37,43 . ,

._-,

46,76

Identifies.specific contribettons one
can make to help human beings-live

.IlihatillinV with the entritam tet.

12,14,15,49,20,
21

97,10'1,104,11x,
119,144,145,

57 '-

,,,..0escribes the-effects,.

changes on the beauty of the'environ-

_

-LW _
100 . 11,39,40 .,,67,60

.

46,66,72-----

.

Exp 0 es how environmental factors such
as noise level or air quality may ''

affept,the.emotional and physical
heath of heron heinos.

,

122,127,130,
133,137

2 ,31 44,45,46;47,

69,71,76

L
,.-4

Predicts the effects of continuing
environmental changes on the beadty

of environment.

\\-,

°1 ..., .1
.

.

_

146 ,

D57

23,38 67,68 47,49,72

.

.

.

00
.. 0
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The numbers in the columns under instructional goals refer to
instructional objectives in grades 7-9

Instructional Goals

Grade 8
Performance Expectations A E

!Compares the aesthetic value of main-
taining natural environments with th
need for housing, improved trans-
portation facilities, and increased
emolovment 000rtunities.

nvestigates community or state beauti-
ficatton projects and encourages
class uarticiaation.

Suggests ways the environment may be
improved to promote better emotiomal

and physical health for human beings.
:accepts leadership role in sichool

beautification projects.*',

114

104 -111

29,30

F

44,45,47,
67,72,76

104,133.

* Several instructional objectives relate to this Performance Expecta
level of attainment and is verspecific.

058

ion but hone d

46,48,72

e"

4*

Irectly since i illustrates a high

,

12



The numbers in the columns under instructional goals refer to
. instructional objectives in grades 10-12'

Instructional Goals.

Grade 10
Performance Expectations A B. ' C D E F '

-Cites examples of `social, political,

or.economic,decisions which have
caused environmental problems.

31,32 154
.

1

.

.

59
,

.

.

i

86 90,91104,
'117,123'

-Describes the interrelationships of the
,

social, political, and economic
slpcturesand environments Of

.

didifferent societies.'

31
-

,

157,165

,

38

A

119,54,57 76,78,90

r

88,89,90,
91,92,93,
94,106,121,
1943 11c.

Selects an environmental problem, 131,32,33,34
studies the various aspects of thpt

.

problem, and suggests a variety of
4 solutions to that problem including

an explanation of the possible
impact of each solution. .

. 154,157,158;
160,164,169

.

.

.

49,51,58,59 .

139
'104,105,108,

109,116:117,
120,121,124,
133

-predicts the effects social, political,
and'economdc'changes Would haVe on
the environment.

. ,

157,158,164,
16?

.

8,55
t

. 105,114,119,
132:135

..

'Selects an environmental problem,
investigates alternate solutions to
that problem, selects one alternative
and defends that selection by iden-
tifying the benefits and consequences
of that decision to the environment
and to society.

31,34 158,160,172
--...

.

.

c

,

60 95
_

'Describes instruments or methods that
can be used to'gain information about
environments or change an environment
for a desired result.

, 158,0,
171,172 ,

.

36,49
e

89 , 95,98,100,
101,102,103,

108,116

"Uses a variety of instruments or methods
to sigdy or change

-!

environments.
,

.
36,49 . 46,61 74,81,91

-**

97,98,99,
109,118,

1,-126,19A
"Synthesizes environmental knowledge to

suggest new instruments or methods
which may reasonably be developed to
study or change an environment.

1°3

.

.
i

,

4.
-

I'm

36,52

.

.

.

.

i

! 98,113

1-, ,'

w



The numbers.inithe columns under instructional loafs refer to

. instructional objectives in grades 10-12

Grade 10
Performance Expectations A C

Instructionil Goals

D E

4

*Describes the types of training
necessary for various occupations
dealing with the-environment. -

1

-.
.177,181

,

.

--DesEribes responsibilities of state
and federal agencies for environ-

1 r rol. .

. 153,155

.

42

.

112

.

-Describes the functi nut pf non -gOvern -

mental groups concerneb with environ-
mental matters.,,

-

.

-
. f

1

I .,
e

112

Identifies federalor:state lawS
,

designed tezpPotect -people and the
environment ',and discusses their
effectiveness. ' . .. ...c

178 42

,

76. 125

Identifiestoofldwide organizations.
concerned with environmental matters.

+ '31,

,

053,155,156
I

.

45 90 112

examples of negative and positive
ways human beings can change the
environment.

32, 34 , 154. 15f, 157,
160, 461, 162,
'163. 1:64,..:166,

168, 169, 174,
175, 177; 179.

36, 37,

46
v

'
.

41, sO, 50,

57, 58
62

51,

59,

52

61

73%

82,

74,

83,

-

75,

91

.

.

1 84, 85, 90,
96, 98, 99,
100, 102,103,
107, 108,109,
110, 111,112,
} 13, 115:116,

[121
.Identifies and 'describes environmental

factors which influence the beliefs
of different cultures. -

J1 . 157, 180, 181 40 !

I

57
. .

.

71, 78 1 87, 811789
A 92, 93, 105,
1 118, 119,129

Identifies specific contributions one
. can make to help human beings live
in harmony with tbe environment.

1171,112,176,
178 °

50.; 1.
t -;.-

.,

..i
t

Describes the'effects of environmental
changes-op the beauty of an environ- .

'...*

16Q,166
.,

75 87,97,103

.mot
-ExplainsAiya environmental factori-such

as noise level or air quality 114Y
affect the emotional and physical
hea1.1.11.pf humfin beings.

.-
. fi

162,166,170

40,41,51

55

.

.

.
.

'Predicts the effects of continuing
environmental _changes onthe beauty
of the environment.

Compares the aesthetic value of main-
twining natural environments with
the need for housing, improved
transportation, and increased employ-
ment opportunities.

162
. .

.

.

44,49

_ .

.

87,103,107, i
110,129 1

.

.

a
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t-The:riumbers in ;he Oiwnins On-der instructional goals refer

instrusti Oa 1, objecAi ves in grades 10-12

. .

to .

Instructional Goalt
Grade 10

Performance Expectations' .

Integrates information gained frod , ,
-, resources with information gained

'through direct experiences to develop
understanding of environmental
matters. :,.

A C 11

1 V"7
30; 31;33., 34 l'59.,161,163, 36,37,38,39,41,44,45446,48,49,

, .' --. 165,166,168v. 45,46,47,48,51 50,5T,52,53,54,
169,174,175, 055,56,57,58,5%

60

E
.

71,72,73,76i7 -13,87.48,
78,1.9,80,85" 9944/,92,
87,88,89,91 93;45,104,

107,48,
109,110 .

1:11,113,,
115,116;1 ".

117,119,'
120,121,

.126,128,

.1'2%1 30,
132.133

*/

DemrInstrates an interest in the environ-
ment by smemking icnowledge.about the
environdent through voluntary

, attendance at environmental lectures,
selecting elective classes in
environmental studies, or.by joining
organizations concerned wit;
environmental matters.

71 90

Explains the effects of enWironmental
champs 011 hbcrea ti anal goortuni ties

. Explains the potential effects of
changes in recreational activity on
the environment.

Suggests ways the environinent may be
improved to provide more recrea-
tional opportunities.

Describes the-impact Of various indus-
tries on the environment...

Describes the' problems sof industries,
that have been deeply affected by
changes in natural environments or
social reactions to those
iOduitries. impapt On-the
environment.

173,180,181

061

84'

1 86,91;48 -

84,97,100

87,106,107,
108,111,.

. -
87,106,107,
108,1.4

13 4
1.

'
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The numbers in the columnsunder instructional goals refer to ,

instructional objectives in grades 1012

Instructional

. 4

Grade 10
'Performance Expectations A '

B . C 0 E

.

1nvestigates community or state
,

beautification projects and
encourages class participation.

176 I

7 .
.

.

'N.

Describes ways human-made environments
can be designed to harmoniie with

. natural environments.
. .

.

.

1162 44.
.

.

85,87,96,

98,100,
101;102,
103,108

84,98,101,
115.

,

-Suggests ways' that the environment may
be improved to promote better ,

emotional and physical health for
human beings.

.

. 162, 36,38,40,50,

.52
49,5, $2,83,84

.

-Evauates the effects of community or
state beautification projects.

4176 39,40
.

.115

..
111Wkes improvement in home, school-, or

community,environments to promote'
better emotional and physical health.

.

/

.

0

..0 .
0 . 1

iPM V

0

% .

4

,

.

.

.

.

00

.

0

V

170,171,172

.

.

.

.
V

4

.

V

062
,

43,44
.

.

.

.

.

0

V

4

..,

..

1 V

6

.

.

.

.

V

.

1

;

4

4

.
.

.

1

0 '

.....4'

.

V

.

V

.
85

.

.

' ..

.

111/40

.

..)
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The numbers in the columns under instructional goals refer to
instructional objectives in grades 10-12.

Instructional Goals

Grade 12
F

Performance Expectations

4

.

. Ai -

.

8 .

.

C

.

E F

-Selects an environmental problem,
studies the various aspects of that
problem, and suggests a variety of
solutions to that problem including
an explanation of the possible impact
of each solution.

31,32,33,34

-I,'

.

-

.

154,157,158,
160,164,15p

-
.

t

49,51,58,59

.

--,

-
..

.

.,

,

104,105,

108,109,

116,117,
120,121,
122,133

.

-Predicts the effects social, political,
and economic changes could have on

__ the environment. .

157,158,164,

167

.

,

.

48,55

,
.

w
105,114,
119;132,
135

-Selects an environmental problenG
investigates alternate solutions to .

MO problem, selects one alternative
..,. -Ond defends that selection by

identifying the benefits of that'
decision** the ehvirotMent and to
society. _

31,34 158,160,172

.

:-

60

I k r
95

.

,

.- _,

-Oemonstratessconcern abOut the environ-
ment by attending lectures, t4ing
classes. outside of- the regular

school program, wri ting articles for
various publicationy on environmental
matters or by joining an ecologyM.

,

166,178

.

.

\...

'N,

.,

'''

71

.

I
,

-Organ
res

a special interest grOup to
work towards solving an environmental
problem. _

,
f

.*

.10

.

"..0''' .4,6

4

.
95

...
-Uses a variety of instruments or

methods to study or-to change
environments. , 2

,:
$

.
. 36,49

,
46,61

f

V

74,11011

5... f

97,98199,.

107,108;

6
.19fr

-Synthesizes environmental knowledge to
suggest new instruments or methods
which may reasonably beuleveloped to
study or change an environment.

-

.

---

1 ")1

.

.

_ -

...
.

D63
.

36,52

.

.

.
.

,

1
.

,113-

. _

i .

I 1.13! ...

i

.,
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The numbers in the columns under instructional goals refer to
instructional objectives in grades 10-12

Instr
.

.

Grade 12
Performance Expectations

. -

A 8 C D E ,F .

-Integrates information gained from
resources with information gained
through direct experiences to develop
'understanding of environmental .

matters.

.. .

,

30,31,33,34

,

159,165;166,
168,169,174,
175

.

or

.

36,37,38,39,
41,45,46,47,
48,51-

.

.,

.

0,45,46,48,
49,50,51,52,
53,54,55,56,
57,58,59,60

,..

.

71,72,73,75,

A7,78,79,80,
85,86,87,88,
89,91

, - '

.

,

<

'83,88,89,

91,92,93,
94,96,105,
108,109,

110,111,
113,1;4,
115,117,

118,120
121,122,
127,128,
130,131,

134
'Demonstrates an interest n- the

environment by seeking knowledge- .

about the environment through
. voluntary attendance of environmental

lectures, selecting eleEtive classes
in,environmental studies or by join-
ing organizations concerned with
environmental matters.*

.

,

,

:
.

4

.

i ,

.

_132

E

L v

-Suggests ways the environment may be -
,improved to provide more recreational

- opportunities.

.

.

.

,

,

,

.

.,

0------,--------
..

ir

:81,98,100

87,106,107,

108,123

Describes th8 Problems of industries
that haye been deeply affected by
chances in natural environments or
social reactions to those industries'
impact op the environment.

.

173,180,181

,

N

'Describes the types of training
necessary for various occupations
dealinonith the environment-.

.

'" 177,181

. .

. t,..

,

- 'Predicts occupations which may be
,created or abolished due to emerging
environnegtal cdneefns.

*M outCoia of 6 variety of classroom ac
.

158,166,167,

. 168,177,180,
181

,../

ivities, not drectly relate
,

.

to an instiwcgfonal, objective,

106,107

'11,:4
4

V
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The numbers in the columns under instructional goals refer to
instructional objectives ip grades 10-12

Instructional Goals
.

Grade' 12
Performance Expectations N A

-

B C D E F

*Identifies federal or state laws . '

designed to protect people and the
ehvironment and discusses their .

.

178.

.

42
/

76 15 ,

identifies worldwide organizations
concerned with the environmental

.... Jan=

153,1 5,156
. '

45 91 112

.

-Describes the functions of worldwide
organizations concerned with -.

environmental matters.

153,155,156
-_

*

45,47 90

.
.

112

Inalyzes the infIdences of various
groups, individuals, and governmental
orgaizations In making decisions on

-, enyjnomental matters.

.

155,156,178,

179

-

44,45,47
--\_.

90

-

94,112,

136

Predicts the effects of oonttnuing
environmental changes on the beauty
Of thoenvironmeit.

162,166,170
,

.
.

55 4'

. .

.

Compares the aesthetic value of
maintaining natural environments
with *the need for housing, improved
transportation, and increased .

agloyment opportunities.

-
162 44,49

-,-
_ -.

.

7i'

87,103,107,
110,129

.

Investigates community or state's
beautification projects and

. ,.

176

,

-Describef ways human-made environments
ned to harmonize withcan be designed

natural anwirnamantc ,
.

." .
1,,

162
-

.

44 ,

_

84,87,96,

98,100,101,
1112,)1110A8

84,98,101,
115

Suggests ways the environment may be
improved-to promote better emotional
and Physical health fgt. haven beings

-

.

162,170 36,38,40,50, 49,,59.

. 52

82,83,84

g. ,
kiValuates-the effects of community or

state beautification proJects.

176 39,40

_i_

115

1.
-makes improvement in homeo,school, or

community environments to promote
-better emotional and physical
health.

_

.

'170171,172 43,44

,

.

, 85

Varticipates in school or_community
campaigns to provide an environment
WO promotes better physical and
emotional health.

170,171
,

065
:

43 .
.

.

.

N

._

.

.

1

85

_ _

1.41 ,
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FUNDAMENTALS ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT
AND HUMANS' RELATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT

To understand the major environmental education concepts and to be able
to addre0 environmental issues and problems, knowledge of the fundamentals
about t46 environment and humans' relation to that environment is necessary.
The following section is included in this guide to help teachers and adminis-
trators strengthen their understanding of environmental education. Material

in this section was taken from Fundamentals of Environmental Education, Report
of the SubcoMmittee 411 EnvironmentaT-Education, Federal Interagency Committee'
on Education, U. S. Dept: of Health, Education, and Welfare, Nov. 1976.

SECTION . Fundamentals About Earth's Environment

A. .Earth's environment is a'whole.

B. The ecosphere is a dynamic, constantly changing macro-system--a mosaic
of ecosystems.

C. The energy and materials necessary for all life are components of each
ecosystem..

4. Each ecosystem includes a number of species populations.

A. Earth's environment is a whole.

1. The natural conditions on Earth that support the development and
maintenance of ecosystems are a function of Earth's place in the
solar system and the structure of Earth.

a. Solar energy is the primary source of energy for all the
physical, chemical and biochemical cycles and other processes,
occurring on Earth. Secondary sources of energy include nuclear
processes, tidal, gravitational, and geothermal.sources.

b. Earth absorbs energy from the sub and radiates energy into space.
It is in a state of overall energy balance.

c. The influx and distribution, of solar energy gives rise to the
climates that prevail on Earth. -It powers the movement of
global air misses, the hydrologic cycle, ocean currents. It A

provides conditions essential to the.life on Earth.

'2. Earth's environment constitutes a complex interrelated, inter-
active life support system called the "ecosphere ".

B. The ecosphere is a dynamic,"constantly changing macro- system - -a mosaic

of ecosystems.

1. The ecosphere iq composed of interacting systems called ecosystems.

E2 1
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.

a. -An .ecosystem
.

is a recognizable, homoge ous unit of

and exists at a particular point in s ce and tine.

consists of three groups of componen (1) physic

energy, climate, rocki, water, etc.); (2) living o
ding humans; and (3) interaCtions among and/or bet
nonliving components (competition, erosion, decomp

the.ecosphere
Each ecosystem
factors (sun's

ganisms, inclu-
en living and

sition, etc).

b. Each ecot stem 'system" characteriitics that drive from the

.interact ons e system's components and differ from the char-

acteristics individual components. Therefore? the system
functions in ways-that cannot be understood by studying only its
parts.

O

c. Ecosystem processes are limited by such physiochemical attributes
as the availability -of energy, materials, space, .time, and the
inherited characteristics of organisms.

d. The characteristics of each individual organism depend upon inter-
actions of its genetic composition with its total environment.

e. These characteristics fit each population to function,in particular
roles known as sPhiches." Populations are interdependent with one
another and with their physical environment, impacting upon and
being impacted by each other and their environment.

f. Both ecosystems-and species vary in their ecological amplitude;
i.e., their parameters and capacities to interact with other
components of the ecosystem and with other ecosystems.

2. The ecosphere and all its ecosystems undergo 'continuous change.
.

a. Throughout its history, Earth has undergone and continues to
undergo extensive changes in_environmental factors, such as
climate, topography, geologic processes and distribution of
oceans and continents,

b. Organisms have changed greatly through small consecutive modifi-
cations of their genetic composition., 'thus adapting to their
environment. Such chaAges continue to occur through time and
space.10Extinction of species has resulted from failure to adapt

. to environmental change;

oet

c. Ecosystems arise as organisms invade-formerly lifeless water, or
bare mineral substrates (rocks, sand), or as pre-existing ecosy tams
are modified. New caibinations of organisms and environments
duce new ecosystems. 'As ecosystems operate through time, the
living and non-living components contribute to, interact w , and
change the character of the system:__ Rttural and human ocesses
(fires, landslidef, earthquakes, urbanization, eta), altei...eco-

. systems in varYing.degrees. lasystems have various degrees of
resiliency to alteration, giving them varying capacities and rates
of recovery from alteration. If a given ecosystem is perturbed
enough, by removal of old or addition of new components and change
of processes, it can be reduced to hear or actual extinction.
However, some type of ecosystem subsequently will develop unless
the area is.rendered toxic to all life for extended periods.

E3
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d. As an ecosystem persists and matures through long periods of time
there is a tendency toward an increase in the diversity of organisms.
In mature ecosystems, a steady state character persists, even though,
individual organisms and species arrive, die, cnr, depart, and even

'though particular kinds of organisms may not always be present. In

general, complex mature ecosystems are more resilient to physical,
biological, economic, and social variations than develoRingsystems
and generally are more stable.

. .

e. Niches become more specialized as ecosystems mature. Changes in ..

ecosystems interact with'changes in organisms, resulting in greater
specialization of niches. Some species have expanded.theirniches
by learned behavior. These changes enable more types'of organisms
to live in the ecosystem, thus further changing its .,character:

. "...
f. Some characteristics of an ecosystem are influenced strongly by

its origin and history.
,

C. The energy and materials necessary for all life are components of each
ecosystem.

1. Energy used in all ecosystems comes originally. and.primarily from the
sun; materials come from components of the ecosphere.

2. Green Plants, through photosynthesis, use the sun's energy to convert
water, carbon dioxide, and small amount% of minerals into high-tdirgy

. organic compounds that power all life ptocesses. ''This nergy, is

released by the process of respiration in organisms. Bo h of these
.. processes (photosynthesis. and respiration) are limited t fairly narrow

ranges of temperature, moisture, and chemical conditions, and by the
.

. genetic composition of organisms. ,
°.

3. Materials are cycled and recycled via foodwebs through plants to
herbivores to fewer carnivores, etc. Ultimately they are reduced by
many decay organisms to inorganic forms, completing the cycle, as'
materials are reused. Examples are the nitrogen and carbon cycles.

4. Some enemy moves through the physical and chemical cqpponentspof
ecosystems; the rest flows through foodwebs. No energy conveesion is
'100 percent efficient, so energy is constantly dissipated 'fnli the
system. This dissipation of energy results in a deficit. A constant

-infusion of additional energy is required for organisms ancLecosystens
to live and to grow. The sun provides this energy. Some energy is
stored in organic materials that can be used in the future.

5. Most natural ecosyitems are adapted to operate on the energy and
materials directly available to them. These resources are Tendwable
by recycling; in natural ecosystems, the rates of consumption and
renewal are balanced.. While primitive human social group: are similiarly

, adapted, modern human-made systems require heavy subsidization of_energy
and materials.

'

D. Each ecosystem includes a number of species popplatioas, the ,size and
stability of which vary, depending on biotic and abiotic changes in the .c

system.

1 4 Q
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I. When a population is introduced into an ecosystem to which it is
adaptedm the excess of births over deaths results in a typically
S-shaped pattern of growth. Population Growth levels off as
birth and death rites equalize; decline occurs as death rate
exceeds birth rate. . .

2. Birth rate and death rate are influenced by factors intrinsic And
extrinsic to the population ("limiting factors"). Intrinsic factors
are genetic (reproductive,capacity, innate behavior, food requirements,

resilience. etc.). Extrinsic factors are environmental. They include
chemical factors (nutrients, toxins, etc.) and physical factors (tem-
perature, humidity, eic.), as well as factors related to interactions
with its own-and other populations (competition, predation, parasitism,
etc.). Density of a population affects all of these extrinsic relation-
ships. A

a. For modern humans, birth rate is affected primarily by socio-cultural
means (e.g.., delay in marriage, contraception, abortion, etc.); death
rate dUringinfancy, childhood, and even adulthood is affected by

4. technology (e.g., medical science, sanitation, dietary improvement,
etc.). While both have changed in recent times, the net result has
been a 'substantial increase in size and growth rate of the world's
human population.

3. The size'of a population in an ecosystem will vary from time to time
-with changes in physio-chemical factors and with biological interactions,
thus .defining the "carrying capacity" of the ecosystem for that popula-
tion undef'a given set of conationsi To a degree, an ecosystem'
carrying capacity can be increased by technology, but only within finite
limits.

4. Spatial arrangements ofipdividuals in populations are as important in
ecosystemfunctioning as-total numbers of individuals in the population.

S. Ecological amplitude, environmental barriers to dispersal, and history
control distribution of populations.

4
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SECLNtAsigogm_s_p_lcaseit.emsannanentaamenals, n ern n

7

A. 'Human; mete use of ecosyitems to satisfy basic needs and desires.

B. Humans affect ecosystems.

C. Ecosystems, affect humans,-

O. Complex interactions among humans and other ecosystem components occur
continuously.

E. Humans are?accountable for their effects on ecosystems.
.

*

r/

Oratisms influence the characteristicslf ecosystems and are, in turn, strongly
influenced by the characteristics of the ecosystems in which they live.' Humans
now are the most influential of the Earth's organisms and influence all of Earth's
ecosystems.

A.. Humans'use ecosystems-to satisfy basic needs and desires:.

1. The basic biological needs that must be met for humans to live and to
grow and for the species to survive:

a. Habitable climate - -temperature range, moisture, etc.

b. Energy and materials - -food, air, whter, organic chemicals, etc.

'AP
c. Rest and exercise.

d. Other huMans.for reproduction.

e. Protection against environmental stresses - -sun, wind:rain,
disease, etc.

2. Among humans, essential psychological and social needs and desires
requirieg fulfillment include security, love, esteem, self -fulfillment.,
social interaction, health, comfort, material -goods, religious experi-
ences. Humans cannot grow and .completely develop mentally unless these
needs are met.

3. Human cultures each have their own perceived needs and desires that
make different demands and impacts on ecosystems. In time of stress,

many of these needs and desires can be adjusted.

a. Universal human desires f9,1 r more 'and more material goods are ex-
pressed differently in different cultures. As the satisfaction of
desires increases, human *pact on ecosystems increases. . .

b. Value systems play a highly significant role in determining the
kind and extent of esociety's impact on ecosystems.

O E6
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Increasing the consum tion of energy and materials often leads to
ie mous mpacts on ecosystems.

ncreased CO2 and heat in atmosphere; e:g., heat islands over
c es.

2 Albe changes.

(3, Introduction of new synthetic substanCes that produce an effect
that is an order of magnitude different (and often adverse) on
living systems, e.g., chemicals that are toxic mutagenic,
carcinogenic, either chronic or acute.

d. Concentration of humans, especially in built environments, intensifies
the del eterous effects of humans on ecosystems.

.e. Among culturally -- specific perceived needs are:

(1) Preservation of land, ecosystems, and species, together with
conservation of materials and energy.

. 121 Satisfaction of desires for status and for exotic materials
and- experiences.

A.*

(3) Economies of scale concentrating human activities that result
in major ohanges in ecosystems.

/4) Planned obsolescence of manufaCtured goods.
f

IS) Dietary customs,-fa ily size, work attitudes.

as n a

icale6/
B. Humans affect ecosystems,.11-pervasive species in the ecosphere that

has a special type of ecol dominance, exerting kinds of influ-
ences on ecosystems:

1. Human damnation_ results from:

a. Intellectual capacites that permit the development of:

. -

(1)lechhology that gives unique control over energy flows,. food
and production, disease, and other factors that would
otherwise limit human populations.

(21 Unique institutional and technological ntrbl over other popu-
/,

4
lations in ecosystems; e.g., domestication of some species,-
pigs; dogs, cows; suppression of "undeiirable species"--rats,
mosquitos, dandelions, etc.; and encouragement of "desirable

of species" - -Kentucky bluegrass, shade trees, pheasants, deer, etc.

.

b. Biological 00 c9ltural adaptation to a wide ra nge of environmental
conditions, Whichlreatly increases effects of humans on ecosystems

. ranging from improvement to destructjoti.

'(11 The built environment on a metropolitan scaleiconstitutes a major
change in kinds of human settlements.

Reflective power:that fraction of incident light reflecte d by a surfiarq--'
,

El .
body.
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'Cr Ecosystems affect humans, as the arenas in which all human perception and
activity take place:

:--"tc. Sheer population size.

d. Great specialiiation and diversity in the division of labor.

2. Human tendencies to,form and function in social and corporate groups
and institutions promote development of human habitats that currently
create unique concentrated demands on ecosystems and further intfiase
human effects. on ecosystems.

a. These effects are augmented by concentration of humihs into small
areks, such as metropolises.

. .

b. Humans settlements on a metropolitan scale have effects on eco-
.

'systems that rival those of mountains, glaciers, droughts, and
floods.

3. Burgeoning human populations and technologiral capabilititorare of -^

reTatTvely recent origin. This increasingl,y.rapid growth and develop-

ment has brought to ecosystems increasingly rapid changes, some of
which are potentially irreversible.

'4. -Fithian aesthetic, ethical, moral, and spiritual values reinforce andfor

conflict with harmonious relationships within ecosystems.

4

1. Humans and all "left products function in an ecosystem framework.

The built environment radically transforms human society and
culture-74s space, as function, as sensory stimulus, as motivation,
as support, as hazard. 4

Past ecosystem processes and events have produced major biological
and cultural differences in human. populations.

2. Changes in the ecosphere-due to increasing human numbers and technology
have short- and long-term effect, e.g., *

a. Shokterm effects on

(1) Bi /th and death rates
40

(21 Biological fitness of human populations as measured by growth
rates, disease patterns, nutritional levels, aging, etc. °

(3) Use of non-renewable materials 4nd stored energy sources.

(4) Functional capacities of individuals and populations--menial
productivity, attitude, etc.

.

(5) Renewabl4 resources.

,54G
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b. Long -term effecXs.on:.

Genes and Arcalosomes and their evolutionary consequences.

(2) Selection pressures--elimination of some and/or introduction
of others.

(3) Ecosystem changes resulting from evolution of their component

/

pOpulations.

t4) Health and life cycles.

(5) Global climate.

(6) Reserves of non-renewable and renewable'resources.

Culture.

3. Altholgh everal speciesexhibit non-genetic information transfer, the
built e ronment and the psychological milieu save a powerful effedt
on hu nt because-inforgatkon trans-ter by verbal and learned behavior
is such alarge part of the contemporary human environment. They operate
on humans in a parallelland synergistic manner ii1 much the same way as
,do. physical, and chemical .components of ecosystems.

,D. Complex interactions among humans and other ecosystems componenti occur
continuously. ^44

1. Humans' perceptions of their needs, their impacts on ecosystems, and
ecosystem impacts on them reflect the,cultural and individual valuts,
goals, skills, insights, and capabilitiei of the indiiiduals, groups,
institutions, 41 nations -involved.

2. Relationships among components of ecosystems are reciprocal, ranging
from mutually beneficial to unidirectionally destructive.

3...A governing relationship among and within components of ecosystems is
a feedbafmechanism (physical, chemical, social, behavioral), yang"
from highly sophisticated to rudimentary.

4.. Human activities often have synergistic effects on ecosystems and
vice versa.

.*
HumanHuman activities present both solutions and problems for ecosystem
maintenance and management.

A "
a. Potentially positive activities of humans within ecosystems, some

evidences are: :
. .

. .

(1) Domesyct'on and husbandry anof plants d animals.

ig) Reduction of disease and mortality. -

rot

(3) Constructs and controlled space for living, working, manufacture,
storage, re reation,.transportation, etc.

_E9 5
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04
4 Preserve in of, genetic stocks of non-domesticated organisms

an p rvation of spetfic ecosystems.

(5) Perception and appreciation of ecosystems and their. components.

(6) Development of human law and propirty rights.

.(7)Ileduced human populations under certain social-cultural
conditions.

(8) Elaboration of functional roles (i.e., niches) for humans,
which increases diversity of ecosysteMs..

,b. Potentialjy destructive activities of.huMans within ecosystems,
some evidences are:

1

(1) Discrete large scale. events that warn of imbalances between
c.' human activities and ecosystems functioning (e.g., changes in

atmosphere,, marine oil slicks, dustbowls, floods, etc.).
,

(4 Decreasing number's of individuals, declinin4 continuity and
area of ecosysteill-tYpekand reduced average species diversity
for given ecosystem VISik (e.g., decline of predatory birds and
mampOs, of tall grase,prairiei, etc.).. .,

(3) Increasc1 ia4environmentallyinduce uman health problems
(e.g., pollution-induced di4ease,

,

() DqstructiionAkfication of ha. tats, creation and concentratfon
of polldtants,:ankother416 ertent or deliberate acts.

. s.,,,--,0

10High,rates of energY iss pation and production of pollutants
%%heavily urban areas,.;

.,

16) Depletion of relatively entrOd sources of raw materials.
I

E. Human ability to, comprehend both the basic co epts About ecosystem processes,
and consequences of human actions In rela n to ecosystem processes,
Short--and long-term, must be coupled with their bility to control their
actions, ivorder to produce an ethic of accountability for human impacts on
ecoSystemk. The preservation of civilizations as we know them depends on the
exercise of an ethic of accountability fo. human impacts on ecosystems, MI-v.

uler
anted with the realization that humans quire modification orthe natural

. environment (housing,lehicles, agric ure, extensions of communication--
e.g.,ibooks,.radios, TV, etc.) which,Neven if primitive and crude, allows,
humans in 'small aroups to extend culture beyond the mere survival level.
,

se-Induced deafness, etc.).

Elf)
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SECTION III. Methods for Harmonizing Quaillittivittes with Ecosystem Procesies

to Achieve

A. Different kinds of methods.

8. Institutions, processes, endoittitudes for implementation.

C. Onelbasic rocess_for harmonizing humph activities with ecosystem processes.

O. Formal policy and law.,

*

Using the fundamentals of environment outlined in Sections I and II, this section
focuses on ways to implement positive actions for harmonizing human activities
with'ecosystem processes. This.section is especially applicable in,the United
States, but has relevance elsewhere in the world.

A. The methods by which human ectivities,*local through global, are harmonized
with ecoTogical processes, are complex and outcomes are not always predictable.
Effects of ecosystem changes .on human biology and culture are inevitable,
ever present, and.of limited susceptibility to management. Oetailed,knowledge
needed to make environmental predictions often is incomplete or unavailable.
There are not uniformly dependable social-political processes for respopsibil
decision-making. The ways that societies pursue harmonization 'include:" .

1.

1: Education of the public: formal and informal. -

2. Appreciation and prict4c4 of various art forms in sensitizing, humans to
different types and facets of-environmental quality.

3. Encouragement of corrective actions by individualssIbusinesses, gover0-
ment agencies, etc.

4. Voluntary adoptieand implementation of policies and standards.

5. Establishment df4formal policies, guidelines, and standards..

6. Use of economicjand social'inCentivis.

.7. Enforcement of'polici*guidelines, and standards. 4

8. Institutions, processes, and-attitudes for implementing investigative, pre-
venttve, remedial, and creative 'actions that will harmonize human activities
with ecosystem processes.are:

1. Education and communication .

2. Religious, aesthetic, ethical and moral influences

3. Science and technology

4. Civic and social institutions

II
7
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S. Governmental and political processet

6: Apdustry and commerce 4v

*C.' One basic rows for harmonizing human activities with ecosystem processes
involves adjusting perceived imbalances, identifying and addressing problems,
and utilizing opportunities through institutions and individuals: .

1. Investigating ecosystems processes.anecomponents, including results of
kiman activities on ecosystems and the influences of ecosystems on
human functidning.

. 2. Recognizing the importance of ecosystem processes and significance of
4e.

. ecosystem changes.

3. Identifying causes of ecosystem-changes and their consequences.

4. Arrayingilternative action strategies that would maintain and enhance
beneficial ecosystem changes and would stop or reduce detrimental changes,
with special attention to irreversible/irretrievable changes,,and to
ldng-range vs. short-range commitments of resources.

5. Analyzing and evaluating alternatives within a broad array of environ-
s 7 .,mental, social, and economic criteria,, recognizing that criteria'and

'values will differ according to the circumstances of politics, geographic
location-, scale; time, and society (war, good times, flood, famine, etc.) .

. , 1

6. Selecting among alternatives and. adopting a policy. (This occurs at
individual.through global levels, consciously and unconsciously) -,

(

7. 'Choosin.9,anii jmplemiitIng actions to carry out'policy. f
.... .

8. Monitoring and'evaluating effects of implemented policies and actions.

9. Feeding information from step #8 back through step #1, etc., to keep
act ons adjusted to changing data bases, requirements, Conditions, and
pefceptions..

/

O. Increasing scientific knowledge of ecosystem procetses in the United States
add the world, coupled withincreasing titizen awareness of ecosystem dis-
furictions and cute environmental problems, led to establishment of policies
and enactmentrof environmental legislation .in, the 1960's, which,ware7auglented
and adjusted in the 1.970's.

/

1: The U.-S. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 incorporates a number
- 'of the fundamentals of environment into its Title 1, as part of the policy,

building natural principles into U. S. law. .Incorporation of these
principles into U.S. tav places a special mandatg on human actions today
and in the future. Title 1-of NEPA reads as follows: (Emphasis is added
to indicate portions that state fundamentals presented in Sectiont I and
Ilvf this piiir.)

* In the U. S., successful use of this process rIquires ample input from
participation of the public at all nine steps.

v. .

a
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"101a. The !Congress,, recognizing the, profound impact of man's activity
on the interrelations of all components of the natural environment, par.'
titularly the profound influences of populatibn grOwth, high-density
urbanization, industrial expansion, resource exploitation, and new and
expanding technological advances and recognizing further the critical
importance of restoring and maintaininjenvihnmental quality to the over -
all and development of-man, declares that it is the

andpolicy of the Federal Government in cooperatiOn with State and local gov,
ernments, and other concerned .public and private Organizations, to use all
practicable means and measures, including financial and technical assis-
tance, in a manner calculated to foster and promote the general welfare;
to create andmaintain conditions' under which man and nature can exist n
productive harmony, and fulfill the social t economic, and-other require-
Ments of present and future generations of )4mericans.

"101b. In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act,. it, is con-
tinuing responsibility of the Federal Government to use all practicable
means, consistent with other essential considerations of national policy,
to improife.and coordinate Federal plans, functions., programs, and resources
to the end that'the Nation may --

(1) Fulfill the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of
fheenvironment fofsucceeding generations;

(2) Assure for all Americans safe, healthful $. productive, and
esthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings;

(3) Attain the widest range of beneficial .uses of the environment
without degradation, risk to health or safety, or other undesi-
rable'and unintended consequences; .

,

(4) Preserve importanthistorit, cultural, and natural aspects of
. our national heritage, and maintain, wherever possible, an

environment which supports diversity and variety of individuasl
choice; , .

si%_..),
(5) Achieve./ balance between-P pulation and resource use which will

permit high standards of living and .a wide sharing of life's
amenities, and . ,

(6) Enhance the quality of renewable resources and approach the
. maximum attainable recycling of depletable resources.'

2. Other U. S. laws address specific needs -for-harmonizing 'various, results
of human. activities with ecosysteayocesses, e.g.,

- . .

a. .Environmental EdtiCation Act of 1970

b.' Refuse ACt: of 1899

.c. Clean Air Act of 1966 and Amendments of 1970, 1974, 1976

1.,,

d. 'Water Quality Act of 1966 and Amendments of 1972

Fecte'ral Insecticide, fungicide and Rodenticide Act of 971, and
federal Efivironmental'Peiticide Control Act of 1972.

.
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f. Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972

g. Marine Mammal Protection Act of 1972

h. Endangered Species Preservation Act of 1973

i...Marine.P.rotection, Research and Sanctuaries Act of 1972

i. Solid Waste Disposal Act of 1965, and Resource Recovery Act of
1970, Solid Waste Amendments of 1976

Noise'Control Act of 1972

1. Non-Nuclear Energy Research and DevelopMent'Act of 1974

m. Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974,
and Amendments of 1976

e

n. Toxic Substances Cotrol Act of 1976

'o. Whale Conservation lind Protection Act of 191,

3. International environmental policy is exemplified in:

a. Resolutions of the 1972 Stockholm Conference on the Human
Environment ,

b. Work ofittA United Nations Environment Program

-c. Conventionof Oil Siills, Trade in Endangered Species,
World Heritage Trust, Ocean' Dumping

d. Revision in Law of the Sea,Convaion (in progress)

e. Resolutions of the 1975 Kyoto Conference on the Human Environment

f. Resolutions of U. N. Conferences:

t

a

(1) Population, Bucharest, 1974

(2) Food, Rome, 1974

(3) Women's Rights, Mexico City; 1975

(4) Amin SettlementS., Vancouver, 1976

g. Results from future U. N. Conferences:

(1) Water, Mardel Plata, Argentina.Apri1.1977

' (2) Environmental Education,,Tesila, Russia, October 1977

(3) oisertification, 1977

* E14
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h: Recommendations of

(1) Environmental Ed at

Agency Workshops

grade, 1975

(2) Mediterranean Pollution, Barcelona; 1976
A

i. Bilateral and multilateral environmental agreements, such as
US-USSR'plateral Environmental Agreement of 1972

J

it
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BASICOPICS AND DEFINITIONS

Th s seCtion contains descriptions. of basic Environmental Education topics and
the terms commonly associated with those topics.

I. ECOLOGY: Th interdependence of organisms, including people, with each
other and WO their physical environment.

Term

Biological control

Comunity

Cycles: water, CO2
carbon, nitrogen,
phosphorus

Decomposers,

Diversity

Dominance

,

Ecol ogi cal niche

Ecology

EcOsphere

E angered*Oecies

Enthalpy"

Entropy

Definition

The Introduction of birds, infects, fish or
other animals to control other organisms.

The populations of all species that live in a
Particular area.

A natural recycling systein of movement through
an ecosystem often through plants and animals
activated by solar energy. The water cycle
includes evaporation, rain, rivers, and ocean.

Organisms.such.as worms, bacteria, and fungi that
eat dead organic material and convert it into
more nutrients.-

The complexity of a canmuni .

A plant or animal that control the largest
portion of energy in a community. k

The gini4ue function of a plant on animal in a
biolaldcal community. .

The scientific study of human and nonhuman
organisms, their relatibnship to their physical
environment (air, water, land, sun, etc.) And
to each other. The discipline .presupposes a
"holistic" view of the universe and its intricate
interrelationships.

The complex interrelated, interactive life
support system of the Earth.

Plants, animals; fishes, birds,or insectspecies
that are being destroyed so rapidly-that they
may cease to exist without better protection.

The sum of-the internal energy of a body and
the product- of its volume multiplied by the
pressure.

Inevitable inefficiency of energy transfer. All

transfer in the food web involves entropy. (The

second law of thermodynamics).,

E16 158



Term.

Food pyramid

Food webs

Nitrogen fixing
bacteria'

Photosynthesis

Definition

An ecological hierarchy of food relationships
,fxpressed quantitatively in which a chief predator

"Ts at the tops each level preys on the next lower'
leve .

Interdepet feeding levels which involve
transfer of energy and materials.

Soil bacteria that converts inorganic nitrogen
into usable plant nutrients.

, .

A process by which green plants utilize solar
energy to. make chemical energy.

Plankton Microscopic plants 'and animals in lakes, rivers,,

and oceans that are at the beginning of the food

Symbiosis

Territoriality

Watershed

chain.

Combinations of dissimilar organiims that
produce mutual benefits.

A sense of possession of an area, which is
defended against intruders.

A land area.that'constitutes a basin for catching
rain and guiding it above ground and underground
in a common outlet.

II. HUMAN POPULATION: The numbers of people in any human community. "Populations"_

can be human or nonhuman.

Term ' Definition

Contraceptive The use of physical or.chemical means of preventing
pregnancy Including surgical and rhythm methods.

<Each method varies in degrees of reliability.,

Dotibling time The -time it takes for a population to double.
W.

Exponential i ase Geometrical increases\in population that accelerates
the total numbers through doubling times: 1, 2, 4,
8, 16, 64,etc.

Family plannin\ . Having only the number of children per family that
is desired by the partners, couple.

Population age i The propOftional numbers at various age levels; '.
Each country has a different distributidn pattern,
post people can.be ppung.or most 'people can be old..

Movements of people from one area to' another
'either in large numbers or continuous flows.

distributions

Population mobility

Eli 1$8
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Term- Definition

Zero PPpulation Having only the number of births that replaces
deaths, so that the total population does not
increase.

- III. RESOURCES: Natural and huian materials and processes which peoplemight use to
serve human objectives. For example, it can include minerals, food,.and infor-
mation. \

Tenn

Energy

Non-renewable

Nutrients

9 ,

Renewable

Definition

Capacity to do work. Work produces change 'but
. requires power. Energy makes plants grow, winds
blow, and automobiles go. It permits us to think 4.

and move. Energy sources can come from stored
fossil fuel,, from incoming solar energy, frOm
geothermal heat, from tides., and from fiss on and
nuclear sources.

Resources that cannot be replaced if they re

consumed or destroyed, because they are fi ite
in amount, such as petroleum or minerals.

The chemical and biological elements that proyide.
energy andtgrowth to plants and animals.

, .

Resources that can be replaced even if they, are
consumed or destroyed, such as wheat or fish.

IV, 'POLLUTION: Contamination that reaches levels,destt;uctive to the maintenance
of-the quality'of the 1T support systems. .

1Tution can occur to aitwater, land, and can be expertencedihrough human4:
s nses such as sight, sound,- and smell.

Pollution can occur through eutrophication, *which gpeedi,up growth in water and
fills in lakes and rivers with plants and sediments.

Pollution can occur through toxification, whidh either kills or injures the
organism dependent on the resources. For instance, automobile exhaust produces
toxic-pollution that makes "smog" and-contributes to discomfort, illness, and
death.

V. VALUES: The judgment of the Worth-or desirability of something.

Teli Definition

Cookeration People working together fir the good of the group.
.

Democr cy
11

!- When each member of a group is involved in partt-
cipation in the` formation pf group rules and
policies.

EIS
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Esthetic valvis

O

a t

O.
.

..

Definition*

,The quality of arvexperience.. Esthetic value is
,`Jivt,initrumental to something else, but is "good"

in itself. It combines understanding and feeling
.andan consist of the beauty of art, nature, or
=the style and quality of human behavior.

41, Ethical Values 'The human consequences of human actions and how
they support or violate the principles of the

worth and dignity.of the human person." Ethical
values can operate through direct interpersonal
relations and also through indirect institutional
action such as government? economics,and business.

Equity A faiedistribution of the goods, services, and

4
opportunities generated by an economic system.

Health a A quality of life involying dynamic interaction
and interdependence among the individual's
physical well-being, his/her mental and emotional
reactions, and the social complex in which the
individual exists.

Progress The belief by a society that a set of social
changes will provide a better life for most of
its members,

A

mi

VI. SYSTEMS: A Set of interdependent parts where, the whole is greater than the sum
of its parts. .There are natural physical and biological systems, social sykt!ms

\_ such as economic systems, iiTiirhnoUgical systems such as ahighway.system.
Natural systems are created by nature; social add technical 'systems are invented
by people.

Tirol

,Closed system

Exotics

Growth

Interdependence

Definition

A finite and fixed .number of parts. Non-renewable
resources are part of a "closed system."

Plants or animals not. native to their location.

Commonly used to mean the quantitative expansion
of an economy,which increases wages, profits, .

gross national product, and,the amount of goods
and services.

A system where each member relies on the other= for
his/her mutual benefit.

t system The air, soil; water, and heat on the surface of

human life to surviv(through the development of ,

,the earth that provides a basis for organisms and

ecological systems.



Term

4

14althusian

No growth

'Open system

Steady-state

Definition

Thomas Malthus, an r8th Century economist, saw .

that is population expands geometrically while
food expands at a slower'rate, people would-soon
starve. The concept' now referuto the dire conse-
quehces of permitting open expansion of population
and.consumption in a life support system with
limited resources.

A stagnant economic system that does not change
significantly.

An expanding number of parts. Ideas and information,
have no restrictions on numbers. Symbolic systems
on be "open."

A society and its economy in a state of ecological
equilibrium which is able to keep the life support
system from deoteriorating. A dynamic steady state
system reorganized the economy to improve-quality
of life while also achieving ecological equilibrium.

Tragedy of the Commons Parable environmentalists use to show how inaividual
interests in exploiting natural.resources contradicts
the survival needs of the ommunity. If the common
life support system has. finite resources, a procedure
that,permits individuals to us mare than their-fair
shard, will cause destruction td"the "commons." The
commons can be land or any other limited resource..

1

VII. PCANNING: Maiming can be individual or social. It is a process used to decidi
on the best gdals and the best means to achieve those goals. Social planning
of cities and countries tries to reduce human dependence on random accidents and

itorpermit common goals to be achieved and the future to be more predictable.
City planning is now quire a coition practice.

Term

.Ad hoc

Carrying capacity

Cost /Benefit Analysis
.

Environmental Impact
Statement (E.IS.)

Ekistics

Definition

Planning that respond piecemeal to separate problems
with shoet-range solutions.

The ximum capacity of an area to support a given
popula ion without destruction of. the life support
system or the quality of life.

4.. -

Procedures for assessing whether there is more to
be gained than to be lost by a plan. It can include
economic, social, and ecological considerations.

An attempt to apply'a cost/benefit ana1ysfs to a
specific proposed.project.

A study of human settlements *awing on vatious fields
such as architecture, engineering, city pianriinv,
sociology, etc.

-* k20
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Term Definition
.

4

-Forecasting Using scientific methods to anticipate A future;
Often involves projecting trends such as population
increases to see where.they are heading. Permits
decisions of whether to change trends or adapt them.

Fut6eistiCs, The turfy of the kinds of futures that are possible
: as basis for deciding which is the most desirable.

Planning that takes account of a number of problems
and goals simultaneously and aims toward both short
and long range solutions.

IntegratiVe

Irreversibility Actions which prevent a second chance, such as when
petroleum is bOrned or prime topsoil is lost to the
point where erosion or desert replaces a stable,
productive ecosystem.

d time
.

. 40 The advance time/it will take to develop a plan and
-put itmInto effect. Majorticzles in energy sources
may take decades to change one system (petroleum)
to another (solar, etc.). So, forecasting is nec-
essary to anticipate the lead time.

' Low energy consumption Machines and other kinds of technology 4hich are
teehnology dsigned to use minimum amounts of energy, such as

a ?mall car vs. a big car.

-

terload Exceeding carrying capacity.

,Participatory planning' Democratic.involvement by the community in the
planning process.

Pesticides
`41

Chemical techntlogy used to kill insects. SOectfic
pestiCides ktlia precise group ofinsestr,-broad
spectrum pesticides kill a great number of types of

. insects.

Priorities Decisions that provide an order of importance for a .

number of planning objectives.
. ..

Social. cost 4 The cost paid by the -larger society that may not be
(externalities). ' paid by the manufacturer. For instance, there may-'

,
N.. be costs Which a manufacturer pays to have garbage,

i taken away,, but the larger society may pay for the
costs of the garbage dump, the_pollution of groudd
water, and the loss of the resources in the garbage.

. The social cost can be in ,money health, and qualitymoney,
of life. 4 . /

.111
Trade-Off -- Decisions(ibased on -priorities) -of what knouid be

-given up in, order to achieve something else. Trade-
,offs are necessary only when two objectives cannot
both be achieved, only one at the sacrifice*of the

e.

other.
v

Ve
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Term Definition

Zero -sum vs.- When scarce resources aretilivided imong'a limited
non-zero-sum number-of people, the .more some get, the less others

get. If some win, others lose. Zero-sum applies to
scarce resources and raises the questions of equitable
distribution. -Zero-sum applies also to future genera-
tions. The petroleum used now is taken from future
generations. In non-zero-sum, abundant resources can
be created so that no one has to lose what another

.-gains.

V

*
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Using Environmental Education Resource Material - A Caution

While there are -6.1inel'OUI-WReri41S-available on a wide varietof
environmental issues and problems, teachers/and students must be aware that me
of the material contains a natural bias. Material from special_interes, roups
and industry. sponsored materials generally represent the viewpoints of their
respective - groups or organizations. In spite of this handicap much of this
material can tie used with teacher dis etion-related to the maturity and ability
levels of,the_..i.tudents.---Use-0 is type of material can in fact providestudents
with many opportunities to learn to distinguish fact from (Onion, to analYze

'the writer's position, and to discover how hidden ()co. may distort conclusions,
To avoid having students draw conclusions on environmental issues based on
possibly biased information, information should be obtained from a variety of
resources. representing a broad spectrum of view? on the issue.

Agencies and.Organizations Concerned with Environmental Education

Federal Agencies*

Agency for International Development
Department of State ,

320 Twenty- first Street, N.W.
Washington, O.C. 20523

Appalachian RegionaltCommission
Public Affair Office
1666 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20235

8ureau of Land Management
Department of 'the Interior

Washington, D.C. '20240

.

Communtti'Services Administration
1200 Nineteenth Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20506

"------flepartment of Energy

. W"iihington, D.C. 20545

it

AgricultureiAgribusiness, and
4. Natural Resources Education
DepartmeneEf Education
Washington, D.C. 26202

Bureau of Indian Affairs'`-
Department of the Interior
1951 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20245

," Center for Population Research
National Institute of Child Health

and, Human Deve)opment
National Institute of Health
Public Health Service
Department of Health and
Human Services

Bethesda, MD 20014
..

Council on'Environmental Quality
Exetutive Office of the President
722 Jackson Mice,
Wathington, D.C. 200,06

Department of Housing and
Urban Development

451 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20410

le6
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Department of Labor .
200 Cobstitution Avenue, N.W.

'Washington, DC. 20210
1

'
Distribution Division
'Coast and Geodetic SurNey
4200 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20235

Energy Research and
Development Administration

Office of Publ Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20545

Extension Service
-Department of Agriculture

Washington, D.C. 20250

Federal Highway Administration
Department of Transportation
400 Seventh Av.nue, S.W.
Washington, 20590

Forest Service
Department) of Agriculture law
Washington, O.C. 20250

Geologi cal Survey
Department of the Interior
National Center-
12201 Sunrise Valley Drive
.Reston, VA 22092

National Aeronautics and
Space Administration

400 MarylandAvenue, S.W.
Washington, B.C. 20546

National lnititute of Education
Office of Dissemination and

Resources
'Department of Edycation
'Washington, O.C. 20208

.

Di rectorate fo4UNESC6 fa i rs
BureSti.of International Organization
, Affairs
'Department of State
Washington, O. C. 20520

\

Energy and Education Action Center h.

`Department of Education
Suite 514, Reporters Bbilding
300 Seventh S et, S.E.
Washington, O. C.

Environmental. Protection Agency
Office of Federal Activities (A-104)
401 M Street,.SW.
Washington., O.C. 20460

federal Aviation Administration
Department of Transportation
800 Independence Avenue S.W.
Washington, O.C. 20591

Fish and Wi ldl fe Servi ce
Department of the Interiortashington it 0; C. 20240lo

4-H Ybuth Programs
Science and Education Administration- -

Extension -

Departmebt of Agriculture.
Washington, O.C. 20254

Interstate Commission on the
Potomic River Basin

.814 East West-Ikiers
4350 Ea t West Highway
Bethesdal MO 20014

National En nt for the Humanities
806 fifteent Street, N.W.

hington,,O.C. 20506.,

. ,

National 1.nsthtyte of Environmental
Health Semi ces

National 'Institutes of Health
.1 Public Health Service

4- Department,of.Heath and Human
Services

Bethesda, MO 20014

E25
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National Institute' of Law

"t* . Enfottement and Criminal JuStice
Law Enfordement Assistanca
Administration ,

Department of Justice
Washington,. D.C. .20531.

National Sea GrarttPirogram
Nati anal Dceani and'!Atmospheric`

Administration
Department of Commerce
3300 Whitehaven Street, N.W..
Washington, -D.C. 20235

ice of the Assistant Secretary
trfor Meal th .

,Depattment of Heal t and Human
Services

4-Washington, D.C. 10201

Office of Environmental Education.
.Department of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Roam 2025
Washihgton, OC. 20202

Officeof Public Affairs
U.S.. Department of Energy.

Washilogton, D.C. 20545

Telep ne; (301) 353-4357

Smithsonian Institution'
. Chesapeake Bay Center for

,Environmental Studief ,

Rt. 4, Box 622. 11 )
Edgewater, VD '21037

Subcommittee on Environmental
rEducation

Federal Interagency Commi ttee
of Education

Hubert H. Humphrey Building -.

,Room 313-H

200 Independence Avenue; N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

'United States Department
of State

Bureau of Public Affairs
Wasington, D.C. 20520

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Department of the Any"

. Offime of.the Chief of Engineers
Washington, D.C. 20314

*- j

National Bark Service
Department of the Iriteripr

Washington,. D.C. 20240

0

Natio dance Foundation
Wash ngton, D.C. 20550

.,

Offike of Coastal Zone Management,
National Oceanic and
Atmospheric,Administration

Departient of Commerce ,

3300 Whitehaven Street, N.W.
Washington,, D.C. 20235

Onice of Population Affairs '.
. PopulatiOn Education Program

Department of Health and
Human Services

200 Independence .Avenue

Washington,. D.C. 20201

Small Business Administration
,Office of Public Administration
1441 Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20416

Soil Conservation Service
Department of Agriculture
Washington, D.C.' 20250

Tennessee Valley Autl on ty

Norris, TN. 37828

United Sttates a Resources -

Council
Suite 800
2120 L Street, N.W.
Wbshington, D.C. 20037

U.S. Bureau of the' Census

Subscriber Service Dfvisi
Room 1121 1 Federal Buildi

-.Washington,' D.C. 20233
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Consumers Product Safety

Commisfion
san'FranciSco Area Office

100 Pine Street
Sui500
SanFrancisco, CA 94111'

Telephone: (415) 556-1016

U.S. Department of the Iiiterior

Washington, D.C. 20240

.Veterans Advil nistration

Department of`Veterans Binefits
Wastrington, D.C.. 20420

.

U.S. Department of Commerce
National Oceanic and-
Atmospheric Administration

'National Environmental'

Satellite Service
Satellite. Field Service

Station
s,

Honolulu International Alrport
Tower Wilding
Room 534
Honolulu, I 96819

U. S . National issfon for UNESCO
Department Of St

Washington,. 2 20

*For further information on these agencies consult the publica.tionl
Environmental Education Activities of Federal Agencies, compiled and edited by
John F. DisThger in cooperation with The Subcommittee on Environmental Education.
of the Federal Interagency Committee on Education., published by the ERIC Center
for Science, Mathematics, and Environmental Education, College ofEducation and
School of Natural Resources, The Ohio State University, moo Chambers Road,

. Third Floor,-. Columbus, Ohio 43212

Many of the agencies listed have 1dta1 offices. Consult the United States
Government Section of the telephone directory for information or call Federal

, Information Center at 546-8620 (Oahu).

4

Department of Agriculture
75 Aupuni Street
Kilo; Hr ,96720
Telephone: 961-7361

Department of HaWatian <

Home Lands
1": 160.Baker Avenue

Hilo, HI 96720
Telephone; 935-5575

State

County of Hawaii.

Environmental Education Coordinator
Hawaii District Office
Department of Education
75 Aupuni Street
Post Office Box 4160
Hilo, HI 96720..
Telephone: 961-7351

.

Department of Health
75 Aupuni, Street
Hilo, HI 96720
Telephone: 961-7210.

Environmental Health SerVi ces
. Telephone: 961-7371.

Air WaterPollution Control
. 191 Kuawa Street
Hilo, HI 96720.
telephone: 961-7551

. . Kealakekua, HI 9675018o Telephone: .322 -9331

dr
.

.



Department of Land and
Natural Resources

Conservation Hotlin
Telephone: Enterprise 469

Division of Forestry and ildlife
Telephone: 961-7291

. Tree Nursery
'Kamuela; HI

Telephone: 885-4250

'Endangered Species Project

Pohakuloa, HI
Telephone: 935-5197

Division of Land Management

Hilo. HI
Telephone: 961-7245

Division of State Parks

Hilo, Telephone:

dapuna Telephone:

Kalopa Telephone:
Lapakahf State Telephone:
Historical Park
Nihukona

Pohalculoa Camp Telephone:
Weiloa Center Telephone:

'Divisio* of Water and
. Land Development

961-7200
882-7905
775-7114

889-5566

935-7237
961-7360

Hilo Telephone:, T-.7279.

'Kamuela Telephone: 885-7037

Office of Housing'and
. Community Development
Community4Development
Hilo Armory
Hilo, HI 96720
Telephone: 961-8379

State Health Planning and
Development Agency

1190, Waianuenue Avenue
Hilo,, HI- 96720
Telephone: 935-9888

Department of Planning-and Economic
Development

Energy Hotline
Telephone: Enterprise 8016

University of Hawaii at Hilo
University Operator Telephone:

Cooperative Extension
. Service

Kamuela

Naalehu'
`875 Komohand
Hilo, HI

$

Telephone:
Telephone:
Telephone:
Telephone:

Y.Institute forAstronOm
177 Makaala Street
Hilo, HI 96720
Telephone: 935-3371

Marine Advisory Program
2349 Kalanianaole Street
Hilo, HI 96720
Telephone: 935-3830
Kaianaliu
Telephone: 322-25;7 .

County of Hawaii

1

Parks and Recreation
Parks Maintenance Superintendent
Railroad Avenue
Hilo, HI 96720 10,

Telephone:'- 935-1446

Recreation Director
Telephone: 96128311 4'.

7

961-9311

322-2718'

885-7318.
929-7012
959-9155

.A;



Planning Department. Departnient of Public Works

Telephone:. '961-8288 . (
Plans and Surveys Bureau
Telephone: 961-8327'

Sewers. and Sanitation Bureau ,

Telephone: 96141338

Water Supply Department .

25 Aupuni Street .

Hilo, HI 96720
Telephone: 935-1127

Department of Agriculture
Telephone: 245-4411

. S

Department of Hawaiian ,

Wind Lands
Telephone: 245-4329

Department of Land and'
Natural Resource

anservation Hotline
Telephone: Enterpjise 5469

Division of fish and Game
Telephone: 245-4444

-Di vision 'of "Forestry

. Telephone: 245-4444

Division of Land Management
Telephone: 245-4326 ,

Division of State Parks
TOlepbone:_245-4444

D yisiaqof Water and
and Development

Tele on : 245-4444

-.'State

. County of Kauai ,

Environmental Education Cibordinatir
Kauai District Office k)
Department of Education
3060 Etwa Street
Post Office Box 1607
Lihue, HI .96766

,Telephone: 245-4366

Depar nt of Health

3040 i Street..

Untie, I 96.766 .

Envi ronmen tal Health *vices
Telephone: 245-4323 '

. Health Education
Telephone: 245-4495

Pollution Contilol
Telephone: 245-4323

State Health,Planning and
Development Agency (SHIVA)"

Telephone: 245-4495
. .

'Department of Planning and Economic
Development

Energy Hotline
Telephone:, Enterprise 8016

,University of Hawaii_Extension rvice
Telephone: 2457447.1

Sea Gratit" Marine 'Advi sory Program

.5elephone: -24564471. :

n
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Planning Department
4280 Rice Street'
Telephone: 245-3919

CZM Coordinator
Telephq01: 245-031-

.

Water Department
Telephone: 245-6986

Department of Agriculture
Telephone: 244-4229

Department of Hafaiian
Moine Lands

Telephone: 24474248

.4

Department Land and.
Natural Resources

Conlition Hotline
Tele one: Enurprlse 5469

Diviston of Fish and Game
Telephone: 244-4352 .

Olvision of Forestry
Telephone: 244-4352

'Division of Land Minagement
Telephone :. 244-4352

Division Of State Parks',

Telephone: '244-4354

Count of Kauai"

Public Works Department

Division of Parks and Recreation
Telephone: 245-8821

"Beautification Section
Kalaheo
Telephone: 332-95411'

Division of Sewers and Drainage
Telephone: 245-4751

State

County of Maui

Environmental Education'Coordinato
Maui DistriIt Office
Department ofEducatiOn
54 High Street
11/4)0 Office Box 1070'

Wailuku, HI *96793
Telephone:. 244 -4261

Department of Health

Environmental Pollution
-Telephone: 244-4228

Litter Control
.Telephone: 244-4228

Environmental Health
Telephohe: '244-4255'

Health' Education
Telephone: 244-4334

A

State Health Planning and'
Development Agency

Telephone: 244-4274

A Department, of Planning and Economic

Development

Sun Day Sun Dial
Telephone: Enterprise 8016,

k30
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University f Hawaii

Cooperative Extension Service
Telephone: 244-3242

Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program
Telephone: 244-4157

Planning Department
Telephone: 244-7735'

Environmental Coordinator
Telephone: '244-7735

Water Supply Department
Telephone: 244-7835

WatekQuality
Telephone:. 877-0275

Commission on Population and
The Hawaiian Future

550 Halekauwila Street
Room 206
Honolulu, HI° 96813
Telephone: 548-2328

Departmeht of Agriculture
1428 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96814

Information
Telephone: 648-2211

Marine Affairs- Coordinator
1164 Bishop Street

HonoTulu, HI 96813
Telephone: 548-6262

Department of Health
1250 Punchbowl Street
Honolulu, III 96813

"'Telephone: 5461-6505L

Food and Pug
Telephone: 548-3280

Litter Control
Telephone: 548-3400

Noise Pollution
Telephone: 548J075

,

I

Parks Department

Central Maui
Eait Maui

West Maui

Telephone: 244-5514
Telephone: /572-8122
Telephone: 661-4685

. -

Department of Public Works

Land Use and Codes Enforcement
Telephone: 244-7763

Sewers Division
.Telephone: 2444773

State

Oahu

Environmental Education Program
Office of Instructional Services
Department of Education
1270 Queen Emma Street
Room 1102
Honolulu, HI 96813
Telephone: 548.5914

EnVtronmental Quality Control
Environmental Quality Control Commission
550 Halekauwila Street.

L.,/ Honolulu, HI 96813
TIlephone: 548-6915

$

$1 Departmegt of Hawaiian Hom e-Lands
550 Halekauwila Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
'Telephone: 548-6450

Environmental Planning
'645 Halekauwila Street

HI 96813
TelephOne: 548-4362

E31 173
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Telephe: 548-6552

Environmental Programs
Telephone: 548-4139

Environmental.Protection
and Wealth

Telephone: 548-605

'Health Education Offite
Telephone: 548-5886

Noun and Radiation Branch-
Telepfhone: 548-3075

sanitation Branch
elephone: 548-3225F

. .

Pollution Investigation and' '.

Enforcement Branch .

Department of Health
645Malekauwila Street
2nd Floor . ,

Honolulu, HI 96813
Telephone: 548-6355

'occupational Safety and Health
Divisiono

677 Ala Moans Boulevard
Suite 910
Honolulu, HI 96813

Telephone: 54p-4155

Department of Plannihg and

Economic-Development
Kamamalu,Buitding

0 . 250 South King.Street
Honolulu,,HI. 96813 `

Telephone: 548-4025

.

6

Department of Lang and Natural
Resources

1151 Punchbowl Street

,:Honolulu,. HI 96813
Telephone: 548-6550

Heritage Conservation and
Recreation Seryice

Telephone: 548-6461

Natural Area Reserves System
Office

Telephone: 548-2861

Conservation and Resources
Telephone: .548-59)8 '

Fish and Game Division
Telephone: 548-4002

Forestry Division
Telephone: 548-2861

Land Management Division
lelephone: 548-7517

State Parks Outdoor Recreation
and Historic Sites Division

Telephone: 548-7455

-Water and Land Development

Telephone: 548-7539

, .

E32 A 174
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Aquiculture Development Program .

Telephone: 548-5495

Land Use Division
Telephone: 548-2066

Science Policy and Technology
Assessment Center

Telephone: 548-4195

State Energy Office
Telephone: 548-4080

Department.of Transportation
869 Punchbowl' Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
Telephone: 548-3205

Statewide Transportation
Planning

/ Telephone: 548 -6526-

Information Specialist
Telephone: 548-3233

4 ,

State Foundation on Culture and

. the Arts
250 South King Street

. Honolulu, HI 96813.
Telephone: 548-4t45

4

University of Hawaii
Honolulu, HI

Telephone: 948-8111

Information
Telephone: 948-8111

Aquarium
Telephone: 923-4725

Astronomy Institute
Telephone://948-831;m0

Blue-Water Marine arciratory
Science'Center .

Telephone: 948-7930

Curriculum Research and
Development Group

Telephone: 948-7961,

Hawaii Geothermal Project
Telephone: 948-8301

Hawaii Natural Energy

4nstitute
telephone: 948=8890

Look Lab of Oceanographic
.-Engineering

4,
Telephone: 538-3381

. EnVironmental Center
' Telephone:. 948-7361

. Wail Geothermal Project
Tflephone: 948-8788

'Hawaii Geothermal Resources
Assessment. Program

Telephttne: 948-7654

Marine, Center
$ Telephone: 847-2661

iHawaiiinstitute of,
Marine Biology

Coconul Island Branch
Kaneohe .
Telephone:. 247-6631

Internatio 1 Tstmnami

Informs ion Center
. . .

Telephone: 90-8082

; 1 75 .
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Board of Water1.
635 South Bereian Street
Honolulu,, HI 96813.

Educational Materials and
Tours, of Facilities

Telephone: 548-6124
548-6126 --

s-

Kewalo Marine Laboratory

Telephone: 531-3538

Law of the)Sea Institute
Telephone: 948-6750

Eson'Arboretum
.Telephone: 988-3177

Marine Option Program
Telephone: 948-8433

Martpe Programs
,Telephone: 948-8686

eteorologyl6olar Energy
Project '

'TeldphOne: 948-7844 .

Oceanography /

Telephone: 948-7633

Population-Studies Program
Telephone: 948-8726

1" Sea Grant MarineAdvisory
Program

Telephone: 948 -8191

Tropical Agriculture, College of*'
Agriculture.

Information
Telephone: 235-4190 .

COoperative Extension Service
'Telephone: 948-8228

State 441-and Youth Program
Telephone: 948.4327

Urban and Regional Planning PrOgram
'

Telephone: 948-7381

Water 'Resources Research Center = .

T
elephone: 948-7847

tir

Honolulu City and County

. (
Department of Land Utilization
650 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
Telephone: 523-4414

Department of General Planning
650 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813

Environmental and Plans Assessment.

Branch
Telephone:. 523-4531

9epartment of Parks and Recreation
650 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
Telephone: 523-4181

E34. 4.76
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Information Counter
Telephone: 523-4131

Flood Hazard Districts
Telephone: 523-4247

Historic Cultural and
Scenic Districts

Telephone: 523-4252

Land Use Controls Division
Telephone: 523-4133

Environment ImpactStatements
Telephone: 523-4077

Zoning Division
Telephone:, 523=4248

Hdnolulu.Zoo
151 Kapahulu Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96813 ,-

Telephone: 923-7723

`.

Department of Transportatitn
Services

650 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
Telephone: 523-4529

Masi Transit Planning
.Telephone: 523-4156

Traffic Engineering Planning
TelephOpi:..523-4199'

Traffic_SafetyEducation
Telephone; 523-4;45-

1'

. e

Parks Division
Telephone: 523-4521

RelYeationlAvision
Telephone: 523-4631.

Water Safety
Telephone: 922-3888

Permit Section
Telephone: 523-4525

Department of Public Works
650 South King Street .

Honolulu, HI 96813

Environmental Engineer
Teliphone: 523-4150

Chief Refuse Collection and
kisposal Division

'Telephone: 523-4746

Chief Wastewater Management Division
Telephone: 523 -4321

410

Non-Governmental Organizations

American Association for the
Advancement of Science

' 1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington; D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 467-4463

. American Federation of Teachers
10311 East 42nd Street
Whsas City, MO 64133

_Telephone' (816) 83-,0753

. ;

.American Association of State
Colleges and Universities

Nicholls State University
Thibodaux, LA 70301

Telephone: ,(504) 446-8111

American Forest Institute, Inc.
Project Learning Tree P.

1619 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Waihington, D.C.-10036

ft% Telephone: (202) 797-4530.

1 7735
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Ameri an Gas Association, Inc.
Educational Services
1515 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209

Telephone: (703) 841-8400

American Institute of Architects
Director of Environmental
. Education
1735 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C . 20006
Telephone: (202) 786 -7.203

American Public Transit
Association

1100 17th Street, N.W.
"'Washington , .D.0 . 20036
Telephone: ,-(20.2), 331-1100

Association for Environmental
and Outdoor EAUcition

253 Johnstone Court
.

.

an Rafael, CA 94903
Telephone: (415) 556-4366

. .

Center: for Envi ronmental,-
. Education

1925 K. Streott N.W. ,Suite 206

-Washington, D.C. 2006
Telephone: (202) 466-4996 ".

Center for Information on
: America
POst Office Box C
Washington, CT 06793
Telephone: (203) .868- 02

° fttfzens Agiinst N' se
548 Kapahulu en 'e

Honolulu, HI 96811_
Hotline
Telephone: -(808) 73514506

Communi catfons Satellite
Cotepition

Information Office
950 L'Enfant Plaza, S.W.
Washing n D.C- 29024

Consume Union
Mount Ve on, N.Y. 10550

I 44..:

ON.

American Home EconomtgvAssociation
20l0 Massachusetts Anne , N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036

Telephone: -(202) 862-8300
PIP

American Nature Study Society
Audubon Ceaer in Greenwich '

k 6 1 3 Rivers51111g Road

Greenwich, CT 06830
.Telephone (203) 869-5272Telephone:

1*

Ameri can Society' for Environmental
.Education

33 Mill Road
,

Post Office Box R
Durham, NH 03,24
Telephone: (603) 868-5700

'or,

Boy Scouts of America v
Camping and Conservat Service
North .8 runswi ck, N.J 8902
Telephone: (201) 249 000g
Center for, Global Perspectives
218 EastAtth Street
Neiv York , N. 10003 /

E36

Telephone: (212) 475-0850

Chamber of Co
*Di 11i nghant Bui l d

flonculu ,, HI 968

rce of 'Hawaii

I
,...,

4.

Clean Hawaii ' c..' l

645 Kopiolani Boulevard
HI 96813 1

elephone: 531-114
.

.

Conservatidit,Edocation Association
Oi sA, and Wi 1 dl f0e.nulpe

41.5. Ape rtme of the.In teri or.

Washington, .C. 20240 '

, Telephone: 202 343-4545

Edison Eleitric Institute
Educational Services
1111-19th Street, N.W.
Washington; D,C. 20036

Telephone: (202) 86243800

178'
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Environinent-Population

Education 6ervi ces

c/o Aces
800 Dixwell Avenue
New Haven, CT 06511

. ERIC AEchicational Resources
Information Center)

Clearinghouse for Social
-Studies/Social Science
Education o--

855Broadway
Boulder, CO 80302
Wephone: (303) 492-8434

Foresta Institute for Ocean
arid Mountain Studies .1

6205 Franktown Road
Carson 'City, NV 89701

Telephone: 702) 082-6361

Girl SCOuts of the.U.S.A.
-Wildlife project
830Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Telephone: (212) 940-7500, .

Hawaii CouncilAof Camp Fire, Inc:
.200,North Vineyard Boulevard
Room '302

Honolulu, HI 96817

. ..4
. 0,

r
Hawaii Vi itors Bureau
Waikiki B ness Plaza
2270Kal Avenue
Honolulu, HI 9,615

Institute 9f Society,,Ethics and
the Life Sciences

Hastings Center
623 Warburton Avenue
Hatings-onLliudson, NY 10706 --
Telephone: (914) 478-0500

The Environmental Fund

1302 8th Street, pi.w.
Washingt6n, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 293-2548

ERfC/SMEAC Center for Science, Mathematics,
and Environmental Education

1200 Chambers Road'

Columbus, OH 43212
Telephone: (614) 422-6717

Garden Club of America (The)
598 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

"Greenpeace Hawaii
913 Halekauwila Street
Honolulu, HI 96814
Telephone: N573-9505

Hawaii League of Women Voters

Honolulu
4016 South King Street,
luite 504
Honolulu,iI 96 :13

Telephone: 531- 448

Hilo
Post Office Box 66..
Hilo, HI 9.67-20

K-K
Box-2934-4
Kapea, HI 96746

. Humine.SOcietY of the United States
The Norma Terris Humane
Educat4on Center

Rost%Office Box 98
Vaddam, CT' 06423

Telephone: (203) 444-8666

InternaVonal CouriCil on.Health,
Physical -Education and,Recreation

Secretary General ,

1201 Skteenth.Street, N.M. .

WasAngton, D.C. 20036-

s '

,....Tolephone: 1202) *83144,9

u-

.
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Internatilal.Planned Parenthood
Federati n

105 Madison Avenue
New York,' NY 10016

.

'N iziague of 14dmen Voters pf thi!
4 United States .

.

1155 Edgewood Avenue
Madison, WI 53711 -

Telephone:'. (608) 257-2938

'
Life of the Land
250 5. Hotel Street
ficom *

Honolulu,1/- 96813 .

Telephone: 521-1300

National Association'cOl,Conservation

'Districts
Post Office Box 297
Solebury, PA 18963
Telephone: (215) 297-5675*

AA

National Audubon society';

le

SOH Audubon Center

I
1111 E t Brown Deer Road
Milwauk , WI 53217 _ I

*Telephone: (414) 352-28apt

National 4ouncil.for Geographi c
Education

Department of Social Science
Education

'Dudley Hall

'University of Georgia
Athens, GA 30602
Telephone: (404) 542-7265'

National Education Association
/ Instruction and Professional.

Development 1
1201 16th Street, N.W.

WeshingtOn, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 833-01

(202).833-40 :

NationalNildlife Federation,
1412 16th'Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone:. (202) 797-6800

Education Division
8075 Leesburg Pike
Vienna, VA 22180
Telephone: (703) 7904353

*J.
7 .

Izaak Walton League of America
1800 North Kent Street
Suite 806
Arlington, VA 22209
Telephone: (703) 528-1818,

< Learning Resources in International
' Studies
Suite 1231
60 Eait,42nd Street
Nei/ York, N.Y. 10017
leiephoner. (212) 972-9877

Massachusetts Audubon Society
Hatheway Environmental-

Education Institute
1.4ncoln. MA 01773
Telephone: (617) 259-9500

National Association for .

Environmetttal Education

Virginii Polytechnic Institute
and\State University

Biology Division
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Telephone; (703) 961-5442

National Catholic Education
Association''

Suite 350
1 Dupont Circle

' Washington, D.C 20036
Telephone: (202) 293-5954

NationaINGeographit Sodiety
17th and Aktreets, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

.

r

,

National Parks and Conservation.
Association'

1701-Eighteenth Street,,N.W,
Mashington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202) 265 :2717.,
Nature Conservancy.,(The)
1800 North-Kent-Street
Suite 4300 '

Arlington, VA 4209 t

telephone: 4-(704).841-5390

I
1.

t'



Outdoor Cfrile (The)
200 North Vineyard Boulevard

110' 'Honolulu, HI 96817

es

Planned Parinthood'Federation of America
810 Seventh Avenue
New York, PLY. 10019
Telephone: (212) '541-7800 j

Population Cothictl .

One Dag Hammerskjold Plaza
, New York, N. -Y 10017

LePolOulation Institute .

110 Maryland Avanue,'N.E.
Washington,-D.C. 20002
Telephone: (202). 544-3300

Sierra Club
130 Bush Street
San Frahciscog CA
Telephony:y(415)

('

94108
981 -8634

SuithsOnian Institution
lobo Jefferson. Drive S.W.

Wasqington, D.C. 20560
Telephonic (202) 357-1300

. ,

Soil COnservation tociety.4fAme,
3058 Worth Pollard Street
Arlington, VA 22207
Iflephone: (202) .447-5063.

.

Inited Mithodtst Board'uf chureh
Department of Population 41 k
110 Maryland Meow, N.E.
Washing**. D.C;. AN)02
Telephor Up) 488-5637

4

Overseas Deve
1717 Mass achu

Washington, D.
Telephone: (2

lopment Council.

setts Avenue, N.W.
C. 20036
02) 234-8701

Population Asso
Post Office Box
Benjamin Frankli
Washington, D.C.
Telephone: (202)

Population Crisis C
Suite 550
1120 19th Street, N.
Washington, D.C. 2

Telephone: (202) 65

4 ,**

ciation of America
14182

n Station
2004 4

393-3252

ommittee

W
0636 0
9-1833

. Population Reference Bureau, Inc:
1337 Connecticut AVenue, N.W.
Washington, Q.C. /20036 -
Telephone: (202) 785-4664

Sierra Club Hawaii Chipte
1212 University Avenue
Honolulu, HI 96826
Telephone: 946-8494

r

State Departments of EducatOn
and Other State-Based Sources

ERIC/SMEAC . Ab"- k

Ohio State Univeriity
1200; Chambers Road
3rd Floor
Columbui, OH 4321,2

Ask (f Directory of Projects
and . rams in Environmenpl
Educe on.and-Environmental
lliafrarT1979-by-State
Report $6.50 each

o

United Auto Workers/Conservation
Department .

8000 East Jefferson Avenue'
Detroit,: MI 48214
Telephone: (313)' 926 -5271

. ,-

4ria kcety United Nations` Educational, Socig,

si

and Cultural Organization (UN CO)

7 ol'ace. de Fontfopy*. 7000,
Paris, ,France

- . . Ir.-. .../4
.

ir 1

1v1,
v



United(Nations Environmental
Programme (UNEP)"

PostcOffice Box 30552

Narrobi, Kenya 4;

New York Liaison Office
Post Office Box20
NewYork, N.Y. 10017

United Nations Fund4or
:Population Activitles(UNPA)
485 Lexington Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10017.
Telephone: (212) 754-1234

Urban L PopuTation Education

J Insti ute (ULM) .

2418 S' ntPaul Street
B lti re; MD..21218
lephone: .001) 396-6627'

. .

(301) 396-6624
4

Western Regional Environmental
Education. Council -

Stae Department of Education
721 Capitol Mall e

°Sacramento:CA.95814
Tel (916) 322-4018.

World Bank
1818 H.Street, N.0.4
Washington, D.C. 20433'

World wItth Institute':

.1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
Telephone: (202)(262) 453-1990

Ap.

.

UnitelNations'Eood and Agriculture
Organization (UNFAO)"

Viale della Terme di Caracalla 00100

.

Unite Nations International Labor
Orga1 S2ati on (UNILO)

1750 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20606
Telephone: (202) 634-6335

U . News and World Report
2 0 N Sthet, N.W:
Watnington, D.C. 20037

Wildlife lanigement Institute
709 Wire.Buildfng
1000 Yemont Avenue, .

washingtOn,44._ 20005 (

-Telephone: -'(202Y 347- 1 174.-,

World Edmicallom
1414 Avenue 44LtheAmericas
New York, N.Y. 10019 . ,

) ',Zero Population Growih.(ZPG):
1346 Connecticut_Avenue, .

Washington' ?0036
Telephonel' '(202) 785-0100v

. dr

s
w
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C

Educati-onal Guides Related to Environmental' Education Oro ced by
Office of Instructional S vices, Department of -Educa on

Environmental Edii ati on. Program

-A--Ffimework for Environmental Education in the*PUblic Schools of Hawaii ,
September, 1977,sTAC 77-4277

A Compendium: Campsites and. One-Day-Visitation Sites' in the State of Hawaii,
1977, iipdated---1980, .RS 60-9835

Enviroiimintal EducitiOnStgplementary'Instructional Guide, Elerientary 4vel--
The -Li itter Prbblem, 'September, 1979, RS 79-8218 ..-, ° .

tnvironmental Education Supplementary Instructional Guide, Secondary level- -
-The litter Problem, September; 1979., RS 79-82T9

Field Keys to Common Hawaiian Marine Animals and Plants, 1978, updated 1980,
.RS 80 -9279

Coral, A Hawaiian Resource (draft) 1978. updated 1980
'1

4 Environmental Education Supplementary Instructional Guide - Sixth Grade Level
(draft) t

fnvirolunintal Education Instructional Guides
Energy Use and the Environmentib-

Art Module , ,

liealth Module -
-

Mathelatics Module .-
. Music Module .

t

_
-Physi cal Education' Module,
Agriculture Module .

.

Asian,. European, and Pacific Languages Module.' .4.

Business Module
IndUslrial Arts Module
Industrial Techni cal Module

*Home Economic Module' _

*Basic Practical Arts Module . .
Vcience Module- , ..-

*Kindergarten M6dule
*First Grade Module _-
*Second Grade Module : , .. .4

'*Third"Grade Module
. *Fourth Grade Module 1 04'.

*Fifth Grade Module t . -

*Sixth Grade Module .
, ,. 1 , t.

*Social- Studies .. .- \ ,. , i..
*Language'Arts . . .

1, I .; :

*AS of January 31, 1981, moddles with theiserisks have been completed aradpri-ntegt..*

.

, ..
'
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Hathemitics Program
. V

Mathematics 'ProgratiGuide,Drades K6, 19/8, IS 78-5254-

Mathematicsantics Pnirtginiide Grades. 7-12, .1978, RS' 78-5255
.

- e

4

Physical) ducation Program .

Physical Education Program Guide,_ K- 2, .1979iRS 79-7794

. Science Program r\

Science Curriculum Guider Grades K-6, 19770 TAC77-33189
1

004. Scjence Curri"culum Guide, Grades 744.1977, TAC 77-4733
:.,.., .

Science Curriculum Guide; Grades -.12, 1978, RS76691V-
. . .,

o - .
..

,-
Health Program tl

,
. . .

* .

. Health. Education Gifide ior the Public Schools in Hawaii - An .Instructfonal -Milder
tividergarten4rade. 6, T97§ rt,o. be revised) TAC 76-200° .. . 6

..
9

.

9
i .,

Health. Educattojw Instruction41 Guide, Grades 7-8, 9:12., 1978, 'RS 80;9297
' k , , .,' .. - .

I

I .4,

r Social Studies' Program

.41

t lit.1

Elementary, Social Studies Pro_g_ram`Guidel,

Secondary Social Studies Program Guide,

. t

.

r

(Draft), 1980, RS 80..9Ecat.
,

1979; .12S 79-8168

Art Program

Hawati.Art Education Program Guile*

,

78.5740



Music Program
1

: ,.. ,
, ,

K12 NoAsicE cation Program Guide, June, 1979, RS 79-7613 !"" ALs
.

4

). Language Arts Program

Language Arts Guide, K-12 .9.1979, Rs 79-76

ua `e Arts Strate les for Basic Skil K-12:1979, RS 79-752'6

C. rehension in the Con t Area 3-6 and' 7-12 1979, RS 79-7522

Ail

Basic Practical Arts Program

Basic.Practical-Arts CoUrse Guide,July, 1976, TAC 76-15At
6

" .

an , Eilro_pean . and. Pacifi c Languages P rog can'

. . , '^.. :
Chinese Language- Program Guide,'1980, RS 80-9633 .-

Foreign. Langu'ago Program Guide; 1977, :RS 77-.4295 X-

i French Ling6a_ge.Program Guide; 1979, RS' 7'9-7105.

-- CGe languigePrOgram Guide, 1979, RS 79-7539

..
' Hawaiianlanigulipe.prOg ram Guide, '1980, RS 80-9396 4

. , ,
. .

. , ,
... r Japanese Language-Program Guide, 1979; ,11.9 7940

0 ./.
Russian Language Program Guide,,1980, RS 804910 .,

. -,1
SpanishLinguage Guide, 1978, RS 78-6719

J

3)
. . ..

apinese Resource Materials Guide, 1979,1.RS11:- 01

ff

A
4

y ft

A,griukure PrOgrant

Ornaaiintar Horticulture Resource Milk, 1976, TAC 76-2684
. .

. .
:culture Techretource Guide '1976, TAO. 76-2685

%, ,
Alarfctiltuie" Arts Corse Guide, 19.76 TAC .74-81

.r .1.

4 -: 7 . .1". L :Z.'

. -

.
I

t
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Industrial Technical Program

O
Instructional Guide for,Building Construction'TechnOlogy Occupational Programs.,

June, 1975, TAC 75-9667'

_
.

Instructiopal Guide. for Drafting Technology Occupational Programs, June, 1975,
TAC 75-9440

-Instructional Guide for Electronics Technology Occupational Programs, May, 1975,

TAC 75-9294 .
-

Instructio 1 Guide for 6aphic'Arts Technolog0 Occupational Programs -,

, June,. i97 , TAC 75-9400

Instruct 1 Guide. for Metals Processing and Fabrication Tech noi ogy

Occupational .Programs, June, 1975 f TAC 7S -9661

Instructional Guide for Power and Automotive Occupational

TAC' 75-9254.

,

4,
*--t ,

---...:
i ,

. Industrial Arts' Instructional,Auide for Mandf cturfng - 1, Reprint 1977,
..

- :
-

AC 7742. ii,,;.' .. ii7. , . . . .

, % . 4 ) , .

Industrial Arts:Instructional Gutde for Construction .- 2, 1975, TAC 74-8737
;.4. / (4

Industrial EducationtiniliuctioNti Guide fOn/Graphl c Amts - 3, 1974, TAC 74-7837

1 Industrial Ed toiiob.:fris;ti-Uciional ,GuideforTilotcitynlectronics 4,
1173, TAC 7 SI ::- -f- .., . . .. . .

.

" t
%

Instructional.--
.Industrial Edu atfon .GOide fdr Designing and Drafting - 5,

iepprint 197 ,-,TAC 747986 '1. I

.. t, ,
. ,

Iriduttr'a Art Instyuctional Guide 'for over ,' 6, Reprint 197tt, TAC 15,0469
N.

- 4%.
IIndust ducation

,
CurriCulum Guide, W rint February, 1974, TAC 73-6329

. ,

i

indusAtia chmation Safety Instructidhal Guide, 1973, TAC 73-5890'
Ir. .-4

4 industrial Arts Program

Programs, Apri 1, 1975,

r

Home 'Economics Program

Holndr Ecdnoki a e'lor i cut um Guide' fpr flawaii,, 1970, *NrAC 70-1414

A Resource Unit- in the Area Of Managemedt and Family Economics, 1975, TAC 75-9877
. . _

1P Hg0e,lEonomics Resource UnfX in the Area of Clothing_and-TektiIes, 1975, TAC 75-0445
- . ..:.-,. ,,

:1,
Foods tducati on and-Service. Program Guide, 1973;'iAc.:73-6298

. . 1

"*.

a



I
Business Program

- ..11'
A

iteiliure Guide for Basic Buyiness, 1976, 76-1410

Resou_ree.Guide for Distrib6ive EduCation, 1976, 76-1411

Resource Guide for Office Education, 1976; 76-1409

Guidance Program
At

F undationPrograni: Carver_EducatiOn and 1980, RS 801046

oundation Guidance 'Program Guide K-12, 1980, RS 80-9146

CareerIducation Prograni

'Hawai inuum,, K-3, '1974, .TAC 74-8226Hawaii Career Development

Hawaii Career Development COn inuum, 4-6, 1914, TAC 74-8226

ti

Hawaii :Career Development Continuum, 7-9-, 1974; P
a

C 74-8226
.

Hawafi Career Development Continuurk,.10-12, 1974, TAC 74;43226
4.

Career Education in Hawaii',. HandbOok of `ty Resources and

I

. 1980, RS. 80-9789

Founditian Program: Career Education and Gui nce, 1980, RS 810-9.146

Visitatidn'Sites,

;.

Values Education in the Pub14
TAC 73-5570 ,

,

Values Program

drools in Hawaii '1971, TA i2 -5368, ed-1973,

1

. - . .
'Stu' k-12 turrIculum_Gui u for

Librarlant, 1918 z -

41n 'ra .Lfbra _Ski 1 ls- to -Zonten_t_AreaS: ts an
79-8431 _

_ _
- . . . _ _ _ .

IMpeoving-Librory/Study Sktlls instruction: 'AO Appliicatio'n of the Instructional
Dtvel.orimerit Node }; 1980 (-dr4ft),-145.10.9719 .
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Nutrition Program

.
. No Printed guides as of January, 1981.

ti

5 ti

Hawaiian Studies Program

Hawaiian Studies Program Guide (Drift), ,,,1\981

.

Environmentally Rebtetliatructional
Materials, Locally PrMiced

or .

Coastal Prot ms and Resource Management

A Secoridary Social Studies Course.
Curriculum ReMIrch and Development Group
University" of ,Hawaii Manoa

HawaiAtdre. Study Program

An Elementary Nature Prbgram.
Curriculum Research and Developmen,t Group
University of Hawaii et M3: noa

FoundationApproach to Science Tea chi ng

A Secondary Science Program
Curriculum. Research and Development Grow
University of Hawaii at Manoa

40L

f

High School Marine Science Studies
11/i

,

A 6 ondary. iii Sciefice Course. .

C riculum Res r;fh ary8 Development Group
U versity of tl ii at Manoa

.7
.

.,

O
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AMRICAN NATURALIST-is a bi-monthly publication dealing with advancement and
correlation of the biological sciences. Marine topics include flora and
fauna, ecology, and pollution. r

.
6

American Society of Naturalists, University of thicago Press,
, 5801 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, IL 60637

Annotated List of Journals and Magazines

. .. . . .- 6 .

AQUACULTURE is published eight times a> year and deals with the theories and
apWications of industrial sea farming._
Elsevier Scien ific Publishing Co., Box 211, Amsterdam, Netherlands

diAQUATIC:BOTANY is international scientific 4ournal dealing with applied and
'fundamental research on submerged, floating and emergent plants in marine
and fresh. water ecosystems.' '

Elsevier Scientific PubliShingo., BQx 211, Amsterdam, Netherlands
(Elsevier North-Holland, Inc., New York, 52 Vanderbilt Avenuea
New York, N.Y. 10017) C. Den Hartog, Editor

ASTRONOMY is a monthly publication providihg a variety of articles on the field of
astronomy.

.

Astronomy, 411 East Mason Streit, Post Office Box 92788,
/Milwauke-C,'WI 53202

AUDUBON, the magazine of theptional Audubon Society, deals with all aspects of tjie

e/16

. natural envizonment. The magazine contains a wide range of topics, ften with
marine subjects pertaiptpg to wetlands and marine flora and fauna. rticles
deal mainly with behavioral patternS. Artwork and photographkar cellent.
National Auduboh Society, 950 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

AUSTRALIAN FISHERIES contains articles pertaining to all phases of marine life and
.

research.

Published by Department of Agriculture, Fisheries Divisib
Canberra A.C.T. Australia, P. G. Pownall, Editot

AUSTRALIAN.JOURNAL OF MARINE ANDRESHWATER RESEARCH is a journal that describes
research in marine, estuarine,or freshwater'areas, including' oceanographic
topics.
Editor-in-Chief, Ejlitorial and Publications Ser'vice, CSITO, Post Office Box 89,
East Melbourne, Victoria 30b2, Australia

BIOSCIENCE is issued twfce
and chemipal subjects.
pollution. Scholarly
1401 Wilso Boulevard,

monthly and deals
Marine articles

journal.
Arlington, VA' 22

:-

CALIFO.RNIA FISH.AND GAME deals ih marine tife.rin regard 6 effects of pollution
and various other topics -related to'wildlffe in California.
Robin A. Collins, fditor, 350 Golden Shore, Lopg BeaCh, CA 90802

CALYPSD LOG DISPATCH'is the publication of The Cousteau Society and presents a .

variety of articles dealingwith marine and aquatic environments. Issued
eight' times per year. .

./ alYPsco Log, The Cousteau Society, ,Inc.; 8430 Santa Monica BouleVard,
-' Los Angeles,.CA 1069 Sk.

with.a wide range of biological
deal with the ocean systems and

209
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,CANADA, FISHERIES RESEARCH BOARD, JOURNAL, contains research articles,,nbtii, and
critical reviews-in field fisheries management add technology, ocean science and
aquatic enyironment releVant to Canada. Issued monthly.

J. C. Stevenson, Editorial Office, Ottawa, Canada, klA,OS9
"
Editor,

CHESAPEAKE BAY JOURNAL is the publication of the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, an
olanizatton Involved with environmental education, awareness, apd conservancy
for the aesapeake Bay Region.
'Chesapeake By Foundation, Inc., Box 1709, Annapolis, MD 21404,.....,

CHESAPEAKE SCIENCE is a regional' journal of natural resources. Topics If articles' '

I

include, pollution, ecology, flora and fauna, and geology.
University of Maryland Center for Environmental and Estuarine Studies,

. Chesapeake Biological Laboratory, Solomons, MD 20688 . J

COASTALIONE MANAGEMENT JOURNAL discusses management including economic and
-ecological problems. ,Published quarterly.
M. Hershman, Editor, Institute for Marine Studies University of Washington,
Seattle,.WA 98105, /

COMMERCIAL FISH FARMER AND AQUACULTURE NEWS contains tip -to- the - minute news on all
aspects of aquatic animals, timely reports, columns, guest articles and
features on the changing aquaculture industry ; -nem.-product-fnformation
calendar of events, meetings and conventions about aluaculture,buyer guide.
.Publistied bi-mOthly.

CatfiSA.Farmers of Ameri a, Box 2451, Little Rock, AR 72203,

M. Moore, Editor

COOEIA is a journal published quarterly. by theAmerican.Society of Ichthyo4ogists'

and Herpetologists. It deals with bfological topics as related to the
field of ichthyology and herpetology.
c/o National Marine Fisheries Service, National Museum of Natural History,:.
Washington, D.C: 20560

t

CURRENT ENERGY AND ECOLOGY is a environmental education magazine suitable kg::
upper elementary.through,intermediate school students. Each issue prITEnts-

' information on a variety of environmental topics. Published monthly during
the school year.
Curriculum Innovations, Inc. t 501 Bank Lew, Highwood, IL, 60040

CURRENT HEALTH is published monthly during the school.year and is vititten for

*secondaty level students. Articles include many environmentally-related,

- health topfcs. Curriculum Innovations, 3500 Western Avenue, Highland'

Park, IL' 60035

CURRENT) THE JOURNAL OF MARINE EDUCATION is the publication of the National
Marine Education Association. The' journal reportl on marine education '

activities in lady states. Published quartexly. . I
College'ofEducation, University of Delaware, Newark, DE. 19711,
Dr. Les Picker, Editor ,,...,

1,011/4

1 DELAWARE CONSERVATIONIST is 'issued quarterly b$ the Delaware Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental Control., Dover, DE T9901. -The magazine has

articles on all aspectlkof Delaware's environment: wetlands and other habitats,
recreational areas, geology, flora,: fauna, and history.t

190
E48./
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ECOLOGY deals .with all forms of life
Subjects of marine interest rout

, Scholarly journal..
C. G. Jackson, Jr., Editor, San-

in their relatiOn to the natural environment.
ude ecology, pollution, flora and fauna.

Diego Natural History Museum, Post Office
Bo)c 1390, San Diego, CA 921.12

ELIHA MITCHELL SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY JOURNAL is a journal published quarterly and
contains papers of a wide range of topics in biology, especially botany.
4ecutive Editor, Department of Botany, University .of North Carolina,
C/5)(er Hall 010-A, Chapel gill, N.C. 0514 *

ENVIRONMENT is published ten times a year. Articles are technical and deal leinly
with technology and its effect on the environment:
Editor, 560 Trinity Avenue, Saint, Louis, MO. 63130

4
1&

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY is a trade jouinal of the' American
Society and is published monthly. It iS a collection of technical papers
And, articles on, i ndustrial-environmental Conti i cts . Occasional articles
pertain to Irierineand fresh water estuarine pollution. t
Subscription%Service Department; American Chemical Society, 1155-Sixteenth
Street, N.H. , Washington, %D.C. 20036 ,

1

ESTUARfe AND COASTAL MARINE SCIENCE is publiihed seasonally and deals with all
aspects of the coastal marine en &ironment.
Academio Press",4Inc., Ill Fifth' Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003

7,

FISHING GAZETTE is a journal containing articles .about fiskories production, t
distribution and progress.
Fishing Gazette Publishing Corp., 464 8th Avenue, MN York, N.Y. 10001

'THE 'FUTURIST is a bi-monthly magazine en environmental matters with a pa* ti
emphasIson futuristics.

.

. World Future Society, Post Office Box X0369, Bethesda Branch, Washington, D.C.

1 20014,* .6-

HAWAII HUMPBACK is-a quarterly magazine :4)tti a wide variety of articles on the
. .

natural sciences. . .
-

,

Straight Ahead Publishing, RR 1, Box 276, Wailuku, Maui, HI 96793

INTERNATIONAL JOURNACOF CRUSTACEAN RES'ARCH is a joUrnal which publishes .

inteenationalstudies of crustacea, written in English, French, or German on
all branches of zoology except biOchemi stry dealing withCrustacea.
E. J. Brill', Publisher, Leiden, getheriands

1 A
INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE is a bi-monthly( publication of the National Wildljfe

F4deration containing many photographs and articles on flora and fduna and
conservation efforts-worldwide, .

National Wildlife Federation, 1412 l (th Street, N.H., ik

.Washington, D.C. 20036 b. ,

JOURNAL OF EXPERIMENTAL MARINE BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY presents4rticles on all aspects.
of marine ecology including the littoral, inshore, offshore and deep sea,
zones with special emphasis on the physiological, 4.00hemical and behavior
relationships_of organisffis to their environment. e.*

Elsevier Scientific Publishing Co. Box 211, ATterdam, Netherlands

.0 1
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JOURNAL OF FISH BIOLOGY iS.a monthly dburnal whtch covers all aspects of fish

:

biology andoffers a wide spectrum of information wh "acquaints readers
with the adlances in all aspects of fishery tcience.

4P Editor: D. Jolly, Huntington Research Centre, Huntington PE 18 6ES, England

JOURNAL OF MAR.IREIEd6CATI6N contains, marine newsrelaoted to education, marine
articles, media'and currituluM sectiOni. Published quarterly,
Aegir Corp., POst Office Box 30$5, Newport Beach,CA 92663, 425 North
Newport Boulevard Newport Beach, CA 92660

JOURNAL OF MARINE RESEAUM deals With a broad range of marine topics; hydeogeology,
oceanography, milk, pollution, industrial applicatiOn, and miriculture.
Box ?161t Yale Station, New Haven, CT 0652%

e /
JOURNAL OP; UTRITION EDUCATION is published by the Society for Nutrition

Edycation and presents at 'variety o articles on nutrition and related
envirohmental,effects on nutrition. ,

PUblished quarterly. -Societyloi- Wutrition Education, /140 Shattuck Avenue,
Suite 1110, Berkeley; CA 94704

JOURNAL OF REStARCHis governmeht published,journal contiining-some irticles,on
environmental mat
Superintendent of ments,:Goverhment Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 2002

'JOURNAL OF WATER, POLLUTION NTROL FEDERATION pr vides technical data and reports

/
on various aspects of water pollution and is an excellent source of facts

. / and figures. 4,.

3900

LIMNOL
Limnologrand Oceanography, Inc. It includes topics on limnology and

oceanogrOhy.

isconsilr Avenue, Washington, D.C. 2001 6' o

AND OCEANOGRAPHY is a billionthly publicatiOn of the American Society of

Aiffiftpheric and Oceanic Sciences, University of, Michigan, 2455 Hayward,.

Ann Arbor, MI 48109

MALACOLOGIA publishes papers on research yegarding. mollusks.
'George M; Davis, Editor, Department of Malacology, Academy of Natural"
Sciences of Philadelphia, 19th Street and Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19103

MARINE BEHAVIOR AND PAYSIOLOGY is a.journal aimed at publishing 'papes relevant to
the field ofbehavior and physiological, anatomical and morphological
bases exhibited by marine organisms, '

Gordon and Breach Scate Publishing Ltd., 42 William IV Street, Condon WC2,
England .

MARINE C OLOGY is journal containing contributions in the
0
areas. of biological

oceanography, "tultivation of marine organisms, experimental,ecology and

marine environ nt. Published four,

physiology, eco'ogical dynamics, evolution and biology as related to
four, times yearly. .

L Siegel Advertising, Springer-Verlag New York, Inc., 175 5th Avenue,

New York, N.Y. 10010

MARINE CHEMISTRY reports on a wideranie of chemical subjects pertaining to the
marine environment.
Elsevier Scientific.Publishipg Co., Box 211, Amsterdam, Netherlands

v
4
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''1Thiltt'fiSkRIES' RE411E41 4.§,,a journal published bi-monthly which deal,s with
international fishery news'and data.
J. Doi-LIT, Editor, NIIFS Scientifie PublicatiOn; Staff, Room 450,
1107 NE 45 h Streef, Seattle, WA' 98105 -

I ,

'MARIgE GEOLOGY ispublished twice a
geochemistry, and .geophysi es...
.flivler.Sctenti fia Publishing

0
'

yeit'and deals with marine, geology,

Co., Box 211:Amsterdam, Netherlands

,

,
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NUTRITION:J.011AV is a bimonthly pqblication of the Nutrition Today society,
and contaies numerous' articles .on'nutri-tjOn and the relationihid of '

'nutrition and enVironment. Nutrition Today, Inc.,.703 Gidilings Avenue,
Post Box 1829, Annapolis, M.D. 21404 .

_

I . .

OCEAN DEVELOPMENT AND INTERNATIONAL LAW is. ajburnalfrbf marine affairs:.
Russak and Co.* Inc., 347 Madison Avenue, tiew*.Yor'ick,.N.Y'.;100T7

. . .., , . ''.! iOCEAN. INDUSTRY is a periodical l specialized for. the ocean/ma ri ne operati oris ." ..-*,,
, l

gulf Publishing Co.," Box 26618 Houston, TX 77001. . .r,, r,
4 r ,t

OCEANOLOGY is a jci-ur;lalepub)ished bi-monthly that (leafs with oceanology, with ..-.;
American Geophysical Union,' 1909 K Street, N.W.., Washington, 0,...C: 20006 - ..

.

=sections of physics, chemisAry,biology, and igeol ogy..

t 1

OCEANS isa, bi-monthly publication-of the Oceanic ,Socie.ty.,,` Art;iCloKare 00,1
illUstrated and 'cover such subjects as the history, science; andgeography

- . .
. of the sea. .. .. 0.

The Ocean Society,'Poit Office Box .10167, Des Moines, IA 55340' l'
. : -

. i

OCEAWS`uaally devotes, each issue to one Particular aspeetAof-marine science;
Previous. subjects have included estuaries:, marine pollutions food from .... -:- ..

the.sea, and sea sounds. . . . - .. ..
Woods Hole OceanographiC Institution,-Oceanus Subscripti4n Department,,

.2401 Revere ileach.Parkway, Everett, MA 02149 .

: .
. . . .,,.. ..

OIKOS,` A JOURNAL OF ECOLOGY. contains world-wide issues of itologfcal. 'developments
and effects. Publisheb 6 ,times a year. r. N .,
P. Brinck, Editor, issued: by Scandinavian' Society OIKQS., Department of . -:-., .

Animal Ecology, Ecology, Bui 1 di ng..S-223 62' Lund,' Sweden , ' 4/1
i .'.,. 0 , 4, V ..j.. e ,

.%
v iN

ide range ofOPHELIA; INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL 'OF. MARINE BIOLOGY
dig,

oUsses ',v
.

. .. ....
pa

biologically related topics.. :"Publiihed semi.-annua.11y'.' , . , .:: t, q
A.M. Christensen, Editor,, Marine Etiology Laboratory,,tHels.ingetr; Denmark .- t. - -

. .- -. :.... -. . i
PROGRESS IN OCEANOGRAPHY is"-, a' biLmonthlypublication containing papers gonee'rned-- t ,

with° the effects' of waste water on the envfronment and .watercantlysis by
chethical, biological and physical,meantf. .

.
:.:i .

Pergatnon P,res,s, Maxwe31 House; Fairview,Park, 'Elmsford., N,Y. ' 1,0523
.0 .. t ....4

. , 4*
4 1 :, ,

RANGER RICK'SJIATUREMAGAZINE is geared to the young reader with excellent
introductory articles on 411 aspects of .nature. The marine , topics provide.'
an excellent exposure to the marine environment; '
Na ti ona 1. Wi 1 dl ife Federation, Attep ti on ,Subscription i Department, .

-1412 Sixteenth Street, N.W.,Washinotort, D.C. 20036
...

N '
t

$

SALT WATER AQUARIUM is published bi-monthly Anedeals with the set-up, maintenance, ,
and improvement of marine aquaria. Articles provide excellent insight into

) aquarium man 'agement fo'r the novice, as well as tips on,locations for specimen
collecting. .,., , .

Coral Reef Exhibits, Box t005, Kendall drive, Miami, FL 33156
. .

SCIENCE is a journal of the American- Association for the Advancement,of Scielice,
and deals with all aspects. of the. universe. ,Marine topics include marine
geology, oceanography, pollution, and ecology. ,
15'15 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W. Washington, D.C. 20005
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SCIENtIFIC AMERICANis published monthly and deals with a wide range of science
. topics. A whole' issue may be devoted to a 'specific subject, or many subjects
mayi be treated in any one issue. 'Marine environment articles are on, such
subjects-,as- marine geology, food production ,. -marine technology, and marine
re ources. -' , a / '4

entific Ameri-can,-1415 Madison Avedue, Nei/ York, N.Y. 10017

SEA'Fkb TIERS, a Publicitian bf the LotertiationalOceanagraphic Fpundation,
'to Mins, well illOitrated articles', of general i nterest an the marine .

° en i ronment. ," ' ". . \
-0,
, . ,,,T International Oceanographic FoUndati On , 3979',Ri ckenbael4r Ciuseway ,

..

- .,Vi gini-a Ken Min*, FL ,33149 '' *;

SEA GR1NT 7O'i is a .report` of research .activities, meetings' and publications
isared.by."the National OCeanicoand Atmospheric,Administration Sea Grant -

4
,,.." ,. - .

4

Og raM t %. '
.... 4 ..

' T xp.r A- & J4 University, College Station; TX 77843
., .

SEA Hi TORY Is a journal .of the National -Mari tine Hi stori cal Society with, articles
. 0 Ihe,hi-story of ships, seaports, maritime- p.rafessions, and marine art.

'F 1ton Firlif Landing, 2 FOltan Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201
,

*SEA SE RETS, published by the international Oceanographic 'Foundation, provides
a sweri.,'.to vtrious,marine related questions submitted by readers. It
OW ciiigains- information on new publications, events, and recent advances

sciencei.
-179:11ickettb.acker Causewak, Virginia Key, Miami, FL 33149

T
A 6'

"SEA TECHNOLOGY-is a jblirnal published monthly and is "the industry's recognized
-lauthc-rity for design, engineering and application of equipment and services
- irk the marine environment."

,,'CanIpast publisher, Inc., Suite 1000, 1117 N. 19th Street, Arlington, VA 22209
. 0

.4 J.

'SE'ADROT$.1'incIudes recent marine-related news olippings from Del aware newspapers,
New- York:Times, and the Wall Street Journal". Published monthly.

Delaware Sea Grant College -Program, College of Marine !Studies, 'University of
Delawares Newark, DE 19711

.

SH AND ,BEAGH.-is a journal of the American Shore and Beach Preservation
Asociation containing articles dealing with protection of shore areas.

Johnson, Editor, 412 O'Brian Hall, University of California,
Berkeley, CA p4720-* ,

SI.ERR CCUii BULLETO is the journal of the Sierra Club with.articles dealing with
envi regimental', conflicts . Marine topics include endangered species ;
pollutiorir a d utilization of resources.
Sierra Club, §30 Bush Street,-.San Francisco, CA 941013

SOIL tONSERV4TION Is the official magazine of the Soil Conservation Service and
contain s\ a v riety: of articles related to protection and conservation of
the land. Published monthly.
Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing'Office,
Washington, D.C: 20402

UNDERSEA TECHNOL6GY isa trade journal for undersea ind(istries covering such subjects
as ocean engineering, marine environmental science, and 4Indersea defense.
Compass Publicatians,Inc., SOite 1000, 1117 N. 19th Strdet, Arlington, VA 2409

fi

.
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UNFPA JOURNAL: POPULI is a quarterly journal containing many human interest articles
on population. , -

United Nations Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA), 485 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017 .. .

-WATER RESEARCti-i-a_ monthly journal containing papers concerned with the effects' of

waste water on the environment water through analysis by chemical, biological
. ,

and physical means. , ,' .

Pergamon Press, Maxwell House, Fairview Park, 'Elmsford, N.Y. 19523 f

hk

Annotated List of Newsletters, Bulletins, and Papers

AGID NEWS (Association of Geoscientists for International Deyeropment):.'.C. Av, Neindl,
Editor, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.,.
Washington, D.C. 20418 Irregular. Free.

AIR/WATER POLLUTION REPORT, Business Publishers, Inc., Box 1067, 81
Silver Spring, MD 20910 Published weekly.
News about environmental pqllution: its occurrence, relevant
products for pollution control, and methods taken for contrail
The marine environment is included.

air Station,

acts and laws,
ing pollution.

ALASKA SEAS AND COATS, University, of Alaska, Alaska Sea GrantProgram; 707:4 Street,
Anchorage, AK 99501 Five issues yearly.
Publishediqr the benefit at Alaska fishermen, it includes infOrmition about'
activities of commercial institutions and government agencies concerned with
the management of Alaska fisheries.

ALASKA FISHERMAN, United Fishermen of Alaska, Box 191, Juneau, AK 99510
News especially about legal or political events affecting.Alaska"fisherfes.
,

AMERICAN LITTORAL SOCIETY NEWSLETTER, American Littoral Society, Si,* Hopkl-
. .

Highlands, N.J. 07732 Irregular. .
.

Society activities, programs, and plans inct ding field trips, Meekinoi, and '"-
'publications.

%, ,
. 4--,

AMERICAN MALACOLOGICAL UNION, INC., NEWSLETTER, The American Malacaltgicat Union,

Inc., 3957 Marlow Ct., Seaford, N.Y. 11783 Published twice yearly.
Free to members. ' ',.
Society news fncludtng announcements of meetjngs publications; and activities
of its affiliated organizations. '

AQUANOTES, Office of Sea Grant Development, Louisiana State University, 1_ '

Baton Rouge, LA 70803 Published five time a year. Free. .

Information and news about Louisiana's Wetlaq resatirCes, Sea Grantraqivities,
and related topics. ;

40 -'
.

..
,

. AQUATIC MICROBIOLOGY NEWSLETTER, Amerilan Society for Microbiology, Divisian of
Aquatic Microbiology.' Samuel P. Meyers, Editor: Louisiana State Unive44ty
Station, Box 19090-A, Baton Rouge, LA' 70803
Society news, job opportunities, publications, and meeting announcements. -

.

ASIAN OCEANOLOGIST, PaCific Business Associates, Ltd., C.P0. less Bois 1421,
Tokyo 10D-91, Japan' Published monthly. 1

News about significant maritime events occurring in the Far East, the-'
emphasis being on te development of natural resouoll

.

1



BIOLOGICAL. BULLETIJi is issued six times yearly. It discusses various marine
topics as-relateCto specific genut and species of marine life.
Marine Biological Laboratcri;loods He.le4.144- 02543
.

.1300/NG, SAFETY NEWSLETTER, Safety Information Branch (G-BBE-1), Boating Education
Division, Office of Boating Safety, U. S. Coast Guard Headquarters, Washingto
D.C. 20590 Published monthly.
Tips on'boaling safety, notices about training courses and navigation aids,

.news releases, pertinent articles, announcements about laws and regulations
'affecting boating, and ..related items.3..

BULLETIN OF MARINE SCIENCE, William J. Richards, Editor, Bulletin of Marine Science,
Rokenstiel School -of-Marine & Atmospheric Sciences, University of Miami, -

.: 4600 Ri lienbaCker tau4sewayl,,411ami; FL :3''1149 Published quarterly.
Dedic d to dissemination of. high q'uality research' dealing with all aspects. 0 nine: biology In tropical and sub-tropical waters.

CAROLINA TIPS? Carolina Biological ISUppiy Co., 2700 York Road, Burlington, N.C.
.

Information and news about VariouS aspects of -the biological world and
catalogue lists of biological specimens currently available.

. CeNTRALATLiiNTIC CNVIRONiiiNT NEWS, Central Atlantic Environment Center,
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, .N.W. Washington, 0:0: 20036
News about current legtslation and planning 'of the Middle Atlantic region.

,Also, information about available recreation facilities.
4r .

CHEMECOLOGY; Manufacturing ChemIsts'Association, 3825 Connecticut Aven6, N.W.,
Yashington, D.C. .. 20009
Current news - about grants, articles, and committee proceedings of the association.
Kis% briefs on current legislation affecting industry.

CHESAPEAKE' BAY- FOUNDATION NEWS, Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Inc., Box 1709,
Annapolis, MD 21404
Information on industry., pollution, legislatien,.' grants, and appointments in

., the .Cheasapeake Baby- region.
4

CINECA NEWSLEfTER,,"published for CINECA {Cooperative Investigations of the
Northern.Part of.the1astern Central Atlantic') by the International Council

xplOratiqn of the. Sea, Charlottenlund Castle, 2920 Charlottenlund,Castle,
Irregular.

reports-relating to the international program CINECA, Iponsored
nternationai Council for the Exploration ofiihe,.Sea, the Intergovern-
ceanographic.Coiamission, the Food and #gric itAre Organization of the
atlons, and others. Published in French anii English. ti.0

COAST AND BAY BYLINES NEWSLETTER reports on developments of the proposal for the
. Coastil Zone _Management Program for Maryland's: Coastal Areas. .

Maryland Department -of Natural ResourCes, Tawes Office Building;
. Annapolis, MD 21401 -

' for the
Denmark-.
News' an
by:'the
mental
United

, -

6DASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
to all concerned with
specifically 'focusing.
Program.

NEWS is a bi-monthly report Unitaining news of interest
the proper .management of Delaware's coastal. resources,
on the dekelopment of the State's Coastal Management

Office of Management, Budget andPlanning, Pdst Office Box-1401, Townsend-4:-
-Building*, Over, DE 19901

etr 4
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CONSERVATION EDUCATION ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER relates prOmotional news of the

environment in education. Clayde Crowley, Editor, Post Office Box 60567,

Fort Worth, TX 76f15
.

CONSERVATIONII6UNDATION LETTER, Conservation Foundation, 1717 Massachusetts
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036

News on foundation activities, articles, and grants.

.
CONSERVATION. NEWS, National Wildlife Federation, 1412 16th Street, N.W.,

Washington, D.C. 20036
4 Current information on various conservation projects as well as news

on pending legislation,

CONSERVATION REPORT, Nationdl Wildlife Federation, 1.412 16th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036
Information on current government proposals anti legislation and updates on
grants and projects presently underWay.

CRWR NEWS, Center for Research in Water Resources, University of Texas at Austin,
.Balcones Research Center, Rt. 4, Box 189, Austin, TX 78757
Published quarterly.
News about the activities and projects undertaken by the Center, personnel,
courses offered, publications available; and project events,-

CSK NEWSLETTER, Japan Oceanographic Data Center, Hydrqgraphlc Department,
Maritime Safety Agency, Tokyov"Japan Published monthly,
Newstand activities relating to the international program Cooperative Study
of the Kuroshio and Adjacent Regions, sponsored by the,Intergovernmental:
Odeanographics Commission. Imprtant to the newsletter are-the cruise reports
now reported on the recehtly accepted ROSCOP (ReRort of Observations/Samples
Collected by Oceanographic Programs) forms, which are reproduced in the
newsletter;

CUEA NEWSLETTER,' CUEA (Coastal Upwelling Ecosystems Analysis) National Coordination
Center, Duke University Marine Laboratory, Beaufort, N.C. 28516
Successor to CUE NOTES, formerly.publiihed by the School of Oceanography,
Oregon State University.' The CUEA NEWSLETTER is designed to, keep program
personnel-and other interested persons informed about major events and
accomOishmentt of the project. In addition to news aboiremevents, meetings,
and persennel, t includes short articles from participants. CUEA is a
program under"the\IDOE (Internatibmal Decade of Oceanographic Exploration),
supported by the Naponal Science Foundation.

CURRENTS, Sea Grant Communications, 418 Administration Building, Oregon State
,University, Corvdllis,IDR 97331 -,P4glished every 2 or 3 months."
Articles of interst4tdPOregon!s commercial fishermen and news about
Oregon's Sea Grant and Marine Advisory programs. Recent publications are
listed: .

,

DATA SUM TECHNICAb BULLETIN, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
NOAA Data Buoy Office, National Space Technology Laboratories, Bay Saint Louis,
MS 39570 Published quarterly.
Information apout.gata buoy technology and application, including buoys
developed by the NOAA Data Buoy Office and other buoys; and information on
projects.or programs utilizing buoys.

. ,
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DECISIONSjOR DELAWARE Delaware Sea Grant Program,-University of Delaware.

Newark.; OE 19711

Series to otriIine critical marine problems and to prdvide alternate methods
of dealing with them. Irregular, $3.00 per issue,

-Sea Grant Looks at7011 B".-Biggs

-Sea Grant Looks at Legal Aspects OCS Development, G, Mangone & J. Homer
-Sea Grant Looks.,at OCS Development,- J. .Goodman (Available from NTIS)

DELAWARE`CONSERVATLON EDUCATION ASSOCIATION NEWSLETTER, Box 45, Dover,-DE 19901

News of proceedings, new courses in the field, and curriculum programs for K-12.

}

ECOLOG, Logical Ecology, Inc., Box 184, Oyster Bay, N.Y. 11771 Published weekly.
News about the environment, such as pertinent'laws, econbmics,
technological breakthroughs, consultants, arid Federal contracts and
sources.' The marine environment is. included.,,

ECO/LOG WEEK..Corpus Services, 6 Crescent Road, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Published weekly.

. ,
News about events, legislation; products, patents and processes, and
literature relating to ecology, including marine activities. United States
as Well as Canadian activities are included.

EDS, Environmental Data Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
H.S. Department ofCommerce; Washington, D.C, 20235 Published bimonthly.
News about geOplysical, 'atmospheric, and oceanographic programs and, data
information service's available from the components' of the Environmental Data
Service`, including the Center for ExOriment Design and'Data Analysts, the
Environmental Science Information Center, the NationalClimattc..Center, the
National,OceivograOic Data Center, the National Geophysical and
Solar-Terresfilal Data Center, And the Center for Climatic and Environmental
Assessment:

ENVIRONMENT REPORT, Trends Publishing, Inc.,National Press Building,
;Washington, D.C. 20004 Published. twice monthly.
turrenrevents relating to the environment, including the marine environment.
.Contractand grant actions, tconferences, and publications are listed.
Publisher also cites treads in actions regarding tho environmeat,

/-ENVIRONMENT REPORTER, Bureau of National;AffairsOnc., 123i 25th Street N.W,. ,

Washington, D,C. 20037 PubliShed weekly.
Current events relating to pollution and -i.ts control, are rOated,usually by
area or State Pertinent laws, meetings, and contract awards and grants are
cited; The marine environment is included.

ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCE, MassachIrsetts Department of Natural 'Resources, Division of
Conservation Services,.Leverett Saltonstall Building, 100 Cambridge Street,
Boston, MA 022,02 Published twice a month.
New and articles relating to environmental .resources in Massachusetts,:
Marine.fisrieries, coastal zone management, and marine pollution are

' among the topics discussed.

tit

CIiiZEN'S BULLETIN, U.S.'Environmental Protection Agency, WashingtOn, D.C. 20460
Published monthly.'
News 41pout activities and events relating to and affecting, the environment,
and mithods taken to control or prgVent activities harmful to 4e environment.
The marinelpnvironment is included, - t
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EXPOSURE, cio Dr. Rod Mesecar, School of Oceanography, Oregon State.University,

Corvallis, OR 97331 Published hi-monthly.

Designed for oceantechnologists, EXPOSURE consists of ar,t1cles about
instruments arid techniques for ocean exploration and engieeering. A column
on problems and their solutions is included. Contributions are itivitexi.

It is also available from the National Technical Information Service.

FATHOM LINE, Marine Resources Center, South Carolina Wildlife and Mar4oe Resources
Department, Post Office Box 12559, Charleston, SC 29412 Published bi-monthly.
News about South Carolina's Sea Grant Program and activities that affect the
program.

FISHERY INFORMATION BULLETIN, National Canners Association, 1133 20th Street, N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20036 Published weekly.
Information relating to fishery products. Includes notices of meetings;
Federal activities, legislative actions and proposed actions, and marketing
news.

FLASHES, National Fisheries Institute, 1730 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
. Washington, D.C. 20006 Irregular.

Institute news and notes about legislation affecting the fishing industry.

FLORIDA CONSERVATION NEWS, State of Florida Department of Natural Resources,
202 Blount Street,' Tallahassee, FL 32301 Publihed monthly.
News about events relating to natural resources in Florida, their use and
their conservation. Coastal zone and marine activities prediainate,

GATE NEWS, U.S. Gate Project Office,-NOAA, Code EA -6, 6010 Executive Boulevard,
Rockville, MD 20852 Irregular,
Reports on activities and progress of GATE, the Global Atmospheric Research-,
Program's (GARP) Atlantic TropicalExperiment. Included are plans, changes
in plahs, ship apeqtion notes, and meeting announcements and summaries.

GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION SOCIETY NEWSLETTER, American.Geological Institute,
2201 M. Street, N.11, Washington, D.C. 20037 frregulor. .

News about professional, activities of So6ety members and about programs of
the Society, many of. which concern the marine environment,'

o
GRAPEVINE, Geophysical Services, Inc., address inquires to the Editor, The Grapevine,

Post Office Boi 5621, M.S, 938, Dallas, TX 75222 Pbtished
News about company activities and personnel.

GREAT LAKES NEWS LETTER, Great Lakes Commission, Institute of Science and
. Technologyguilding, 2200 Boni steel Boulevar4, Ann Arbor, MI.-48105

Publish 'd bi-monthly. ,

News abut activities of the Comipission and other activities pertaining to
the Great Lakes. Current references to pertinent publications appear
regularly.

1-1ARBOR TIDES, Sea Grant, Grays Harbor College, Aberden, WA 90520 Published bi-monthly.
Published foruse of commercial fisheries people in the,Grays Harbor and Willapa
Bay area Includes news, information about legislative matters, navigation
information, and tips on more effective boat handling and fishing techniques.

t.
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HAWAII COASTAL ZONE NEWS iS pubiished.monthly by the Hawaii DepartTentf
PlaniN acid Economic Development and contains articles on current matters
relate ,to Hawaii's coastal environment.
Hawaii CoastNone News, c/o University of Hawaii Sea GranC,College,
Marine Advisory'Program, 252 Spalding Hall, 2540 Maile Way, Honolulu,
HI 96822

HYDROCARBONS IN AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS NEWSLETTER, Bermuda Biological Station,
Saint George's West, 1-15 Bermuda Irregular.

Announcemehts of meetings, cruises, publications, and relevant news items
are included.

IDOE INTER-UNIVERSITY FERROMANGANESE PROGRAM NE SLETTER,2c/o Robert Gerard,
Coordinator; Inter-University Ferromangane e Program, Lamont-Ooherty
Geological Observatory,"Palisades, N.Y. 1 64 Irregular.

, Reports onthe progress of the program and nnounces meetings and
publications of interest.-

*4.

. .

IMS NEWSLETTER, Editor, IMS Newsletter, Division f Oceanography UNESCO,
7 Plact de Fontenoy, 75700, Paris, France P lished quarterly.
News anuf-international marine science-relat d projects, programs, and
activities and about national programs'that mi ht be of interest to the
international community.

INFORMATION BULLETIN, pacific ScienceAssociation, B rnice P. Bishop Museum,
Post Office Box 6037, Honolulu, HI 96818 Publi hed bi-monthly.
Reports on 'research. activities and proposed activities in the Pacific
area. Marine science activities are included. mposia and conferences
are announced or reported.

INFORMATION NEWSLETTER; Nova Scotia Museum, 1747 Summer'Street, Halifax,
g.S. B3H 3A6

'Contains information regarding all aspects of science including "How to"
information.

INFORMATION NORTH, Artic Institute of North American, 1619 New Hampshire Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20009 Published quarterly.
News and articles about projects,and activities in th Artic, many of

which are marine related. Included are announcements f meetings and
publications' and book reviews.

INTERFACE, Plessey Environmental Systems, 3939 - Ruffin Road, an Diego, CA
. 92142 Published. quarterly. ,

Resorts on activities undertaken by the organization in nvironmental
research, including oceanography. Emphasizes use of inst uments developed
by the. Corporation, with special emphasis on the salinity temporature
depth device.

INTERNATIONAL TSUNAMI INFORMATION CENTER NEWSLETTER, Internation 1 Tsunami
Information Center (ITIC),.Post Office Box 3887, aonolulu; I4J 96812'
Irregular.
Information about tsunamis and especially methods to predict them,
activities,of the ITIC, and events affecting'the Center.

ISLANDS', Virginia Coast Reserve, Brownsville, Nassawidox,'VA 23413\

The official newsletter of the Virginia Coast Reserve,a preserlye of the
Nature Conservancy.

\



LERNER MARINE LABORATORY NEWSLETTER, Lerner Marine Laboratory, Bimini, Bahamas

(Send requests to Office of the Deputy Director,for Research,
American Museum of Natural History, 79th'Street and Central Park .West,
New York, N.Y. 10024). Irregular.
Reports on investigations undertaken by the Laboratory, activities of
personnel, and visitors:

LITTORAL LINES, Battelle Memorial Institute? 505. King Avenue, Columbus, OH

43201 Published monthly.
News about research in ocean science and marine technology Includes notes

about people, publications, and meeting5,

LOUISIANA COASTAL LAW, Sea Grant Legal Program, Louisiana State
3401.aw Center, Baton Rouge, LA 70803 Irregular.
'News about coastal zone management activities ifl'Louisiana
the legal uses of the coastal zdhe.

University,

, with emphasis on

MACID NEWSLETTER, Marine Sciences Instrumentation Division, Instrument Society of
America, Society Headquarters, 530 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh, PA 15219.

Irregular.
Information about activities of the Society and news about events' relating
to marine science instrumentation, people involved with instrumentation,
pertinent meetings, and related publications.

MAINE STREAM, Land'and Water Resources Institute, University of Maine at Orono,
11..Coburn.Hall, Orono, ME 54473.. Published bi-monthly.

News-about activities of the Institute and about National activities of
interest to scientists and other activities relating to local Maine interests.

MAKAI NEWSLETTER'is a monthly pUbltcatian of University of Hawaii Sea Grant College
Program and contains a variety of marine education articles including a
monthly tide charts
Makai Newsletter, 2540 Maile Way. Spalding Hall 252B, Honolulu, HI 96822

MARIC BULLETIN: Marine Resources Iiiforfilation Center, MITSea GrantPoogramt
Massachusetts Institute of,T1chnology, Room 5-331, Cambridge, MA 92139
Published^bi-monthly.
News about acquisitions, activities, and services furnished by the Center
and other related informationon marine research activities at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

MARINE ADVISORY BULLETINS: Delaware Sea Grant College Program, of
Delaware, Newark, DE 19711

An illustrated series featuring various aspects of marine 1 and Del are's -

coastal environment. Published titles include The Blue Crab, Shark,
The Pea Crab, To Build a Better (Saltmarsh) Flytrap, Flounder, The Hdrseshoe
Crab, Common seashells of Delaware, Coastal Eroslon,14eak:y and Jellyfish.
Single copies free. Irregular.

MARINE ADVISORY PROGRAM NEWSLETTER,.Cooperative Extenvion Service--USDA,
University of Florida, Institute of Food and Agricultural Sciences,
Gainesville, FL 32611 Published monthly.
A Florida Sea' Grant publication, the newsletter includes news about Sea Grant r
and other activities pertaining. to Florida's'coasial marine areas. It lists

available publications, announces meetings and other events, and includes
information about people.
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MARINE ADVISORY PROGRAMS NEWSLETTER, University of California Marine Advisory Program,

Department of Animal Physiology, 188 Briggs Hall, University,of California,
Davis, CA 95616 Publislid bi-monthly,
News about the marine advisory programs anci especially about the Californiat
program and news events of interest to California's marine scientists and fisher-
men. Includes a list of available' publications.

MARINE ADVISORY SERVICE-NEWSLETTER, Marine Advisory Service, University of Rhode
Island, Narragansett Bay Campus, Narragansett; RI 02882 Published monthly..

A Sea Grant-sponsored publication containing news of interest to local
fishermen and information about'acSivities of the marine scientists at the
University of Rhode island. Lists of publications are included..

MARINE AFFAIRS, Sea Grant Program, Allan Hancock Foundation; University of
Southern California, University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90007
News about the Sea Grant activities at the University'of Southern California.

MARINE ECOLOGY RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS, Environmental Protection Agency, National
Marine Water Quality Liboratory-, South:Ferry Road, Narragansett, RI 02882
Irregular.

Reports on research activities at the Laboratory,

IIARINE-FISH MANAGEMENT, Nautilus Press, 1056 National Press Building, Washington,
D.C. 20004 Published monthly.
A new (195) publication of Nautilus Press, the newsletter includes
-information about Federal activities, Federal and.international laws regulating
'fisheries, pertinent news items, new publi.cations, and meetings4 , .

MARINE INFORMATION TRANSMITTER, MIT Sea Grant Program, Room 3-282; M.asSachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139 Published 'every 6 to 8 weeks.
News about marine science activities at the MassachusettS Institute Of
Technology and of related'Sea Grant activities.

MARINE MAMMAL NWS, Nautilus Press, 1056 National Press Building, Washington, D:C.
'20045 Published monthly.
News about activities pertaining to marine mammals,' particularly existing'

. and proposed legislative and Federal Actions'

I
MARINE MAN, Memorial, University of Newfoundland., Saint John's, Canada PubliShed'

'quarterly., .

Designed primarily for students, the newsletter, focuses on angouncement of
new publications, meetings, programs, current trends, and relbarch activities
of interest to students working in the area of marine/human adaptations,'
'News items are,worldwide And not limited to NewYoundrd.

MARINE NEWSLETTER; Coastal-Plains Center.foi Marine Development,Servics,
1518 Harbor Drive, Wilmington, N.C. 284O1 Publisheibi-Wtekly,
News about marine activities of interest to or within North and South Carolina
and.Georgia. Information apout,recent publications is4often included, and
meetings, of inttrett are announced..

/
,MARINE POLICY REPORTS, SEA GRANT COLLEGE PROGRAM, University of Delawat44ollege of

Marine Studies, Robinson Hall, Newark, DE 19711 Published 6 times yearly.
News on government policies, oceap.conferencest.and proceedings.I
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MARINE POLLUTION BULLETIN, Macmillan Publishing, Lt., 4 Little Essex Street.
London WC2R 3 LF England; Perganion Press, Inc., Maxwell House, Fairview

Park, Elmsford, N.Y. 10523 (and Headington H111 Hall, Oxford, England.)
R. B. Clark, Editor Iipblished monthly.

This bulletin sets ourto cover all aspects of the fight for life of the
lakes, estuaries, seas, and oceans. It includes news, comment, reviews, and
research management and productivity of the marine environment in.generalx

MARINE RESOURCE INFORMATION BULLETIN,Wirginia Institute of Marine-Sciences,
Gloucester Point, VA 23062 Published bi-monthly,
Reports'on resources in the marine areas gf Virginia and other topics of
interest to fishermen. Of particular interest are reports on the quality-
and quantity of oysters and locations of oyster shellstring survey stations.

. This 19 "a Sea Grant Advisory Service publicatton.

MARINE RESOURCES AOVISORY IES, Virginia Institute of 'marine Sciences.,
40Glomcestir Point, VA 062 Irregular. -

Published as a part of the Sea Grant Advisory Project. Each issue consists
, of a topical report on a marine resource of interest to Virginia fishermen..

.. MARINE RESOURCES DIGEST /MARINE BIOLOGY DIGEST, Girard Associates', Inc, Box 404,
Mount Arlington, N.J. 07856 Published` monthly.

Reports on current events +elating to marine sciences, includidig activities
undertaken by, marine research institutions and by individual. marine scientists, '

' as -well aW new products and recent publications.
/,

MARINE SCENE, Douglas'Coughen6wer, Extension Area Marine Agent, Post Office. Box 338,
Palmetto, FL -33W . ,

A Marine Advisory Programtiewsletter, published under. the sponsorship of the
Florida Cooperative Extension Service, the newsletter is directed toward
coastal resident's and fishermen in the five southWest Florida counties. It

_includes news and inforOation about'ongo'ing activities, new publications,
tips for marine resourqe sers, meetings, and Federal and State activities
of interest,.

...

MARINE SCENE - PANHANDLE EDIT40 , Jeffrey Fisher, Extension Arei Marine Agent,
301 McKenzie'Avenue,Panama City, F.. 32401 Irregular. .

A Marine Advisory Program newsletter,.published under the sponsorsh4p of e

Florida Choperetive Exten ion ervice,this .edition is directed toward
coastal jesidents and fish nmen in Abe nine, counties along Florida's '-

norttiweSten,coast. It co tains the same type'of information as the ,,

MARINE,SCENE. ,)
,..

. ,

NARINE SCIENCE CONTENTS TABLE, Food and Agriculture Organization of the U.N.,
.. .

Fishery Respurces and Environment Division, Via delle Terme di Caracalle ..

00100 Romer Italy. Published monthly. Free. "-.! .

This periddical reproducei the tables of contents of core'journals 'in '
,,t

.flmarine.sciences and technology.
It 1

MARINE TECHNOLOOY SOCIETY, LOS
Los Angeles Section, Post
Published- monthly,
News .abolit Society acts vi

'ANGELES REGION SECTION, Marine Technology SOciety,
Office Box .227, Northridge, CA 91325

ties in the Los-Angeles region and items about
cgrrent events and legisl'tive actions affecting marine sciences in the area.
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MARTEK MARINER, Martek Instruments: nc., 879 West 16th Street, Newport Beach,
' CA 92660 Irregular.

Descriptive articles about current marine research programs, data collection
methods, And marine science instruments.

MML NEWSIOTER, Mote Marine Laboratory, 9501 Blind Pass Roads FL 33581

Reports on activitiesbeing undertaken by theLaboratory, which is especially.
concerned with shark research.

,MODE HOT LINE NEWS,Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA 02543
Published bi7weekly.

News about activities pertaining to MODE (Mid-Ocean Aynamics Experiment),
one of the programs under the IDOE (International Decade of Oceanographic
Exploration). .Also includes brief articles contributed by the MODE
Anyestigators. ^Published by Woods liole Oceanographic Institution with
support from the IDOE Programi of the National Science Foundation and the
Dfftce of Naval_ Research.

.*.

MOSS LANDING MARINE LABORATORIES NEWS, Seg. Grant Advisory Services, MossLandidg
Marine Laboratories, Post Office Box 223, Moss Landing, C4 95039
Published bi-monthly.
News of the study and mse,of the oceans with emphasis onistudies carried on
by the Laboratories. Announcements of meetings and new publicationskand
seafood recipes are also included.

-NAI NEWS, Normadeau Asiociates, Inc., 686 Mast Road, Winchester, N.H. 03102
- Published quarterly.

,

Information 'about capabilities and activities of Normadeau Associates.in
, environmental research, much of whichore in the marine environment.

A c

NATIONAL FISHERMAN, Circulation Office, Camden, ME 04843
Information on current events of interest to commercial and sport fishermen
as well as ,commercial processors.

NAUI NEWS, National-Asso.ciation of Underwater Instructors, Headquarters,
22809 Barton Road, Grand Terrace (Colton), CA- 92324 9 to 12 issues a year.,
News about diving activities and marine science research projects of interest
to divers.

NEMRIP (New England Marine ResourCes Informattdin. Program), MARINE RESOURCES'

INFORMATION, University of Rhode Isiond, Narragansett Bay Campus,.Narragansett,
RI 02822 Published monthly. -
News and articles'relating to marine science research'activities in New England
with notes about meetings and publications of interest to marine scientists
in the area.

NEW PUBLICATIONS OF THE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY, 329 National Center, Reston, VA 22092
Published monthly.

NEWS REALEASE, D.S.D.P. Scripps Institution of OceanOgraphy, University of
California, La Jolla, CA 92037 Irregular.
News about ongoing activities of the Deep Sea Drilling Project,'including
schedules, sites proposed for drilling, personnel, discoveries, and problems.

20 5
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NEWSLETTER, AMerican,Shore and Beack Preservation Aisbciation, 10 Riacenbacker

News about events and activities affecting beaches and shorelines, and .
methods.taken 65 preverit'or control erosion; atso,includes.news about:
relevant meetings and publications. .- ,, .

. . --.

NEWSLETTER, Association of Sea Grant Program Institutions Secretariat, Graduate
School of Oceanography, UniVersity of 'Rhode Island,' Kingston, RI 02881

Published monthly. .

.
. .

News about actions affecting the Sea Grant program' and about institutions
involved in the program. Infoiimation about actions at theFederal. level
predominates.

Causeway, Miami, FL 33149 Publishe*-monthly.

$.

NEWSLETTER, Aquacultural Engineering. Laboratory, Unfversity.pf Mass.chusetts
eat Wareham, .15A Main Stret, Wareham, MA 02671 Irregul,ar, -

. , Designed for the shellfish.ermamin the New England State's, the newsletter

describes activities, programs, and .projects underta0n,at the Laboratory',
Publications are listed.

NEWSLETTER, Bermuda Biological Station, Saint Georges West, -15 Bermuda
Published quarterly. ,

. .

.(:News abl research activities and programs undertaken'at the Station.
Meetings nd publications are announced. , .

NEWSLETTER, Center for Dredging Studies, Departmentof
Texas A and M University, .College Station, TX 77843 Irregular.,.

Information about the Center's activities; intluding-research programs; 1:\
courses, publications, and personnel. ,

4 ';
.

NEWSLETTER, Coastal Coordinating Couneil,tepartMent of Natural ResourCes, State
of Florida, 309 Magnolia.Office Plaza, Tallahassee, FL '32301

Published monthly.
News about coas'fal zone matters in Florida and in other States and other

news of interest to persons invollied in coastal zone.activities. Lists of

publications issued by the Council and significant publications received
by it are included. 1

NEWSLETTER, Florida Cooperative Extension. Service, Marine Advisory Program/Sea
Grant Program, G022 McCarty Hall, University of Florida, Gainesville,
FL 32611 Published bi-monthly.
News of interest to fishermen and others involved in FTorida's marine' reas

'and about.. the Sea Grant prOgru in Florida. ..Meetings of interest are
announced, and available publications are listed. .

NEWSLETTER OF THE AMERICAN FISHERIES SOCIETY, American Fisheries Society, '

Fourth Floor Suite, 1319-18th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. ,20036
Published bi-monthly.
News about activities of the Society and its several divisions and about
national and international agencies and programs that deal with fisheries
and the fishing industry. Proposals made at conventions' of.the Society
and related organizations are also.presented.

A,
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*EWSWIER,Sea papt Program, University of North ,carolina, 1235 Buriingti

. , Labbtatdrieso t1brth Caiolinaltate University, Raleigh, .C.' 27607
Rubli.shed..mOnthqy'.

4..1 #

liews.about.NOrth ,Sardjina's Sea Grant` Advisory Service,

NEWSLEITElierSea'Grant,-,Universit;f:Of Caiifhia,rInstitute of Mar.i.pe'ReoUrces
I

.

,
Box 1529, ta.-Jolla,, CA 92037 Pubrished bi-montfily.. ,,. P.,
News apout Sea grant ang-other activities relating to the ,Californial
coa's,tal area Iocludes brfef, reports:on prbgroms, lists cifloublicat4ons; -t
'and notices of,meetings and other events. ;-$. '. .?. .

,.. ' , .s .t , .

NEWSLEVER; Southern New ,England Marine. Science Association, c/o Stuart 0: 1,14e., ".
:'1 's .' Graduate School Iif Qceandgraphy, University of Rhbde Island; Kingston,

. RI 02881. Irregular. ', .: ,.. , ,' -' N i
, , ... ,

'.V. 1 :# ;Activities of, the Associaticin and its membersi-news about other marine .. '
reseireh.actIvi ti es 'of tijterest to' the _membership.'..,,

....1

"
, .,%

NEWSL'ETTER OF Tli,e CsOOPERATIVt TTIVESTIGATIONS.IN tiE MEDITERRANEAN (CIM)
,stet "The International- Coordinator and The Operational-Unit, 16, Bd*..de Suitse,

.../ `. (.10tolite-Carlo, Monaco Irregular,, . ,. .

. .

. I ncluggs descri ptions of subprograrrit, repOrts ,oq meetings, reportS from
, .national coordinators; resumes of' individual' cruises , and relate& a rti cies
'? Pit 'nm4sletter is a more formal preientati*:than most .newsletters.

, te *
k i:..

NORA liEEK.,, National eteanic and Abnospherit Administration, U.U. S: Department
-. of Commerce, Backlit lle, MU 20852 .Publ tshed weekly: ' ..': .4 % Nt

Article,s,reiating twspeciarresearch 'activities, particularly those in
wtoich NORA staff members participate, and staff news.,e Seafood recipes ,
fr*quently appear: ..

. . ' ,
.. .. : , . c 1 % .

. . . ,
...

0 . lk .
MORPIK.HVA,IGHTS, 6crippseInstitution of ocearipgraPhy,,La iloll,a,'CA" .92037

'Rub Athed bi-monthly,.. .. ' :. .. ' .

News "about".NORPAX, the. North Pacific EXperinient, atc.0E (International
,--..Decade of Oteanogra"phic'Exploration) program to sure fthe large-icale

oceaniC#tmospheric systenit in the entire korth Pacific. Short articles,
lists of new publications, and ill ustrations. are :included:

..-, .

NORTH' CAROLINA, SEAGRANT NEWSLETTER; SedGrani Program, School rot Public
Uritversay bUNRcth Car6lins, Chapel Hill, N.C. -t7514

Publ i shed (monthly. -1 -

.An indexed liSt of reports relating to Sea Grant activities or compiled"
at Sea Grant institutions and deposited in the William Madison Randall
Library at' the University of North Carolina at Wilmington.

. . -
NORTHWEST CURRENTS, Oceanographic ,Institute of Washington, 312First Avenue,

North, Seattle, WA 98109 Published bi- monthly.
Lisfs.of marine reiearc.projects currently in progress' in the State of
Washington. Plans call for the. preparation of annual compendium that will
be cross- indexeti by, organization, investigator, subject, and area.

VISA NEWS, Nttional SeCuriti Industrial Association, Union Trust Building.,
15th and H Streets, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 Published bi-monthly.
Includei information about OSTAC activities (Oceag Science and Technology
Advisory Commi.ttee of NSIA). Most 'information in this newsletter is not
marine related. r,
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- NYOSL NEWSLETTER, New York Ocean Science Laboratory; Montauk., N.Y. 11954'
News of interest, to colleges and universities affiliated with `the NYOSL.

- OCEAN SCIENCE LOG, Ocean Affairs Bbard, NatiOnal Academy of Sciences,
2301 Constitution Avenue, N,W., Washington, D.C. 20418 Irregular.
Information about activities of the Ocean Affairs Board (0AB) AND -

Aceanographic activities and projects at the national and international
levels. A frequent column "Pelagic Oceanographers" provides information
on newassignments of prominent oceanographers. New OAB publications.
and others of interest are announced.

OCEAN LAW MEMO, Ocean Resources Law Program, University of Oregon Law School,
Eugene, OR 97403 Irregular.

Separate articles about topical legal questions relating to uses of the
oceans. The Rcean Resources Law Program is a part of the Sea Grant
.Program.

.

OCEAN OIL WEEKLY REPOT, Petroleum Publishing Co., Post Office Box. 1941

Houston, TX 77001, Published weekly.
News of exploration fgr and production of petroleum in marine areas
throughout the world.' Current events relating to the offshore petroleum
industry and information about company activities are included.

OCEAN, PRODUCT NEWS, Chandler Publishing Co., Post Office Box 45037,
:Chicago, IL. 60545 Rublished quarterly.
News about marine products and instruments, pcoMpanies with oceanographi
interests, and literatute relating to companiet and/or products. A request
tard enabling users to obtain information or 1terature with ease is included.

OCEAN SCIENCE AND ENGINEfRIRG NEWSLETTER., Ocean Science and Engineering Inc.,
1601 Water Street, Long Beach, CA, 908011Nblished quarterly:
News about company activities in ocean scierice and engineering.

OCEAN SCIENCE NEWS, Nautilus Press, Inc., ational Press Buildihg,
r Washington, D.C. 20004 PubliShed weekly., .. .

News about current marine science activities, mainly from apolititil 1
standpoint. ... . ..- . '4

. .

OCEAN scuric ON STATION, Nautilus Press, Inc., National Press Building,
Washington, D.C. 20004' Accompani s OCEAN SCIENCENEWS.

.

A fact sheet supplementing Ocean S 'erne News., with news about current .

events, company activities, coratac , 'publications, and products.

OCEAN SOUNDINGS, Marine Technology'Societ
1730 M. Street, N.W., Washington, D.
Inserted in THE MARINE TECHNOLOGY SO
informetitin about the Society, its

the membership.. It isespecialty co
4

American Society for Oceanography, .

. 20036 Published monthly.
IETY JOURNAL, OCEAN SOUNDINGS includes
tubers , and activitiesAgf interest to
cerned.with meetings ef the Society.

OCEANIC GAME FISHAVESMATIONS 1 WSLETT R, SPutheast Fisheries Center,
National rarine Fisheries Se Vice, AA, Miami, Ply 33149
Published annually,
Ano tnnual report gamefish resear ih ,conducted by'

Center with tables giving catch dat .
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1 OCEANOGRAPHY NEWSLETTER, Benson Miller, Editor, Drawer 629, Solana Beach, CA

92075
Contains news of mining, drilling, farming, and populating the sea floor.

OCS UPDATE, Seatrant College Program, College'of Marine Studies, University
of Delaware, Newark, DE 19711 Published periodically.
Provides information on Mid-Atlantic oil and gas deVelopment.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST SEA, Oceanographic Commission of Washington, 312 First Av,enue,
North, Seattle, WA 98109 Published quarterly.
News and articles about marine science activities in the State, events that

. might be of interest to local scientists, recommendations for research
projects, announcements of activities and forthcoming events, and news about
individual scientists.

PHYCOLOGICALNEWSLETTER, Mycological Society of America, c/o Norma J. Long,
' $ Botany Department, University of California, Davis,_CAI 95616 Irregular.

News about events sponsored by the Society and activities of members.
Especially, concerned with the alga and seaweed symposia.

PDLLOTANT IDENTIFICATION RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS, Southwest Environmdhtal Research
Laboratory, Environmental Protection Agency, College Station Road,

k Athens, GA ''30601 Irregular. 4.

News items about current research in pollutant identification.
0,

PROFILE: COLLEGE OF MARINE STUDIES AT THE UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE: Delaware

Sea Grant College Program, University of Delawass., Newark, .DE 19711

Updated twice yearly. lit

.Includes statistics on staff, faculty, and students and their areas of
academic concentration. Also listed are research programs conducted by

1.,
the College of Marine Studies and Servicl programs, and descriptions
of the physical facilities and research vessels usid.and operated. Free.

QUALITY OF COASTAL -WATERS PROJECT BULLETIN, Sea Grant Program, Water Resources .

Research Center,.University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96816 Published

Repertg summarizing results of research activities ,plating to.the'project.

RESOURCE RECOVERY REPORT is a monthly review of current efforts and progrest in
the process of resource recovery. ..

.

,
Resource Recovery Report, 1707 H Street, N.W., Suiti 607;
Washington, b.C.. 20006,

e
-

..

.
. i

SALMON NEWSLETTER, California Department of Fish and Game, Ocean Salmon Project,
Post Office Box 47, Yountville, CA- 94559 Published monthly.
Designed for salmon fishermen of California. Includes infortation about
catch statistics; 'programs for conservation, a and.legislattve, proposed, and

regulatory actions.

'PENCE AND ENGINEERING NEWS FROM NOAA (SEN), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Adminiltration, U.S. Department of Commerce, Rockville, MD 20852' Irregular.

'* Each issue contains an .article relating to a current scientific or
engineering project. Marine scientific projects are often covered.
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SCOSC PELICAN:Murray D. Dailey, Director, Southern California Ocean Studies
Consortium, Post Office Box 5700 925 Harbor Plaza, Long Beach, CA 90801

Irregular.

News of activities involving the Consortium and especially\40out fts
members and their research activities.

SCRIPPS AQUARIUM NEWSLETTER, T. Wayland Vaughn Aquarium Museum, Scripps
'Institution of Oceanography, 8602 La Jolla Shores Drive, La Jolla, CA 92093
Pu4pshed 9uarterly.
Reporti on Scripps Aquarium activities and marine-related stories and events
of interest.

SEA BREEZES, Save Our Seas Newsletter, 245 2nd Street, N.t., Washington, D.C.
20005. Published bi-monthly.
News about activities relating to conservation and good management of the r
oceans.

SEA GRANT COLLEGE PROGRAM ANNUAL REPORTS, Delaware Sea Grant College Program,
University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19711
Illustrated reports explaining research, education, And advisory
accomplishments under the Delaware Sea Grant Program. Free. .

SEA GRANT NEWSLETTER, University of Hawaii, Sea Grant Publications, Room 253,
'Spalding Hall, Honolulu, HI 96822 Published monthly.
News about marine science activities in Hawaii, including information
about research activities, people, legislative actions, and especially
the Sea Grant Program.

SEA GRANT NEWSLETTER, Cooperative Extension SerVice, Mississippi State
University, Box 4557, Biloxo, MS 39531 Irregular.
A Sea Grant Advisory Service publication compiled for the Mississippi-
Alabama Sea Grant Consortium and others. Contains news of interest to
Gulf Coasefisherman and about activities of the Consortium. '

SEA GRANT 70's, Sea Grant Program Office, Texas A &,M University, College
Station, TX 77843
News about coastal zone activities and the participation of the Sea Grant
offices in these activities. A special ffature of,each issue is a list
of new Sea Grant publications with abstracts.

SEAHORSE, Hydro Products, Tetra.Tech Co., Post Office Box 2528, San Diego,
CA 92112 Irregular.

, News about marine science activities, particularly those involving a
product of the Corporation, and news abut products available from the
Corporation. ' t.

1 .

THE,4SEA HORSE-BULLETIN OF THE NJ MARINE EDUCATION ASSOCIATION, K. Manger
Editor, NJMS Consortium, Building 22,,Fort Hancock, N.J. 07732
Relates.: news of interest to marine educators, including Consortium

notes and events.

0,,

ft
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SEASCOPE, John M. King, rditor, cio Aquarium Systems, Inc., 33206Lakeland

-.Boulevard, Eastlake, OH 44094 Published four times a year.
News and articles about aquaculture projectscand the problems in
maintaining quatic organisms in-closedocirculation systems. Book reviews,

..publication announcements, and new product information are Included.

SFI BULLETIN, Sport Institute,'608 13th Street, N.W:;
Washington, D.C. .20005 Published bi-monthly.
News of interest to sporrfisherman, includinggormation.about meetings,
legal matters, conservation measures and manag t of ishing areas.

An
.SHOALS14ARINE LAB NEWSLETTER, Shoals Marine LabOrato7,. ost Office Box 778,

Portsmouth, N.H. )03801 IrreguTar.
,News about the activities of the Laboratory that'it sponsored by Corni14
Untvenity, The University of.New Hampshire, an he State Univertity of
New York. Conservation of thegcogtal zone is major item of interest.

SIHTINGS, The Mariners Press, Inc., Post Office Box 540, Boston, MA 02117.:

Published bi-monthly. -
Describekbooks av ilable frolOtariners Press that relate to diving,
marinOlfe,qceas e hunting; shipwrecks, ocean 'sciences, salvage, and

()the pertinent top .

SOUNDINGS: LAOF THE SEA NEWS AND COMMENTARY, Je4sici,IMott, Editor,
245 2nd'Street, N.E.,10shington, D.C. 20002
A bulletin that repoets on the news of the U.N. Law of the Sea Conference
(UNCLOS) meetings, other marine news and happenings of interest, d other
marine group meetings. It is a publication of the Ocean Educ on Project
and the United Methodist Law of the Sea Project.

SPORT FISHING INSTITUTE BULLETIN, 608 13th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C, 20005,
Suite 801
Analyzes and evaluates'research in fishery science, acAltic ecosystems
management and related matters in both afresh a4d salt waters. Incorporated
also are extensile editorial comments based on scientific analyses and
studies by, the Institute's scientific staff regarding developments that-
affect conservation of renewable aquatic resources including the marine.
Publishedbi=monthly.

STEVENS INSTITUTE OETECHNOLOGY, OCEAN AND ENVIRON
, Office of Sea Gran and National Science Pau

AriewsTetter designed' to prepare and motiva
students to enter scientific careers relati g

ENT STUDY PROJECT (OESPY,
ation, Hoboken, N.J. 97030
selected high school
to marine sciences.

TAR.HEEL.COAST, North Carolina Department of Conservation and Development,
Post Office Box 27687, Raleigh, N.C 2701 Published monthly,
News about marine science activities in 'forth Carolina', with.emphasis on

fishing activities.

.

TEXAS COASTAL MANAGEMENT PROGRAM TCMe,.Gene al Land Office,'Austin, TX 78701

N Information about .the prograMiS activ ties as well as lotal news on research
\. .and laws.I. J

-...snL...-,
7
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TEA- LAW 'INSTITUTE REPORTER, Texas taw Institute ojP Coastal and Marine

Resourdes, College of Law, University of Hout on, Houston, TX. 77004'

\. Irregular:

Nevis relating to legal matters. affecting the Texas. coast... Announcements
of meeting and publications of interest are included. The newsletter is
sponsored, in 'part by the Sea Grant Program at Tixas.A and M University.

TEXAS TRAWLER; Texas A and -M University, Sea 'Grant Program, Rangell Nickelson
II, Seafood Technology Specialist, Faculty, MAil Service, Pbst Office8ox
155, College Station, TX 77843 Irregular. .

-News aboUt current research, laws and regulations, equipment and meetings
of interest' to commercial and sporq.fishermen, seafood processor, and
consumers.

TRIDENT, Marine Advisory Extension Service", Sea Grant, Humboldt California
State, University, Arcata, CA 9622 Published quarterly.
News, about events, projects, and services of interest to localfishermen.

,

TRIGOM COMMUNICATIONS, TOG* The, Research Institute of the Gulf of Maine,
.95,FilmOUlli Street,. Penland, ME 04103 Published quarterly.
News .about activities of the institutions composing TRIGOM and of other
agencies of interest to the community.

.

TUNA NEWSLETTER, Southwest Fisheries Center, National Mar4ne
.

Fisheries Service,
8604 La Jolla ,Shore: Drive, La Jolla, CA' 92037
News of interest to tuna fishermen including notes about. scientific
research, fisheries assessments and catches, foreign fisheries programs,
Atlantic tuna progr%ms, and publications of interest.

.
. .

, , .

26°N 80°W, Dorothy H. and Lewis Rosenstiel Schoolof Marine and Atmospheric.

.

'Sciences, Univ 4ty of Miami, 10 Ridkenbacker Cayseway, Miami, FL 33149'

Irregular. . ,

News about the marine science activities and educational programs -of -..t.

the school t*
0 .

UNDERWATER LETTER, Call han ,Pulications, Post Office Box 37.51, Washington,
D.-C,. 20007' .Publiihed three. times a month.

.

Reports on' marine science activities, ,especially those of' the federal
Government. Descriptions of marine research facilities are often
included. A supplement, entitled "Hydrogram", containing intelligence
briefings about marine scientists, new publications, new products and

, processes, and contract awards is attached to each Issue. ,.

UNDERWATER- NATURALIST, American- Littoral Society, Sandy Hook Highlands, NO .,

07732 Published quarterly, .
.

.
.

Marine 'articles, a conservation pieje, a coastwatch section for, specific
sections of the country, a field note section, and a tagging report.

UNFPA Newsletter; Population is a monthly newsletter which covers activities
of the United Nations related_to population.
United Nations Fund for PopulatIon Activities (UNFPA), 485 Lexington
Avenue, New4York, -N.Y. 10017 ,

E70
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF .C.OWERCE NEWS (NOAA-SERIES),".U. S. Depar:tment of .*
. Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230 Irregular.

Each issue consists of a single news item about a:current activity of
one of the major compopents of NOAA, which-includes the Environmental
Data Service, the National Ocearrturvey, 'the National Marine Fisheries
Service, the. Environmental Research Laboratarles, Ole National Weather ,

Service, and NESS. .

.

UNIVERSITY AND .THE SEA,Texas A and M University Sea Grant Program, W. T.
Doherty Building, College Station, TX 77843 ublished.bi-monthly,. -
News about marine research activities,' principal ly4those. in the Gul,f.of.
flexico. Includes information about people, 'publications, and meetings.

=, UPDATE, Teledyne Has-iings4aydist,.Hampthn, VA '23361 ublishedkionthly.
6. $

News about Raydist Systeins and operations. '

. 114-COMMERCIAL FIVERIES NEWSLETTER, Department of Fisheries and Marine
t ... Technology, College of Resource Ilevelopment,'University of Rhode Island.

Av,ai l'alil.e. through the EcUtor, _NEMRIP, University of Ahode_Islaqd,
1.
"se Narragansett; RI* 02882- Published bi-monthly. 4°

Information.on con:nerd al' fisheries in. the Rhode Island waters and on
_marine science activities affecting the fisheries. Supported by the URI
Cooperative Extension Seevixeand URI Marine Advisory Service,

.11SCMARINE AFFAIRS, Set Grant Program, University of Southern Caltforinia",
'University Park, Los Angeles, CA 90007 'Published monthly. ,"
,News about Sea Grant' Programs in general and specifically the program at

*. Ahe'University. 'Includes information about publications produced by the
,, Sea Grint Program. , .

. :' , , . . ..,
.

w"VIRGINIAMARINE TIMES, Sea Grant Advisor), Services Project, Virginia
Pot/technic Institute and.State University, Blacksburg, VA 2406)
Published quarterly.
An advisory newsletter for fisheries personnel in Virginia. Includes.:
news about. comnerci al fisheries activities in. Virginia and national news
of interest to Virginia fishermen and seafood processors;

WASHINGTON LETTER OF OCEANOGRAPHY, Sea Technology Magazine, 1117-Ntirth 19th
Street, Arlington, VA 22209 Published bi-monthly. .

flew' s and remarks about activities of the Federal Government in marine
stiences andother items of general interest.'" IL

WATER NEWSLETTER, Water Information Center, Inc., 44 Sintsink Drive, East,
Port Washington, Long Island,z,N.Y. 11050 Published twice a month.
Information about water supply and conservation and waste. disposal as.
it relates to water. ,Although not marine oriented, it includes
information about marine areas.

.

WETLANIG -ThSTITUTE NEWSI.tTTER,
,N.Jw. 08247
Relates the activitieS of
University.

The Wetlands Institute, Box 91, Stone Harbor,

the litstitute, which is sponsored by Lehigh
w

2/3'
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WOOS MOLE NOTES, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods 4o1 e, MA 0543

Published bi-weekly.
Specializes in activities of the Woods Hole staff. To date, the I4d
article, in a1,1 but one issue has been a biographical sketch of a staff
oceanographer. 4?

WOLDWATtli PAPERS a're'a series of papers issued by the Population Reference
Bureau on a variety of topics related to the environment and pop4lationj
Population ReferenceBureati, Box 35012, Washington, D.C. 20011 2-4- .

5
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Sample Relationship Between Goals and Objectives.

Foundation Program Objective III

Develop decision-making and problem4solving skills.

Essential Competency,8

Reach reasoned solutions to commonly encountered probleN.

Program Goal

The goal of Environmental Education is to develop an environmental
literate and enlightened society which, through its ethical%commitment,to
wise use of its,resources, creates and maintains optimum quality-in both
human -made andlnatural environments.

-Program Objective.

Students should develop skills in .coping with environmental problems.

Performance.Expectation
Grade 8

Predicts the effects social, political, and economic changes would
have on the environment.

I

Human Populations
Resource Depletion

lk ,

.Content of the InstrUCtional Program
Areas of Concern

Cohcepts
Social-Intellectual, Terrestrial, Total Human

Instructional Goal 4 ir
4

Students will support and practice wise utilization of traditional
sources of energy and also support research and development of alternate
energy sources.

Instructional. Objective Number 13

% Provided with the necessary.eiperiences, data and information, students
, will project the effect of a changing world population on future energy,
suppliet.
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